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OBJECTIVE
Each life should be a color wheel
Complete with all its shadings
—
At birth transparent tones of white
Shy newness penetrating,
Thru red and orange goes the youth
'Til instinct blends with reason,
Then yellow comes, a quiet phase,
With learning at its season ;
Then green-life's own fertility
And blue—a loyal strain
—
To purple—wisdom's distant end,
The sum of life's great gain.
Pure colors bright are vividly
And harshly overbearing,
So black, dull sorrow's mite of tone,
For harmony restraining.
A color lost or tinted wrong
The circle lacks cohesion,
But strive we must for unity
Till death shows life's completion.
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To
Doctor and
Mrs. Chalmers
we dedicate
this book,
knowing that
our lives
will hold
more beauty
and nobility
because of
THEIR
GUIDANCE
AND
TEACHINGS.
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JAMES CHALMERS, A.B., Ph.D., D.D., L.L.D., Principal
To the Class of 1930
Th t man that minds his own business
has a good, stead\r employ)Tient.
Dr. James Chalmers
MRS. CHALMERS
To the Class of 1930
Let Truth and Love and Honor and
Courtesy flow in all thy deeds.
—Emerson.
MR. LYMAN, HONORARY CLASS MEMBER
To the Class of 1030
So live v\"ith your pupils that they will
grow to be better and more effi cient j ust
because they have associated 'ivith you
for a year.
Cassius S Lyman
DOCTOR CHALMERS
Dr. Chalmers came to Framingham as the principal of our Normal School in
September 1917. He has led us in our work and play in the years since.
During Dr. Chalmers' administration the number of students has greatly in-
creased. There have been well over five hundred students in each of the last eight
years.
Through our principal's effort the Vocational Household Arts School, made pos-
sible under the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, was gained for Framingham. This new
department was opened in September 1920.
In Dr. Chalmers' first year the corner-stone of Horace Mann Dormitory was
laid. It was his wish that it be named after Horace Mann, the founder of the
normal school system of teacher training in Massachusetts and in the United States.
Our campus has been enlarged so that it includes the entire top of the hill, pre-
serving for us not only the use of it for recreation and the outlet upon Main Street,
but also the inspiration that comes to us from the beauty of the view from our hill
top and the free swing of the breezes over its crest. We shall always remember how
much Dr. Chalmers loves this hill with its widespread view over the valleys around
us to the hills beyond.
The lengthening of the Household Arts and Vocational Courses from three years
to four years with the consequent granting of the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education has come to us under Dr. Chalmers. How much he has enjoyed the
autumn morning when each successive Senior Class has made a ceremonial of donning
cap and gown
!
Through Dr. Chalmers' influence the school and the community have had the
unusual opportunity during his administration of listening to such eminent men as
William Howard Taft, Charles W. Eliot, George Herbert Palmer, Bishop Ander-
son, Dr. Cadman, and Dr. Angell.
In our life here in the school Dr. Chalmers has always fostered in us the spirit of
initiative and of individuality, maintaining that as professional students we could find
and attain that control of self which results in an efficient, co-operative society of
responsible individuals. Our Student Government Organization has been greatly
appreciated and supported by him.
Just as Dr. Chalmers has brought to us at chapel his Scotch philosophy of life
for work and study, so too he has brought to us his fund of Scotch song and story
to beguile us at party and at feast. To Dr. Chalmers we owe the gift of our annual
Christmas festival.
Of all the short lessons which Dr. Chalmers has sought to help us to learn, four
stand out distinctly
:
A real appreciation of our home people.
The beauty of the world around us as the expression of the Divine.
There is no To-morrow. There is only To-day in which to work toward the goal.
"The man that minds his own business has a good, steady employment."
MR. LYMAN
Mr. Lyman came to Framingham Normal School in September 1919 as instructor
of mathematics and supervisor of practice teaching in the Elementary Department.
Previous to his coming to Framingham he had been superintendent of schools in
Hudson, Massachusetts, for twenty-five years.
Mr. Lyman's interest in the art of teaching from the standpoint not only of teacher
and pupil but also from that of superintendent gave him an especially broad apprecia-
tion of the work of a supervisor of practice teaching. In this position Mr. Lyman has
devoted himself most generously and sympathetically to our interests as student teachers
and to the welfare of our Framingham graduates.
MISS STEVENS
MISS STEVENS
Miss Mary H. Stevens left us so quietly after the opening days of the school year
in September that it was difficult to realize that she was not to be a member of the
faculty any longer.
For thirty-eight years Miss Stevens was instructor in French. This long period
of teaching experience began in 1891 under Miss Ellen Hyde as principal, and con-
tinued during Mr. Whittemore's and Dr. Chalmers' principalship. These years of
service, preceded by her four years of student life in this school, gave to Miss Stevens
a very intimate knowledge of the school's history and a keen appreciation of its needs
for growth.
Out of this wide participation in the school's development and out of her personal
wealth of background enriched by broad human contacts, by study, and by travel,
Miss Stevens has always given graciously and freely for our benefit.
MOTHER AND DAD
All our lives we've been in debt to two of the dearest folks
To whom we've carried tales of woe, triumphs and life's little jokes.
They've been received, each in turn, by these parents in whom we confide,
Who have laughed and chuckled and rejoiced with us— or have said "My dear,
you've tried."
It's not easy now to sit down and write the feelings kept locked inside,
But we all agree that for these two we've a love we don't want to hide.
And now this treasured Dial of ours represents the years
Through which we've struggled, worked, and played, and laughed -— sometimes
through tears.
These years here at our F. N. S. are the best we've ever known,
And though we all don't realize now, in our hearts are sown
The seeds that some fine day will bring happiness and cheer,
And strength to put away things wrong— all ugliness and fear.
We've been given a chance to get the best that we possibly can from life,
And we've also been taught that success is reached only with plenty of strife.
And mixed with our knowledge are school life and friends— the best that can be
had —
It's all this we owe, along with the rest to dear old Mother and Dad.
O. E. S.
APPRECIATIONS
To CAROL GORETH BINGLEY
We are not forgetting what you did
For us while you were able—
The Seniors wish to thank you now
For guidance calm and stable.
To DR. MEIER
In choosing the person who's "stood by" indeed
And always has helped us— whatever the need
We Seniors of '30— like an olden time crier
In one mighty voice shout for our Dr. Meier.
To MR. RIED
For most of us this Dial of ours was one grand enterprise,
To say the least, we needed help from one who must be
wise—
And greatly now we are in debt to one whom we did heed,
The Senior Class, therefore, does say "Thank you, Mr.
Ried."
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CAMPUS
Faculty 25
Seniors 43
Juniors 84
Sophomores 91
Freshmen 99
Hall of Fame 109
Organizations 133
Alumnae 157
Athletics 163
Dormitories 171
Quips 183
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
MARIE KATHARINE TREANOR
President
ANNA PATRICIA KANE
Vice-President
OLGA ELIZABETH SACHS
Secretary
VIOLA IYDELLE MUNYAN
Treasurer
[22]
DECISION
O ! Who would be a Grecian Urn
The plaything mute of quietness and time?
Or who would be a lively tree
With never the joys of you or me?
A thousand times I'd rather be
Than all the world's great lakes or seas
A mortal man with mind to know
The wealth of all the earth can show.
[23]
1930 DIAL STAFF
Managing Editor
ALICE M. HENRY
Literary Editor
Olga E. Sachs
Art Editor
Ruth Ufford
Business Manager
Geraldine Parker
Elizabeth Barnes Assistant Editor
Viola I. Munyan . Assistant Business Manager
Alice G. Merrill......... Assistant Art Editor
Ruth Cowdrey Assistant Art Editor
Muriel V. Henry Assistant Art Editor
Stacey A. Krasnecki Faculty Editor
Ruby T. Fields H. A. Statistician
Helen Paton Elementary Statistician
Blanid Reidy........... H. A. Historian
Leonie La Plante . . . . . . . . , Elementary Historian
E. Frances Parker H. A. Prophet
Helen Bickerstaff Elementary Prophet
Barbara H. Burrell ...... Vocational Historian and Prophet
Ella M. Mahoney Class Will
Elizabeth Leslie ......... Organizations Editor
M. Elaine Fulton ......... Alumnae Editor
Marion F. Norton . . . . . . . . . . Dormitories
Julia Kinney : Athletics
Olga Sachs H. A. Quips Editor
Gertrude Archer Elementary Quips Editor
Frederick W. Ried Faculty Advisor
[24]
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EDITH A. SAVAGE, Dean
GREETINGS TO THE CLASS OF 1930
This is the time when all those who have lived with you during the past few years,
want to give you some little message. Success is something we all anticipate. What
kind of success we have is really of our choosing, to a large extent. The following
quotation is a simple formula, and I hope you will like it as much as I do.
Edith A. Savage.'
"He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often and
loved much ; who has gained the respect of intelligent men and the
love of little children ; who has filled his niche and accomplished his
task ; who has left the world better than he found it, whether by
an improved poppy, a perfect poem, or a rescued soul ; who has never
lacked appreciation of earth's beauty, or failed to express it ; who
has looked for the best in others, and has given the best he had
;
whose life was an inspiration— his memory a benediction.''
A. J. Stanley,
[27]
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FRED W. ARCHIBALD
Music
Tufts Summer School; Harvard Summer School;
Normal Music School. Supervisor of Music, Public
Schools of Eastern Massachusetts; Salem Normal
School ; Instructor in Boston University Summer
School. Baritone Soloist, Chorus and Choir Work.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Fram-
ingham in 1898.
To the Class of 1930:
"Music should kindle the divine flame in the human
mind."
—
Beethoven.
EVA E. HEMENWAY
154 Maynard Road, Framingham, Mass.
Secretary and Treasurer
Began duties at the State Normal School at Fram-
ingham in 1909.
To the Class of 1930:
"The most satisfactory thing in all this earthly life
is to be able to serve our fellow-beings—first, those
who are bound to us by ties of love; then the wider
circle of fellow-townsmen, fellow country-men, or
fellow-men. To be of service is a solid foundation
for contentment in this world."
—
Charles W. Eliot.
FREDERICK W. RIED
45 Harrington Street, Newtonville, Mass.
Fine Arts, School Craft, Methods, Activities
Diploma, Massachusetts School of Art, Boston; Staff
Instructor, U. S. Shipping Board during War; Presi-
dent of Massachusetts Art Teachers' Association, 1926-
30 ; member of Eastern Arts Association, Beachcombers
of Provincetown and other organizations; Lecturer and
writer on specialized phases of "Art in Trade" ; Author
of "Leather Work."
Began teaching in Framingham in 1909.
To 1930 I recommend Guests' paragraph in "My
Goals"
:
A little braver when the skies are gray,
A little stronger when the road seems long,
A little more patience through the day
And not so quick to magnify a wrong.
[28]
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CHARLES E. DONER
Reading, Mass.
Penmanship
Diploma, Zanerian School of Penmanship, Columbus,
Ohio; Heffley School of Commerce, Brooklyn;
Spencerian Commercial School, Cleveland; Editorial
Staff, Business Journal, N. Y. ; Penmanship Associa-
tions; Member of National Commercial Teachers'
Federation ; Zanerian Penmanship Association ; New
England Penmanship Association.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Fram-
ingham in 1909.
To the Class of 1930:
If you feel you need a change. I know a
simple thing to do.
Close your eyes, then open them. And take
a different view.
WILLIAM H. D. MEIER
177 State Street, Framingham, Mass.
Head of Department of Biology
Diploma, Illinois State Normal University; A.M.,
Ph.D.; Harvard. Teacher rural schools, principal high
schools, and superintendent city schools in Illinois;
Instructor Botany, Harvard University; Author "Her-
barium and Plant Descriptions," "Plant Study,"
"Animal Study," "School and Home Gardens," "Study
of Living Things," "Open Doors to Science" with Otis
W. Caldwell, and "Exercises in Science" with Lois
Meier.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1911.
To the Class of 1930:
Non finis sed initium.
LINWOOD L. WORKMAN
17 Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
Household Physics, Sociology and Social Problems
A.B., Colby College, 1902; Tufts College Summer
School of Biology, Harpswell, Maine, 1902; Ed.M.,
Graduate School of Education, Harvard University,
1927.
Instructor at Colby Academy, Wakefield High,
Watertown High ; Principal of Higgins Classical In-
stitute ; Principal of Peters High School, Southboro.
Began teaching in State Normal School, Framing-
ham, February, 1912,
To the Class of 1930:
We are all blind until we see
That in the human plan
Nothing is worth the making if
It does not make the man
—
Edwin Markham.
[29]
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LOUIE G. RAMSDELL
9 Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
Geography, Modern European History
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Ph.B.,
S.M., University of Chicago.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1912.
To the Class of 1930:
"Copists lead but shadows of a real existence."'
MILL1CENT M. COSS
164 State Street, Framingham, Mass.
Head of Clothing Department, Instructor in Household
Arts Education
A.B., Indiana State University; B.S., and M.A., in
Household Arts Education, Teachers' College, Colum-
bia University, New York.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1914.
To the Class of 1930:
"The common problem,
Yours, mine, everyone's
Is not to fancy
What were fair in life
Provided it could be,
—
But, finding just
What may be, then
Find how to make it fair
Up to our means."
—
Browning.
MAUDE B. GERRITSON
Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
English Composition, Literature
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham ; B.S.,
Teachers' College, Columbia University; A.M.,
Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham, 1916.
To the Class of 1930:
The growth of what is excellent; "So slow so hard
T'attain perfection in this better world."
—William Cowper.
[30]
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LOUISE KINGMAN
1 Waldo Court, Wellesley, Mass.
Speech, Physical Education, Director of Dramatics
Leland Powers School of Spoken Word, Boston;
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham, Rice
Summer School of Spoken Word, Oak Bluffs.
Teacher of Speech and Physical Education in State
Normal School at Framingham in 1917 to 1923. Leave
of absence 1923-24.
To the Class of 1930:
"A noble aim faithfully kept, is as a noble deed."
—Ibsen.
SARA M. ARMSTRONG
Pleasant Street, Framingham, Mass.
Psychology, Education
A.B., Tufts College; A.M., Columbia University;
Instructor Danbury Normal School.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1918.
To the Class of 1930:
"
—if an ideal becomes stationary it is dead and
ceases to be an ideal."—D. Seabury.
GRACE BROWN GARDNER
33 Milk Street, Nantucket, Mass.
Biology, Microbiology, Nature Study
Diploma, State Normal at Bridgewater ; A.B., Cornell
University; A.M., Brown University. Primary Schools,
New Bedford; Harrington Normal Training School,
New Bedford ; Head of the Department of Biology,
B.M.C. Durfee High School, Fall River.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1918.
To the Class of 1930:
"Beware what you set your heart upon, for it surely
shall be vours."
—
Emerson.
[31]
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DEBORAH M. RUSSELL
4 Hudson Street, Worcester, Mass.
Chemistry, Nutrition
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham ; Chief
Dietitian, Boston Floating Hospital ; Summer courses,
Columbia University; B.S., Teachers College, Columbia
University; A.M., Columbia University; Courses, Bos-
ton University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1918.
To the Class of 1930:
"To thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
—Shakespeare.
CASSIUS LYMAN
North Charlestown, New Hampshire
Supervision of Practice Teachers, Arithmetic
Ph.B., Yale University; many summer schools;
Principal of Grammar School six years; Principal of
High School five years; Superintendent of Schools in
Massachusetts towns twenty-five years; Teacher of
Geography, Salem State Normal School.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham "in 1919.
HELEN M. ALLEN
30 Henry Street, Framingham, Mass.
Assistant Practical Arts Department
B.S., Massachusetts Art School ; Courses at Museum
of Fine Arts, Simmons College, Boston University, and
Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1920.
To the Class of 1930:
"We ascribe Beauty to that which is simple ; which
has no superfluous parts ; which exactly answers its
end; which is related to all things; which is the
mean of many extremes."—G. Baldwin Brown.
[32]
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EMMA A. HUNT
North Charlestown, New Hampshire
Hygiene, General Science
A.B., Wellesley, 1914; M.A., Teachers' College,
Columbia University, 1925; Summer Session, M.A.C.,
Assistant Biology, 1914. Teacher Biology and General
Science, Framingham High School, 1915-20.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham 1920.
To the Class of 1930:
"It's Faith in something
And Enthusiasm for something
That makes a life worth looking at."
—Holmes.
CORINNE E. HALL
16 Linder Terrace, Newton, Mass.
Household Administration and Practice Tcaching
Diploma, State Normal School; A.B., Denver Uni-
versity; A.M., Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Supervisor of Domestic Scence, Danburv, Connecticut;
Teacher of Foods, New York City; Manual Training,
High School, Denver, Colorado; Instructor of Foods,
Denver University. Courses at M.A.C.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1920.
To the Class of 1930:
"We must not lower the level of our aim that we
may more surely enjoy the complacency of success."
J. Ruskin.
STUART B. FOSTER
31 Salem End Road, Framingham, Mass.
Chemistry, Nutrition
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1914;
Assistant Chemist, McClure Laboratories, Westfield,
Mass., 1915-17; First Lieutenant, Sanitary Corps,
American Expeditionary Forces, 1917-19; A.M., 1921,
Ph.D., 1925, Columb'a University; Member, American
Chemical Society; American Associaton for the Ad-
vancement of Science.
To the Class of 1930:
Science is, I believe, nothing but trained and or-
ganized common sense.
—
Huxley.
[33]
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DOROTHY E. WEEKS
9 Higgins Street, Auburndale, Mass. -
Foods
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham, 1919;
Summer School, Hyannis Normal; Boston University;
B.S., Columbia, 1926; Graduate Study, Columbia Uni-
versity.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1922.
To the Class of 1930:
Sun shining,
No repining;
Never borrow
Idle sorrow;
Drop it!
Cover it up !
Joy will fill it,
Don't spill it,
Steady, be ready,
Good luck !
MARJORIE SPARROW
1140 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, Mass.
English
A.B., RadclifFe College ; Graduate Study at Columbia,
Harvard and Wellesley; Composition tutor at Welles-
ley and Wheaton College.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1922.
To the Class of 1930:
"The teacher must be actually a source of illumin-
ation, not a reflected light but a light-producer, not
a moon but a sun; and the scholar, capable of catching
fire, combustible, spiritually organic."
—Edward Yeomans.
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LUCILE G. FRENCH
50 Jackson Road, West Medford, Mass.
House/told Arts
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham;
Special Diploma in Supervision of Household Arts and
B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia University; Assis-
tant in Science, Framingham Normal School; Instructor
in Foods, Teachers' College; Director of Foods and
Nutrition, James Milliken University, Decatur, Illinois;
Instructor of Foods, Pine Manor School, Wellesley,
Massachusetts.
Began teaching at Framingham State Normal School
in 1922.
To the Class of 1930:
''Be resolutely and faithfully what you are
;
be humbly what you aspire to be."
—
Thoreau.
[34]
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FLORENCE E. AMIDON
106 Austin Street, Newtonville, Mass.
Dressmaking, Textiles
Teacher of Dressmaking, Newton Vocational High
School, Newtonville, and Women's Educational and
Industrial Union, Boston.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1923.
To the Class of 1930:
"Happiness comes not from the power of possession,
but from the power of appreciation."
—
H. W. Sylvester.
MURIEL CABOT BUCKLEY
20 George Street, Belmont, Mass.
Elementary Clothing, Dress Appreciation
Graduate of State Normal School, Framingham, and
of Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Began teaching at the State Normal School at Fram-
ingham in 1923.
To the Class of 1930:
"Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control
These three alone lead life to sovereign power."
—Alfred Tennyson.
ELLA C. RITCHIE
Endicott, New York
Librarian
Graduate Centenary Collegiate Institute, Hacketts-
town, N. J.; Simmons College, B.S. ; Courses in Boston
University; Librarian State Normal School, Blooms-
burg, Pa.; Air Service, War Department, Washington,
D. C. ; Cataloguer Free Public Library, Endicott,
N. Y.
Began duties at the State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1923.
To the Class of 1930:
"Let us be lovers of books and let us read them, but
let us not gather them with indiscriminate hands . . ."
[35]
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FLORENCE I. ROBBINS, R.N.
State Normal School at Framingham, Mass.
School Nurse, Instructor of Home Hygiene and Care
of the Sick
Diploma, Framingham Hospital.
Began duties at State Normal School at Framingham
in 1923.
To the Class of 1930:
"So live that every thought and deed may
hold within itself the seed
Of future good and future need."
—Milton.
SARAH S. CUMMINGS
3 5 Cambridge Road, Woburn, Mass.
History and Civics
A.B., Colby College, 1907; Boston University. His-
tory Instructor, Lynn English High School ; Head of
Girls' Department, Lynn Continuation School.
Began duties at the State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1924.
To the Class of 1930:
"You're my friend
—
What a thing friendship is, world without end."
—Robert Browning.
BERNICE W. TAYLOR
1431 Broadway, Haverhill, Mass.
Physical Education
Graduate, Sargent School for Physical Education;
Special diploma and B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia
University. Taught in Haverhill Playgrounds; Public
Schools, Hoosick Falls, New York; Kansas State
Teachers' College of Emporia; Sargent School Camp;
Hyannis State Normal Summer School, 1926.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1925.
To the Class of 1930:
"For all your days prepare,
And meet them ever alike;
When you are the anvil, bear
—
When you are the hammer, strike.—
"
—Edwin Markham
[36]
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RUTH G. KAISER
558 La Grange Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
Foods
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham ; B.S.,
at Framingham.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1925.
To the Class of 1930:
"Life is an arrow—therefore you must know
What mark to aim at, how to use the bow
—
Then draw it to the head, and let it go!"
—
Henry Van Dyke.
ANNIE L. D. SWAN
1079 Adams Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Matron, Horace Mann Hall
Diploma, Posse-Nissen School of Physical Education.
Began duties at State Normal School at Framingham
in 1926.
To the Class of 1930:
"Life is a gift but the beautiful life is the result
of effort."
—
Epictetus.
EVELYN W. KEITH
Greendale Station, Worcester, Mass.
Head Matron, Instructor of Institutional Management
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham;
Samaritan Hospital, Troy, N. Y.
Teaching, Worcester; Head Dietitian and Instructor
at Melrose Hospital; Morton Hospital, Taunton; Mar-
garet Pillsbury Hospital, Concord, N. H.
Began duties at State Normal School in Framing-
ham in 1926.
To the Class of 1930:
"There is a destiny that makes us brothers;
None goes his way alone:
All that we send into the lives of others
Comes back into our own."
—
Edwin Markham.
[37]
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LOU LOMBARD
29 Denwood Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland
Resident Supervisor of Vocational Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; B.S.,
University of Minnesota ; Teacher of Cookery, Wash-
ington, D. C. ; Home Demonstration Agent, University
of Minnesota ; Instructor of Foods in Teacher Training
Department, University of Minnesota ; Consultant in
Nutrition, Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
To the Class of 1930:
"Happiness lies in the consciousness we have of it,
and by no means in the way the future keeps its
promises."
—
George Sand.
ELIZABETH C. MACMILLAN
152 South Almont Drive, Beverly Hills, California
Lunchroom Management, Laundering , Household Ad-
ministration, Dietetics
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham ; B.S.,
at Framingham; Certificate, Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital ; Summer courses, Teachers' College, Colum-
bia University; Assistant Dietitian, Massachusetts
Agricultural College.
To the Class of 1930:
Look to This Day
—
".
. . For yesterday is already a dream,
And tomorrow is only a vision ;
But today well lived, makes every yesterday a
dream of happiness
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day."
Such is the Salutation of the Dawn.
From the Sanskrit.
RUTH H. CARTER
67 Dakota Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Reading Methods, English, Book Selection
Diploma State Normal School, Framingham; Courses
at Columbia and Boston University, and Harvard.
Began duties at State Normal School at Framingham
in 1927.
To the Class of 1930:
"Life is the game that must be played:
This truth at least, good friends, we know;
So live and laugh nor be dismayed
As one by one the phantoms go."
—Edward Arlington Robinson.
[38]
KATHERINE E. O'BRIEN
32 Dean Street, Worcester, Mass.
Assistant Matron, Peirce Hall.
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Massa-
chusetts General Hospital, Boston.
Head Dietitian and Instructor at Milford Hospital ;
Framingham Hospital; Mount Sinai Hospital, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Fairlawn Hospital, Worcester; Denmark
Inn, Denmark, Maine.
Began dutes at State Normal School in Framingham
in 1927.
To the Class of 1930:
"The happiest person is the person who thinks the
most interesting thoughts." From "Happiness."
—William Lyon Phelps.
LOUISE BRIGHTMAN
13 Pleasant Street, Dighton, Mass.
Assistant, J'ocational Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1928.
To the Class of 1930:
"God's best gift to us is that he gives not things,
but opportunities."
—
Alice Wellington Rollins.
ELEANOR F. CHASE
45 Highland Street, Amesburv, Mass.
Chemistry
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College; M.S.,
Massachusetts Agricultural College; Assistant in
Chemistry, Massachusetts Agricultural College; Re-
search Assistant in Food Chemistry and Graduate Stu-
dent at Columbia University; Ph.D., Columbia Uni-
versity.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1928.
To the Class of 1930:
"A life without a purpose is a languid, drifting
thing."
—
Marcus Aurelius.
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ARLINE POOLE
27 Owatonna St., Auburndale, Mass.
Sophomore Clothing, Advanced Millinery
Diploma, Framingham Normal School ; Massachu-
setts School of Art; B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia
University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1929.
To the Class of 1930:
"Knowledge is power, but only wisdom is liberty."
—Will Durant.
DOROTHY LARNED
30 Henry Street, Framingham, Mass.
French
A.B., Mount Holyoke, 1912; Middlebury ; Harvard;
Penn. State; Chateau du Montcel, Jouy-en-Josas
;
Alliance Francaise; Universite de Paris, Institute de
Phonetique; Framingham High School, teacher of
French and German 1914-1928, head of Foreign Lan-
guage Department 1922-1928; Repetitrice d'Anglais,
Ecole Normale d'Institutiuces dAngers, France, 1928-
1929.
Began teaching in Framingham Normal School in
1929.
To the Class of 1930:
"Pour digerer le savoir, il faut l'avoir avale avec
appetit."
—
Anatole France.
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JONATHAN MAYNARD FACULTY
Alice Joyce
Edith C. Arey .
Robinette Ward
Mary L. Caunt
Ruth H. Russell .
Louise F. Thatcher
Ruth S. Dennett .
Maria E. Hawes
Evelyn V. Nickerson
Jennis L. Grey, B.S.E
Lena Cushing, B.S., A.M., Principal
Eighth grade
Seventh grade
Sixth grade
Sixth grade
; . . Fifth grade
Fourth grade
Third and Fourth grades
Third grade
Second grade
First grade
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Framingham Normal School consists of many departments, but there is one im-
portant section never to my knowledge, given a write-up in our Dial. I wish here
to express a genuine word of sincere appreciation to the principal and teachers of
the Training School.
The work in the Training School is different from that in any of our other teach-
ing assignments. Here one receives more supervised training, more general experience.
Do we grudge the work here? Oh, no. We love this experience in the teaching of
the A. B. C's. We enjoy especially the work in the music under the direction of Mr.
Archibald, in blackboard drawing, and in gymnasium and playground work under
the direction of Miss Taylor, and Miss Kingman.
The Household Art girls also spend some time in the Training School, in their
Junior year, where they get added experience in teaching foods- and clothing to the
girls of grades 5 to 8.
The principal and teachers are always willing to give unstintingly of their ex-
perience. Their criticisms help us to become efficient teachers. When we actually
begin our teaching, we often may wish we could go to them for further helpful advice.
An activity which the pupils of the Training School enjoy very much is the half
hour Assembly held each Friday morning. The program includes a short reading,
and the Lords' Prayer. This is followed by pupils singing under the direction of Mr.
Archibald. Shall we ever forget the "Volga Boat Song" and "Hello Peter?" How
the children do enjoy singing those two rounds. Sometimes on Friday morning we
had the pleasure of listening to their splendid orchestra.
These pupils are gifted with many talents, and they are given many different op-
portunities to use them.
At Christmas time the fourth and fifth grade children showed remarkable ability
in dramatics. The play which they gave in the Training School auditorium was
"Unexpected Guests." Both children and students carried away with them a deeper
realization that life has many opportunities for thoughtful and loving service to
others.
Grades 6, 7 and 8 presented the operetta "Hansel and Gretel" in the Spring. How
Mr. Archibald did drill those pupils. The result was a worthwhile performance for
pupils and friends.
May the on-coming senior classes enjov the Training School as much as did the
Class of 1930.
E. B. '30.
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RACHEL DOROTHY BANGS
137 Bellevue Road, Lynn
September 12
Student Gov't. Council (2, 3, 4) ; Class Representative
(2,3,4) ; Chemistry Council, Sec. (2) ; Vice-President (3) ;
President (4) ; Quiet and Order Comm. (2) ; Y. W. C. A.
(1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Baseball (2, 3) ; Bowling
(4); Fine Arts (1, 2, 4); Lend-a-Hand (2); Home
Economics (3, 4)
.
When first we came to F. N. S.
We thought she was a grind
But after the year in Crocker
This is what we find
;
Loyalty of heart, high of purpose, a true friend.
GERTRUDE EMILY BEARSE "Bearsie"
63 Sea Street, Hyannis
July 6
Fine Arts (1, 2) ; Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Librarian (2) ;
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Choir (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ;
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Hockev (1, 3, 4); Harvard
sub team (3, 4); Basketball (2); Baseball (3).
Her charm lies in her stability,
She's never still a minute,
There's no end to her ability,
If there's a midst, she's in it.
MARION BARTLETT BENNET "Benney"
8 Berkshire Street, Indian Orchard
March 14
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Cabinet (3,4,) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; Vice-President (3) ; A. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Hockey Mgr.
(4) ; Harvard Hockey (4) ; Basketball (2, 3) ; Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4) ; Tennis Singles (1).
She never let misfortune met on the way
Stop her from being both cheerful and gay.
RUTH WINIFRED BJORK "Rufus"
"Bjorky"
35 Otsego Road, Worcester
June 10
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Girl's Friendly (1, 2, 3; Home
Economics (4).
We all love the smiling lass, who
Has a cheery greeting each day,
Is a friend to all and loyal too,
Both at her work and at her play.
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RUTH BONNY
10 Eaton Street, Wakefield
January 23
"Strong in will to strive, to seek, to find, and not to
yield."
MARY EDITH BRYANT "Edie"
51 Bloomfield Street, Dorchester
October 30
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Federation Delegate (4) ; Or-
chestra (1) ; Fine Arts ( 1, 2, 3 ) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3 ) ; Home
Economics (3, 4); Photograph Committee (4).
With your soft dusky hair and sweet charming smiles,
You bring with you mystery of tropical isles.
We love your dear ways and your loveliness too,
The originality and quaintness all wrapped up in you.
MARGARET MARY CAHILL
21 Grave Street, Whitinsville
July 7
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (2, 3) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; Lend-A-Hand (2, 3).
This, no song of an ingenue,
This, no ballad of innocence,
This the rhyme of a lady who
Followed ever her natural bents.
(Mrs.) DORIS MURRAY CHAMPLAIN
Holliston, Mass.
July 13
Glee Club (4) ; Chair (4).
Dutiful, diligent,
Modest, magnetic, modern,
Conscientious, cheerful
is
Doris Murray Champlain
"Dodo"
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DOROTHY LOUISE CHURCH
39 Pratt Street, Springfield
May 24
Fine Arts (3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A.
(1) ; House President (3) ; Handbook Comm. (3) ; Junior
Prom Comm. (3) ; Student Council (3, 4) ; President (4).
A petite little miss is Dorothy and kindness is her joy
(Especially to some dear someone way way up in Troy)
She's just so awful little but she doesn't need to be tall
She's such a competent person, she's won the respect of all.
ELIZABETH PICKARD COBB
125 Pleasant Street, Arlington
February 2
"The only kind of real service is that for which no money
can pay."
DOROTHY ALICE COLE
68 Henry Street, Framingham
June 1
Commuters' Club (1, 2, 3).
Personally, she's conscientious,
Studious, clever, and unpretentious,
To attain the finest is her desire,
Her work is something to admire.
GERTRUDE HARRINGTON COOK
19 Floral Street, Shrewsbury
December 23
A. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 4) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; Fine Arts (4) ; Secretary (4) ; Quiet and Order
Comm. (2); Chemistry Assistant (3, 4).
Yes, Gertrude may seem timid,
And Gertrude may seem shy,
But she shows us up in working
And quietly makes "chips" fly.
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HELEN LOUISE COURTIS
57 Elm Street, Marblehead
June 3
Student Council (2) ; Y. W. C. A. (4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Yale Sub-Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Class
Basketball (1, 2, 3) ; Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Bowling (4) ;
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Library Committee (2, 4) ; Glee
Club (4); Choir (4); Operetta (4); Class Day Com-
mittee (4).
"Friend"! what strength that word implies
What depths it sounds, when true.
Of all the girls that I have met
I still retain a score
—
, and yet,
How few, the true and blue.
RUTH ELIZABETH COWDREY "Ruthie"
Main Street, Townsend
May 6
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3) ; President of Musical
Club (3) ; C. C. C. (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Girls'
Friendly (I, 2, 3) ; Home Economics (3, 4).
Ruthie:
You're a pert little charmer
—
you're witty and sweet,
You're just about worthy the words "pretty neat''
You're chock full of pep, you croon a mean tune,
You're one of the reasons we hope June won't come soon.
DOROTHY VINAL CURTIS
24 Grove Place, Waltham
'Pete'
August 9
A. A. (1, 2, 3,4) ; Hockey (1,2, 4) ; Harvard Hockey (4) ;
Basketball (1, 2) ; Baseball (1, 2) ; Captain (2) ; Bowling
Team (4) ; Manager (4) ; Home Economics (4) ; Stunt
Committee (4).
She's a friend, tried and true,
And full of fun and pleasure, too,
But does her work, she will confess
With willing care and seriousness.
FLORIS ALEDA DEGERE "Flop"
State Sanatorium, Westfiei.d
July 6
Y. W. C. A. (4) ; Fine Arts (3) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ;
Chemistry Council (2) ; Class Secretary (3) ; Chairman
of Dining Room Committee (4) ; Charge of Caps and
Gowns (4) ; Chemistry Assistant (3, 4).
A trim, neat person and charming too
With dignified carriage and mien
Her accomplishments many, her weaknesses few
With a mind that is cultured and keen
In these past four years a treat it has been
For those who can speak from the test
To know and live with Floris here
For as a friend she's one of the best.
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GERTRUDE MAY DOANE
1 Bowdin Street, Marbi.ehead
June 27
Girls' Friendly (1, 2, 3, 4); President (4); Home
Economics (4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; C. C. C. (3, 4) ; Secretary-
Treasurer (4) ; Chairman Harvard Costume Committee
(3).
From quaint Marblehead down by the sea,
There came a sweet maid—our own Gertrude D.
She's staunch and she's true,
She's your friend and mine,
May "Good luck" and "Happy Days" her future entwine.
HOPE ADELAIDE DYER
501 Lowell Street, Lawrence
August 2<
Hope will surely go a long way on the road to Success
if we judge by her courage in taking the over-the-road
trip to the coast.
ELIZABETH ERICKSSON
2 June Street, Worcester
March 29
Y. W. C. A. (1); Home Economics (3, 4); Fine, Arts
(3) ; A. A. (1) ; Chairman of Decorations Committee for
Junior Prom (3).
This is our Betty from Worcester
Who sews and cooks like "Ma Uster."
We all love her smile,
Her kindness and style,
And wish her best luck with her future.
RUBY THEOPHULUS FIELDS
"Rubenstein"—"Melody in F."
673 Summer Street, So. Weymouth
December 27
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 4) ; Hockey (1, 4) ;
Captain (4) ; Yale Sub-Team (4) ; Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Manager (4) ; Bowling Team (4) ; Dial Staff (4).
Her willing hand—her pleasant face,
In our class won a worthy place.
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"Joe-Pete"
(1) ; Council (3) ; Senior Council
Home Economics (4) ; Fine Arts
MARY ELAINE FULTON
308 Elm Street, Gardner
May 22
Chemistry Sub-Counci
(4) ; Dial Staff (4) ;
(4); Play (4).
Joe's the girl 'who keeps her pluck
Whether she's "in or out" with luck.
A helping hand she'll surely lend
For she's a generous, honest friend,
Comical sayings and a mind most bright
Make her presence a true delight.
ALICE MARIE HENRY "Alhenry, Cal"
312 Lafayette Street, Salem
January II
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3, 4) ; Assistant Librarian
of Musical Clubs (3) ; President (4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Hike Manager (3); Basketball (1, 2, 3); Captain (2);
Baseball (1, 2) ; Hockey (2, 3) ; Harvard Basketball (2,
3, 4) ; Captain (4) ; A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home
Economics (3, 4) Chemistry Sub-Council (1); House
Secretary (1) ; C. C. C. (4) ; Senior Council (4) ; Editor-
in-Chief of Dial (4).
A leader in work
And a leader in fun
And "Al" has proven true.
In the years on ahead
It will ever be said
Each task she was fit to do.
DOROTHY JENNEY
West Tisbury
March 29
A. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2
Home Economics (4) ; Hockey (2, 4) ;
Basketball (3); Bowling (4).
A diligent worker
On her business intent,
Ambitious, high-minded, and clever
She enjoys simple pleasures,
Is friendly in leisure
Like her we might wisely endeavor.
; Fine Arts (4) ;
Yale Hockey (4) ;
'Jonesy"RUTH JONES
33 Walnut Street, Milford
April 1
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Tennis Manager (2) ; Vice-President
(3) ; Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Captain (3) ; Harvard Hockey
(3, 4); Basketball (I, 2, 3, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4);
Harvard Sub-Basketball (2, 4); Fine Arts (1); Y. W.
C. A. (4).
I would be useful on earth,
Serving some purpose or cause,
Doing some labor of worth,
Giving no thought to applause
Thinking less of the gold or fame
Than the joy and the thrill of the game.
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GRACE ISABEL JORDAN "Gracious"
471 Vane Street, Revere
February 28
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4).
To say the least the name of Grace brings to all her
friends a smile,
For "Grace" brings back a trail of jokes that extend for
many a mile.
She's brightened several weary hearts when misfortune
laughed with glee.
With ever cheery helping words—"You can't get less than
E."
AGNES HOWES KENDRICK "Mac"
Chatham, Mass.
November 30
Fine Arts (1) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 4) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; President (4) ; C. C. C. (4) ; A. A. (1, 2).
It's really quite amusing and causes quite a lot of fun
To hear Our Mac's gay laughter when once she has begun
Its truly quite contagious, but she can be serious too.
And her executive ability has carried her well through.
JULIA KINNEY "Judy"
47 So. Hampton Road, Amesrury
December 31
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball Manager (2) ; President
(4) ; Harvard Sub-Team (1) ; Team (2, 3, 4) ; Captain
(3); Class Team (1, 2, 3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1) ; House
President (1); Student Government Council (1, 2, 3);
Secretary (3); Class President (2); Quiet and Order
1, 2) ; Hand Book Committee (1) ; Home Economics (3,
4) ; Fine Arts (4) ; Dial Staff (4) ; C. C. C. (4).
Judy is an athlete right from the start,
A regular sport who always does her part
Sincere in what she thinks and acts,
Capable in work which she attacks.
STACEY AGNES KRASNECKI "Stae"
Adams Street, North Chelmsford
January 10
Choir (4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Pierce Hall Chairman (2) ; A'Kempis (1, 3, 4) ; President
(4) ; Dial Staff (4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Baseball (2, 3) ;
Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Captain (1); Yale Hockey (3);
Captain (3) ; C. C. C. (4).
Whether you need a marcel
Or in chemistry are involved,
Or want some typing immediately
—
Find "Stae" and your problem is solved.
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HILDA GERALDINE LANDRY "Landry'
25 High Street, Plymouth
March 19
( 1 ) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2)Commuters' Club
Economics (3, 4).
Here's to Hilda with that cheery smile,
To Hilda with her impish eyes,
To Hilda so capable and wise.
Hilda! Here's to you!
Home
ELLA MARGARET MAHONEY
103 Woodmont St., Westfield
A'Kempis
Economics
mittee (4)
She
June 11
(1, 2, 3, 4); Vice-President (4); Home
(3, 4) ; Chairman of Ways and Means Coin-
who deems work a pleasure
Finds joy in plenty to do.
Her habit of helping others
Rings true in her club work, too.
MURIEL ELIZABETH MANN
7 Overhill Road, Natick
September 28
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (2)
Club (1, 2, 3) ; A. A. (3).
Her's is not a brilliant style.
Her's is not a forceful way,
But she has a gentle smile,
And a kindly word to say.
Commuters'
GRETTA ELOISE MCPHERSON "Mickey"
3 Penniman Circle, Lowell
August 27
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Cabinet (2, 3) ; President (4)
Class President (3) ; Glee Club (2, 3, 4) ; Treasurer (4)
Choir Leader and Pianist (4) ; Girls' Friendly (2, 3, 4)
Treasurer (4) ; Quiet and Order Committee Chairman
(4) ; Student Government Council (3, 4) ; C. C. C. (3, 4) ;
Home Economics (3,4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; Baseball (2, 3).
Mickey's efficient, a person well met,
Her musical nature we'll never forget,
While to be able to count her as a friend,
Is to know loyalty unto the end.
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VIOLA IYDELL MUNYAN
134 Paine Street, Worcester
April 23
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Chemistry Sub-Council (2, 4) ;
Harvard Toastmistress (3); Senior Council (4); Asst.
Business Manager of Dial (4) ; Class Treasurer (3, 4).
Viola on committees did serve us nobly well,
Two years the treasury of the class at meetings she did tell,
She's worked her way courageously and studies carefully
done,
And in our few free moments was a source of clever fun.
MADELINE BERNADETTE MURRAY
37 Clarkson Street, Dorchester
October 3
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Commuters' Club (1, 2); Fine
Arts (1); Home Economics (3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3);
Library Committee (2) ; Quiet and Order Committee (4).
Madeline Murray is a dainty young person
—
In clothes both attractive and neat,
The model of quiet efficiency
Capable, congenial, and sweet.
MARIAN FRANCES NORTON "Midge"
9 Forest Street, Baldwinsville
September 14
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Secretary
(4); Dial Staff (4); Glee Club (3, 4); Choir (3, 4);
House Secretary (3) ; Bowling (4).
When Midge's name is mentioned, we think of just
one thing—
Of how she's always on the go—racing the pen-
dulum swing.
Smart she is—and busy too—she's admirers no
end
—
But best of all she finds the time to be one loyal
friend.
KATHERINE MARY O'KEEFE
80 Snow Street, Fitchburg
May 1
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (3, 4) ; Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Home Economics (3, 4).
This fair daughter of Ireland the fairies have blest,
With her skin and her eyes and her quickness to jest,
Like all little girls, she's sugar and spice,
And all other things that are mentioned as "nice."
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TERESA MARIE O'ROURKE "Terry"
107 Walter Street, Roslindale
January 24
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A.. (3, 4) ; Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Bowling (4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Glee Club (3, 4) ;
Choir (3, 4).
If ever you see a laughing crowd happy, peppy, and merry,
You can bet your life that in its midst, you'll find our
sports loving Terry.
And along with her wit came other things—a heart as
big as can be
A good level head—I won't say round, for she's not
Swedish you see.
MARY ALICE OWEN "Al"
688 Pleasant St., East Weymouth
February 22
Harvard Hockey (4) ; Bowling (4).
Oh yes! Mary Alice is tiny,
But small bundles may valuable be,
And combined with sage taciturnity,
What a volume of knowledge shows she.
ELVY FRANCES PARKER "Fran"
47 Centre Street, Fairhaven
October 11
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball (1, 2, 3) ; Harvard Sub-
Team ( 3 ) ; Captain of Class Team ( 3 ) ; Hockey (1,2,3);
Harvard Sub-Team (3); Baseball (1, 2); Fine Arts
(1, 2, 3) ; Treasurer (3) ; Class Prophecy (4) ; Junior
Dance Committee (3); Chairman of Freshman Week
(4) ; Stunt Chairman (2) ; Harvard Chairman of Mock
Man Dance (4).
A funny, friendly person—Fran,
Who helps in everything she can.
In all she does she'll make a name,
For she is quite an "able dame."
ALICE GERTRUDE PETERS "Petey-Dink"
99 Crescent Ave., Melrose
September 18
Fine Arts (1) ; Girls' Friendly (1, 2, 3) ; A. A. (1, 2) ;
Home Economics (3, 4).
When you a friendship with her begin
She'll stand by you thru' thick and thin.
With her work it's just the same
While doing it she plays the game.
Gert has charm and wit and pluck,
We wish her happiness and best of luck!
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HELEN BARBARA PURCELL "Scotty"
Webster
November 9
Fine Arts (2, 3) ; Home Economics (3,4) ; Girls' Friendly
(2, 3, 4) ; Recording Secretary (4) ; Lend-A-Hand (3) ;
A. A. (2, 3, 4).
She has an air rather worldly, but beneath it she's sweet,
She's one darling girl from her head to her feet.
She always looks smart—but never too haughty,
To be a real friend—we like her—this "Scotty."
BLANID MARIE REIDY "Blan"
10 Sheridan St., Worcester
June 12
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Yale Hockey (4) ; Class Hockey (4)
Baseball (3) ; Captain (3) ; Home Economics (3, 4)
Treasurer (3) ; Commuters' Club (1) ; Orchestra (1, 2)
,
Dial Staff (4) ; Picture Committee (4) ; Yale Toast-
mistress (4).
A charming person with a sunny smile,
A capable girl with inimitable style.
Of witty remarks she has a good store,
Which just make her classmates love her the more.
MARION ETHEL RHODES "Rhodesey"
315 So Main St., Attleboro
June 17
Home Economics (3, 4); Girls' Friendly (1); Orchestra
(1, 2, 3, 4) ; Library Committee (3).
Marion is a darling girl,
She's always nice and neat,
And children all adore her,
From her head down to her feet.
To add to that how she can cook !
And how she likes to sew !
And that's not all a hobby now,
She's extra with the 'cello.
OLGA ELIZABETH SACHS "Ol"
Rockwood Road, Norfolk
February 19
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Y. W. C. A (1, 2, 3, 4); Home
Economics (3, 4) ; Lend-A-Hand (2, 3) ; Dial Staff (4) ;
Harvard-Yale Committee (4) ; Class Secretary (4) ;
Stunt Chairman (4) ; Senior Prom Committee.
Take a goodly dash of humor,
Blended with a high I. Q.
Add the gifts of liking people,
And there's Olga Sachs for you.
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EVANGELINE HELEN SAWYER "Van"
76 Park Street, Lynn
October 24
Chemistry Council (1); Class Treasurer (2); A. A.
(1, 2, 3, 4); Treasurer (2); Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4);
Business Manager (2) ; Secretary (4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2,
3, 4) ; President (4) ; Play (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics
(4) ; Girls' Friendly (3, 4) ; Corresponding Secretary (4) ;
Hockey (1, 2, 3) ; Captain (2) ; Harvard Hockey (3, 4) ;
Captain (3) ; Harvard Cheer Leader (3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A.
(1, 2) ; Quiet and Order Committee (4) ; Stunt Chair-
man (3).
From a sea-side home in pine tree Maine
Van came, endowed with an unusual brain.
She is a cheery, good-humored girl
Who keep people continually in a whirl.
She is into things until she is dizzy!
We are sure the future will find her busy.
ESTHER ROWENA STEVENS "Steve"
Circle Street, Baldwinsvili.e
Otober 25
A. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Fine Arts (4).
"Not for the sake of gold,
Not for the sake of the fame,
Not for the prize would I hold
Any ambition or aim:
I would be brave and be true
Just for the good I can do."
MARIE KATHARINE RITA TREANOR
30 Bloomfield St., Dorchester
May 5
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Conference
Delegate (3) ; Chairman of Program Committee (4) ; A.
A. (1, 2, 3) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 3) ; Quiet and Order (1) ;
Student Council (4) ; Chairman Senior Council (4) ;
C. C. C. (4) ; Class President (4) ; Fire Captain (4).
As president of the Senior Class
Well Marie she done,
As classmate, friend and student
Our admiration she has won.
PAULINE FOX VARNUM "Polly"
206 Varnum Road, Colunsville
May IS
Y. W. C. A. (4); A. A. (1, 2, 3); Home Economics
(3, 4) ; Bowling (4).
"O, the world is wide and the world is grand,
And there's little or nothing new,
But its sweetest thing is the grip of the hand
Of the friend that's tried and true."
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MARY ELIZABETH WAGNER
41 Clarke Street, Newton Centre
July 24
Y. W. C. A. (1); Home Economics (3, 4); Girls'
Friendly (1).
My wishes are but few
All easy to fulfil
;
I make the limit of my power
The bounds unto my will
DORIS VIVIAN WHITMAN
22 Chester Street, Worcester
July 3
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Girls' Friendly (1, 2, 3) ; Home
Economics (4).
A quickened step along the way
—
Thus to each task you go
With loyal heart and cheery smile,
Some kindness to bestow.
DOROTHY ADELINE WILKINS
128 Waverly Street, Everett
August 18
A. A. (1, 2, 3); Hockey (1, 3); Class Secretary (2);
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Fine Arts (4) ; House President
(4) ; Fine Arts Play (4).
Dot's a girl who is helpful and true,
Great to have near when one is blue,
A likable girl, a lovable friend
Who works at a task right to the end.
CHARLOTTE RICHMOND WONSON "Chail"
64 Mt. Pleasant St., Gloucester
October 26
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3) ; Opera (4) ; A. A. (3,
4) ; Home Economics (4).
She's known about the campus as a charming,
friendly girl
With small attractive features and hair of natural
curl,
If you're ever in a tight place and a friendly
act you need
—
Charl you may depend on, she'll do that little deed.
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ESTELLE FRANCES WOOD "Stell"
31 No Prospect Street, Amherst
March 16
Y. W. C. A. (1, 4) ; Chairman of Program Committee
(4); Home Economics (3, 4); Glee Club (4); A. A.
(1, 2; 3, 4) ; Chemistry Council (4).
Here's to a girl who's a friend to all
—
We've learned to trust and love her,
Dependable and strong and true,
There's none can be above her.
ADELE ANNA YELINEK
30 Oak Street, Sprincpiei.d
April 18
Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Cabinet (2, 4) ; Glee Club (2,
3, 4) ; Choir (3, 4) ; Librarian (4) ; Home Economics
(3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Yale Hockey (4); Class
Hockey (2, 3, 4); Basketball (1, 2, 3); Baseball (1, 2,
3, 4); Tennis Tournaments (1, 2, 3, 4); Doubles
Champion (4).
A sweet blond Czechoslovakian maid
Of whom many fine things may be said.
In her chosen line of work
She'll succeed for she's no shirk.
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VOCATIONAL H. A. SENIORS
STELLA ROSE BURBINE "Miss Burbean"
9 Somerset Ave., No. Beverly
June 30
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2,
3, 4) ; Home Economics (4) ; Basketball (1).
Stella's mind has a practical turn,
In lab processes she's quick to learn.
Can she talk on special topics?
She could sell fur coats to the folks in the tropics !
MARY BARBARA BURR "Babs"
21 Vine Street, Melrose
April 26
Y. W. C. A. (1) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Hockey (1, 2, 4) ;
Yale Hockey (4) ; Baseball (3) ; Tennis Doubles
Champion (2) ; Student Government Council (4) ; Home
Economics (4); Bowling Team (4).
Here's a talkative person of stature petite,
Who with manifold virtues is blest,
Optimism and courage lies just on the top,
But it's Barb's mixture of these that is best.
BARBARA HOWARD BURRELL
617 Plymouth Street, East Bridgevvater
April 11
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (3, 4) ; Assistant Librarian
(4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball (2) ; Fine Arts (1, 2) ;
Play (1, 2); Home Economics (4); Chemistry Council
(2) ; Quiet and Order Committee (2) ; Dial Staff (4).
No matter what Barb's doing,
We always find this true;
She has a constant thirst for knowledge,
And the ambition to see it through.
MURIEL VIRGINIA HENRY
162 Barlow Street, Fall River
Lend-A-Hand (2, 3); Y. W. C. A.; (2); Chairman of
Publicity (2) ; A. A. (2) ; Home Economics (4).
Modest Hearty
Unassuming Eager
Real Nice
Industrious Reliable
Earnest Youthful
Likeable
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ELIZABETH COLE LESLIE
69 Morgan Street, Melrose Highlands
July 7
Girls' Friendly (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Secretary (2) ; Vice-President
(3) ; Fine Arts (3, 4) ; Home Economics (4) ; Chemistry
Sub-Council (1); Chairman Harvard-Yale Hop (3);
Chairman Harvard Costumes (2) ; Dial Staff (4) ; C. C.
(3, 4) ; President (4) ; A. A. (3) ; Hockey (1).
C. (3, 4) ; President (4) ; A. A. (3) ; Hockey (1).
As presiding officer of C. C. C.
A very good leader she proved to be.
Those of us who call her friend
Know she'll endure straight to the end.
EVELYN LUNDSTROM
138 Pleasant Street, Orange
February 7
Y. W. C. A. (1, 3) ; Home Economics (4) ; Fine Arts (3)
Quiet and Order Committee (1).
One of our Scandinavian friends,
Who, to many, seems timid and shy,
Yet to our intimate gatherings lends
Her part, even as you and I.
DOROTHY EMILY MACFARLANE
53 Congress Street, Orange
July 15
Y. W. C. A. ( 1, Z) ; A. A. ( 1, 2, 3, 4) ; Hockey ( 1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Harvard Hockey (3, 4) ; Basketball (2) ; Baseball (1, 2) ;
Tennis Doubles Champion (2); Fine Arts (3); Home
Economics (4) ; Finance Manager of A. A. (4) ; Vice-
President (3) ; Chairman of Ring Committee (2) ; Bowl-
ing Team (4).
So silently she comes—
Yet all who know admit,
That in that thrifty mind,
Is hidden Scottish wit.
ALICE GEORGIA MERRILL
73 Hawthorne Street, Lynn
December 30
Fine Arts (2, 3, 4) ; Play (2) ; Plav Committee (4) ;
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball (1, 2) ; Harvard Sub-Team
(1, 2) ; Glee Club (1) ; Senior Nominating Committee
(4) ; House Secretary (4) ; Dial Staff (4).
Here's a shining example of an adage disproved
"Beautiful, but dumb" was the saying of old
—
Our Alice is cute, and is very much loved,
But her ability proves that sayings don't hold.
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MARGARET JANE WHALON
54 Kellogg Street, Fall River
February 18
A. A. (1, 2) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; A'Kempis
3, 4) ; Lend-A-Hand (3).
She's jolly, she's earnest, she's kind
Her name's Margaret Whalon.
We find
Her friendship worth winning
Her wit worth our grinning,
And a wealth of ideas in her mind
GLADYS ELIZABETH ZWICKER
317 Pleasant Street, East Bridgewater
March 21
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (2) ; Fine Arts (3) ; Home
Economics (4).
Gladys has a merry laugh,
She bubbles with good spirits,
And she is good and she can sing,
And many are her merits.
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ELEMENTARY SENIORS
GERTRUDE MARIE ARCHER "Trudie"
31 Cross Street, Uxbridge
September 23
Orchestra (1, 2); Glee Club (1, 2); Fine Arts (1, 2);
Y. W. C. A. (1); Dial Staff (2); Pianist Chorus (2);
Class Hockey (1, 2); Literary Club (2); Mock Man
Dance Chr. (2) ; "Quality Street" (1).
A girl who plays and dances and sings,
Who writes clever poems and witty things.
Who has a smile for everyone
—
That's "Trudie."
ELIZABETH CLARK BARNES
Dudley Road, Bedford
January 5
A. A. Active (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Class Hockey
(1) ; Dial Staff (2) ; Library Committee (2) ; Girl Scouts
( 1, 2) ; Library Permissions Committee (2) ; Div. Volley
Ball (1).
Lib is a hard worker
—
There is no doubt.
And if you're in trouble,
She'll help you out.
HELEN MARIE BICKERSTAFF "Bicky"
32 Loveland Road, Brookline
January 21
A'Kempis (1, 2); Commuters' (2); Fine Arts (2); Sub.
Harvard Hockey (2) ; Nominating Com. (2) ; Dial Staff
(2).
You are independent as a king
You have the poise of a queen.
But you can be depended upon for everything
And put "you" in all that is to be heard or seen.
CAROL GORETH BINGLEY "Bing"
16S Everett Street, Southbridce
December 17
President of Peirce Hall (1); Treasurer of A. A. (2);
A. A. (1, 2); Girl's Friendly (1); Fine Arts (1); Y.
W. C. A. (1); Class Hockey (1); Student Government
Council (1); Senior Council (2); Harvard Toast-
mistress (2).
Her talents are unlimited, there's nothing she can't do
—
The gods saw fit to smile on her and give her beauty too
And we feel sure, where'ere she goes Success will journey
too,
So all of us wish her good luck, for Carol is true blue.
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HELEN MARY BRADY "Braid"
228 Berkerey Street, Taunton
May 30
Fine Arts (1) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; A'Kempis
(I, 2).
Sometimes happy, sometimes blue
Yet with all a friend so true
That we all love her and admire
Her lovely hair and smart attire.
LORETTA CECILIA BROWN
41 Cocasset Street, Foxboro
December 10
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Class Basketball (2).
Here's to Loretta
There's surely none better
Who possesses the power of a Burke.
She studies each day
But leaves time for play.
Her duty she never will shirk.
MARJORIE ANNA BUCHANAN "Marge"
1191 Washington Street, West Newton
January 30
Commuters Club (1, 2).
Margie stayed but a little while,
Yet she won many friends by her cheery smile.
We liked her nature so happy, and gay.
We wish she'd come to the dorm to stay.
DOROTHY MARY BURNS
284 Main Street, Milford
April 16
A'Kempis (2); Fine Arts (1); A. A. (2)
Club.
Commuters'
Naught is denied her; mind alert, intent;
Eyes that look deep in the heart of things;
A skillful hand to shape, a firm will bent
On purposes that have aspirant ends.
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ANNA MARIE CAREY "Nan"
102 Staniford Street
November 21
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2).
Take intelligence, add wild rose pink
And gleaming black ;
Stir in some kindness, a dash of Irish wit and
flavor with a smile.
DOROTHY ETHEL CARSON
233 Hancock Street, Springfield
July 8
Y. W. C. A. (1) ; A. A. (1).
In this world there are all kinds of people
And lots it's a pleasure to know
But to find a better friend than "Dot" Carson
Many miles you would have to go.
ELIZABETH WINIFRED CASEY
Worcester Street, Grafton
November 17
Commuters' Club (1) ; A'Kempis (2) ; Stunt Com. (2)
Elizabeth has auburn hair.
With eyes of deepest blue.
So neat, so trim— she's full of vim.
She is a friend that's true.
MARY PATRICIA CAVANAUGH
7 Arlington Street, Framingham
August 19
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2) ; Ass. Chr. of
Ice Carnival (2) ; Class Basketball (1, 2).
Cheerful Mary, not contrary
Willing to help them all
A winning smile, a cheery word
To greet them all, a friend or foe.
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DOROTHY GERTRUDE CHAMBERLAIN
8 Harrison Avenue, Westboro
July 3
A. A. (1, 2) ; Commuters Club (1, 2).
We all admire a doer,
We all admire her work,
We all admire Dorothy
For she will never shirk.
MILDRED IRENE CHASE
2 Walnut Street, Amherst
April 7
Y. W. C. A. (1) ; A. A. (1, 2).
Quiet and unassuming,
She goes her gentle way,
Never yet an angry word
Have I ever heard her say.
ALICE MAY COMSTOCK "Red"
15 Hastings Street, Marlboro
December 16
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Glee Club (I, 2) ; Y. W. C. A.
(2).
Her outer self is different far
From what her real emotions are.
For hidden from the eyes of earth
Are ideas of unthought of worth.
SYLVIA MARTHA CONRAD "Syl"
625 East Street, Mansfield
September 29
Fine Arts (1) ; Girl's Friendly (1).
Sylvia's eyes are a cheery gray,
And she wears a cheery smile.
She's clever at studying, clever at sports,
And her friendship is something worthwhile.
[6+]
HELEN DEI.EAR CRANDALL
3 Otis Street, Milford
October 18
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Treas. (1) ; Pres. (2) ; Musical
Clubs (1, 2) ; Student Gov't Council (2) ; A'Kempis (2) ;
Opera (2); Commuters' Cabaret (1, 2); Class Club
Council (2).
Helen is fine,
Always on time.
Helen is shy,
But popular? Oh! My!
NORA HELEN CRANE "Nancy", "Nan"
10 Pine Street, Florence
March 30
A'Kempis (1, 2); Sec. (2); Fine Arts (1, 2); A. A.
(1, 2) ; Class Hockey—Class Volley Ball—Fine Arts Plav
(2) ; Class Day Com. (2).
A time for all, a welcome glad,
A helping hand Nancy had.
Her ready wit a cheery smile,
Proclaimed to all a friend worthwhile.
HELEN IRENE CROOKER
Upton, Mass.
January 29
A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1).
Here's to Helen,
Whom we all admire.
Of hearing her sing,
We will never tire.
MARIAN BEACH CUSHMAN "Cushie"
38 Highland Street, Marlboro
January 11
Fine Arts (1); Glee Club (1, 2); Y. W. C. A. (2);
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Library Com. (1) ; Commuters'
Cabaret (1).
A mind of her own,
A will to say,
Just what she thinks,
In her very own way.
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EDITH MAY DAVENPORT "Ede"
Hopedale, Mass.
August 11
A. A. (1).
She is very, very modest and she's very, very still,
Now if you're fond of guessing, here's a chance to try
your skill.
Her hair is black and bobbed and the girl herself is short,
So if you've guessed correctly, she if Edith Davenport.
CATHERINE FRANCES EAGAN "Cag"
130 Maynard Road, Framingham Centre
January 6
A'Kempis (1, 2); Musical Clubs (1, 2); Commuters'
Club (1, 2).
A real good friend to all she knows;
An inspiring character she always shows;
She'll be a success where 'ere she goes.
MAXINE ELLIOTT
Petersham, Mass.
June 27
Y. W. C. A. ( 1 )
.
Her smile is gay and sweet,
Her work is truly neat.
And if I had a wish 't would be,
That I could grow to be like she.
EMILY M. FARRELL
68 Hichborn Street, Brighton
December 25
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis Club (1, 2).
So merry,
So active,
Such a splendid mind.
One sweeter,
One kinder,
Is hard to find.
"Lee"
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PAULINE FARRELL "Polly'
82 Dustin Street, Brighton
July 9
Hockey Captain (1) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2).
A stately form,
So fair to see.
And friend to all,
You will agree.
MARIAN LOUISE FERRIS
33 Cow-drey Avenue, Lynn
May 18
A. A. (1); Girls' Friendly (1); Quiet and Order Com.
A student, a good sport, a true friend,
One who'll stand by you to the end.
We wish you success in all you do,
So, Miss Marian, here's to you!
GRACE KATHRYN FITZPATRICK "Grassie' :
16 Circular Avenue, Natick
July 4
Commuters' (1, 2) ; Basket Ball Div. Captain (2);
A'Kempis (1, 2).
Verily, full of fun is she.
And just as cute as cute can be.
Happy-go-lucky and sunny and bright,
Her "Children's poems" gave us delight.
LEAH GERTRUDE FLEMING
27 Waban Street, Natick
September 19
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
Eyes that sparkle, eyes that glisten,
Voice to which you love to listen.
Nature pleasant, nature quiet,
Clever? I need just imply it.
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OLIVE MAE FLINT
36 Boardman Avenue, Melrose Highlands
July 11
Harvard Hockey (1, 2); A. A. (1, 2); Girls' Friendly
(1).
Now, Olive who excells in sports,
Is good in studies, too.
She's full of fun, this smiling one,
And she is a friend true blue.
GENEVIEVE BARRETT FORD "Jean"
126 Eliot Avfnue, West Newton
February 19
A. A. (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2) ; Commuters' (1, 2) ; Com-
muters' Cabaret (1, 2); Yale Hockey (1, 2); Class
Basketball (1) ; Class Baseball (1) ; Class Hockey (1, 2) ;
Sec. of Commuters' Club (2).
A live wire from start to finish,
Her wit and humor never diminish.
A strong and independent mind,
The type you seldom find.
ALICE EVELYN GAUCHER
85 Prospect Street, Marlboro
April 26
A'Kempis (1, 2); Commuters' Club (1, 2).
I know a girl,
Whose name is AI.
To one and all,
She is a pal.
RUTH MILLICENT HALL
229 Chestnut Street, Holyoke
April 4
A. A. (1, 2); Fine Arts (1, 2); Girls' Friendly (1)
Girl Scouts Class Basketball (1).
She is quiet and observing,
She is avid for all learning.
She will make her mark some day,
With her keen determined way.
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EILEEN MARIE HARDMAN "Hardv-Man"
69 Cherry Street, Waltham
October 7
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Class Hockey (1).
With the flash of spirit and mischief, too,
She responds to work and play as scholars do;
A helping hand she is ever ready to lend,
Who could ask for a truer friend?
BERTHA BEATRICE HART
26 Mather Street, Dorchester
January 8
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
She is one of the wittiest,
And one of the prettiest.
Truest friend among the true,
While with Bertha you are never blue.
ANN LEONA HEALY
103 Newbury Street, Framingham
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2) ;
Musical Clubs (1, 2); Yale Basketball, Class Basketball
(1, 2); Class Hockey (1, 2); Yale Hockey (1); Class
Baseball (1).
We think she's quiet, we think she's meek,
And we love shy blushes on her cheeks.
We know that Athletics is her line,
In them she surely does shine.
FLORENCE HILDRETH
203 Lexington Street, Auburndale
October 21
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Glee Club (1, 2)
Yale Hockey (2).
To speak her mind she always dares,
Yet quiet is in all her ways.
We've heard from one who knows the tests,
She'll make of teachers one of the best.
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JOSEPHINE SIBLEY HUNTLEY
9 Robbins Street, Waltham
May 6
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Vice-Pres. of Freshman
Class (1).
A merry laugh,
And twinkling eyes,
Yet serious,
That's Jo.
MARY REGINA JACKSON "Stonewall"
97 Oakland Street, Mansfield
May 31
Fine Arts (1); A'Kempis (1, 2); Active A. A. (1, 2);
Baseball (1) ; Captain Basketball (2) ; Class Captain (2) ;
A. A. Board (2) ; Manager of Basketball (2) ; Hockey
Class Captain (1) ; Chr. of Stunt Com. (2).
Full of life,
Full of fun.
Brings good cheer
To every one.
Our Mary!
ANNA PATRICIA KANE
72 Dover Street, Fall River
November 5
Senior Council (2) : Vice-Pres. of Senior Class (2) ; Fine
Arts Club (2); A'Kempis (1, 2); A. A. (1, 2); Class
Hockey (1).
To melt the sad, make blithe the gay,
And all to charm, Ann hath a way.
So fair to look at, clever be,
In Ann these traits and more we see.
ELEANOR MARJORIE KRUSCHWITZ "Ellie"
1132 Salem Street, North Andover
July 20
Fine Arts (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Sub.
Harvard Hockey (2).
A girl we couldn't help but like,
Admire and even envy, too.
Her mind so keen, her nature sweet,
Made friends for her of all she knew.
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JENNIE FLORENCE KUWASKI
82 Ruth Street, New Bedford
May 30
A. A. (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
"A friend in need is a friend indeed,"
Is an adage known to many.
And here's a toast to a friend indeed,
For a friend in need is Jenny.
LEONIE LA PLANTE
25 Mechanics Street, Spencer
April 1
A'Kempis (1, 2) ; Choir (2) ; Glee Club (2) ; Dial Staff
(2).
Leonie is a pal worth having,
And always generous of time and self.
Ever helpful, willing and loyal,
And a true friend to the end.
ELIZABETH CATHERINE LAVIN
75 Concord Street, Framingham
October 19
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
Lib is a conscientious worker,
A staunch, trustworthy friend.
A soldier while her job is on,
A good, all 'round sport in the end.
ETHEL GERTRUDE LEWIS
123 Norwood Avenue, Newtonville
July 12
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
She is earnest and sincere,
She is really quite a dear.
She is full of wit and fun,
And her work is gladly done.
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GRACE IRENE LOURIE "Curlie"
31 Grove Street, Clinton
March 9
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
There are joys for us a-plenty,
There are tasks for us to do.
But life is made worth living,
When friends like you are true.
'Blondie"
BARBARA LOVETT
69 Packard Street, Hudson
May 9
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Active A. A. (1, 2) ; Class Hockey
(2); Commuters' Club (1, 2).
Barbara's shy and gentle and sweet
—
Barbara's cute from her head to her feet.
She's an excellent student and ever so neat,
Good luck to you Barbara.
HELEN ELIZABETH LUBY
92 West Street, Milford
November 20
Commuter's Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2) ; Commuters'
Cabaret (1).
Helen is a cheery sort,
Smart and clever too.
She's the kind of sport,
To have around when blue.
DORIS MARIE MALONEY
9J4 Grant Street, Milford
January 30
Glee Club (1, 2); Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis
(1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2).
Ready for fun and chock full of vim,
When parties we give,
She's there in the swim.
But still to her studies,
Her mind she applies,
So that we her ability can't help but apprise.
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DOROTHY MANKOWICH
21 Winthrop Street, Waltham
April 11
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1) ; Class Hockey (ll
Class Basketball (1,2).
Clever, brilliant, always fair,
A busy student yet time to spare,
For helping others in studies or games,
From Psychology to Science Aims.
HELEN CHRISTINE McCARTHY
Union Street, Holliston
December 22
Commuters (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
A keen mind of an executive bent,
Conscientious, reliant and independent.
A twinkling eye of kindly blue,
This is a girl whose metal rings.
ROSE ELIZABETH McCARTHY
30 Richmond Street, New Bedford
December 6
A'Kempis (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1) ; Sec.
Freshman Class (1) ; Class Hockey (1) ; Class Basketball
(1) ; Captain (1) ; Student Gov't (2) ; Dance Com. (2).
The gift of courage, tried and strong,
The truthfulness that goes,
With friendly sympathy along,
We found "In the Heart of Rose."
BETTY McCOY
1500 Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton
May 4
Commuters' Club (2) ; Div. Basketball (2).
I'll be merry, I'll be free,
I'll be sad for nobody!
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HARRIET LOUISE MELLEN
26 Mt. Vernon Street, Cliftondale
July 21
Y. W. C. A. (I) ; A. A. (1) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2).
A girl you can't help liking,
Is Harriet, so neat.
And even though she studies hard,
She finds time to be sweet.
CECILIA THELMA MORAN
Waterville Street, North Grafton
Commuters Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
Thelma inspires our awe,
And admiration, too.
We often wondered how
She learned all that she knew.
'Thel'
ESTHER MARGUERITE MORAN
4 Atherton Street, Natick
To see her is to love her,
And love her but forever.
For nature made her what she is,
And never made another.
GERTRUDE ESTHER MORAN
72 High Street, Mii.ford
April 13
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
A smile on her face,
A twinkle in her eye,
And a love of people in her heart.
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MARGUERITE FRANCES MORAN
15 Fayette Street, Milford
February 15
Commuters' Club (1, 2); A'Kempis (1); Glee Club (1,
2) ; Orchestra (1, 2) ; Commuters' Club Cabaret (1).
A helping hand she Is ready to lend,
To anyone, especially a friend.
Splendid hearted, loving and kind,
A truer friend you'll never find.
MARY FRANCES MORAN
21 Church Street, Marlboro
May 9
Commuters' Club (1, 2); A'Kempis (1); Glee Club (1,
2) ; Orchestra (1, 2) ; Commuters' Club Cabaret (1).
Minerva was mythical for wisdom ideal,
Mary's our Minerva, but she is quite real.
When strains of sweet music, so stirring we hear,
We think that 'tis Orpheus, but Mary is near.
With such pleasing qualities such as thou hast,
We know in your life's work you'll ne'er be surpassed.
MARY ELIZABETH MARONEY
Upton Street, Grafton
October 9
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Div. Basketball (2).
Mary is a girl so true,
Never sad and never blue.
Loves her work and loves her play,
Never shirks from day to day.
MARGUERITE MARY MORONEY
7 Worcester Street, Natick
December 1
A'Kempis (1, 2) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Class Basket-
ball (1, 2) ; Captain (1).
To express in four lines what we all think of Peg,
I find very hard to do.
To count her as a friend for years more we all beg,
For she's proven herself true blue.
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DOROTHEA VIVIAN MOYNIHAN
67 Central Street, West Concord
July 8
A'Kempis (1, 2) ; A. A. Active (1, 2) ; Class Hockey (1)
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Commuters' Cabaret (2).
Dorothea is a girl,
Who stands by to the end.
She is clever in her studies,
And is a faithful friend.
MARJORIE ISABEL NESBIT "Margie"
49 So. Main Street, Mansfield
September 28
A. (1) ; Fine Arts (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; ClassY. W. C
Basketba 1(1); Class Hockey (1) ; Class Volley-Bali (1)
She may look quiet,
She may look shy,
But go up closer,
There's a twinkle in her eye.
SARAH ATKINS NICKERSON
Chatham, Mass.
June 1
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2).
To Sarah who enjoys a joke,
I doff my hat with pleasure.
But to even ur> her humorous side,
She has seriousness in good measure.
EDITH LENORA NOWELL
71 Lowell Strett, Methuen
January 8
A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2).
Edith with your eyes of brown,
Your hair of golden hue.
You've shown us by your work in school,
That teaching's meant for you.
"Ede v
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HELEN OHMAN
Worcester Street, Grafton
July 29
(1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2A. A.
Y. W.
"Ohme"
Cabinet Member of
C. A. (2).
She does her work with utmost care,
Her smile is welcomed everywhere.
A helping hand she's glad to lend
—
We are glad to call her friend.
EILEEN O'KEEFE "Okie" "Keefie"
80 Snow Street, Fitchburg
December 28
A. A. (1, 2); A'Kempis (1, 2); Fine Arts (2); House
Treas. (2) ; Permanent Nominating Com. (2) ; Prom
Com. (2); Class Basketball (2).
Clever and sweet in her own little way,
Her presence is valued in work and in play.
She's loyal and thoughtful, helpful and kind,
A truer friend would be hard to find.
GRACE EVELYN OLIVER "Ev"
Exchange Street, Millis
Commuters' Club (1, 2); A. A. (1, 2); Yale Hockey
(1, 2); Class Hockey (1, 2); Class Basketball (1, 2);
Class Baseball (1).
One of the dearest friends is Ev,
One of the best of pals to have.
For whenever there's something you can't do,
Just ask Ev, she'll help you through.
GERALDINE H. PARKER "Gerry''
Hollis Street, E. Pepperell
February 14
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Girls' Friendly (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ;
Toastmistress Harvard (2) ; Dial (Bus. Mgr.), Fine Arts
(2) ; Class Nominating Com. (Chr.) (2) ; Quiet and
Order Com. (2).
A mind of brilliance,
A heart of gold.
Unusual loveliness,
A great future foretold.
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HELEN DAVIDSON PATON "Pat"
37 Teele Avenue, West Somerville
July 19
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Treas. (2) ; A. A. (1) ; Glee. Club
(1, 2) ; Choir (2) ; Dial Staff (2) ; Girls' Friendly (1) ;
Class Day Com. (2) ; Permanent Nominating Committee.
A girl who is ready to do her bit,
And to ward off trouble by her wit.
To adjust herself in any crowd,
For these bits of "Pat" we are surely proud.
ELEANOR ELIZABETH PURCELL
54 Lawrence Street, Framincham
November 26
A. A. (1) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Class Hockey (1) ;
A'Kempis (2).
A clever mind,
A witty soul.
To be ever ready,
Is Eleanor's goal.
MARY AGNES QUINAN
26 Washburn Street, Newton
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2) ; Yale Hockey.
Mary, someone small and fair,
Dimpling small and "brownie" hair.
Friendly, helpful, and truly kind,
Quite as nice as you'll ever find.
ANASTASIA RENNIE -
Waltham, Mass.
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (2) ; Glee Club (2) ;
A. A. (2) ; Class Baseball v i) ; Class Basketball (1).
Witty, lovable,
Modest in air,
And most divinely fair.
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ALICE CLARA RHODES
South Bellingham
April 18
Commuters' Club (1, 2); Commuters' Cabaret (1, 2)
Div. Hockey and Basketball.
We always found Alice good-natured,
And willing to help all she could.
We're sure she will make a fine teacher,
And know all she does will be good.
MARY MARGARET ROSS "Mae"
Cedar Street, Milford
November 2
Commuters' Club (1, 2); Vice-Pres. (2); Glee Club (1,
2) ; Operetta (2).
May is pleasant to everyone,
And her big blue eyes are full of fun.
To hear her sing is quite a treat,
Because her voice is clear and sweet.
MARGARET SCHNARE
Upton Road, Southboro
January 12
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
Rather quiet—rather shy,
But with a twinkle in her eye.
Studious, and industrious too,
Margaret is a friend, true blue.
MINNIE ELIZABETH SCHULTZ
"Schultie'
Box 47, Bolton, Mass.
April 23
Commuters' Club (1, 2).
"It is easy to be cheerful and gay,
When things go on like a song.
But the friend worthwhile is the one who can smile,When everything seems dead wrong."
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:i, 2)
MARY ELLEN SPILLANE
9 Beech Street, East Walpole
February 14
Commuters' Club (1,2).
She's a pal and a friend,
Both good and true.
A helping hand she'll always lend,
To anyone, especially a friend.
DORIS LEOLA STEVENS
75 Wyman Street, West Medford
October 5
A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Girl Scouts
Class Baseball (1).
Doris Stevens is her name,
And in sports she's won great fame.
Full of vim, a talker too
—
Always planning something new.
MARY HAZEL SWIFT "Swifty' :
43 High Street, Milford
May 28
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1, 2).
Conscientious and neat,
Attractive and sweet.
Our Swifty's true blue,
And we love her we do.
THERESA NORMA TROTTA "Teed"
48 Pine Street, Milford
September 22
Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; A'Kempis (1) ; Glee Club (1, 2).
Quiet, conscientious,
Obliging, sweet.
When it comes to these,
"Teedie can't be beat."
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RUTH GERTRUDE UFFORD "Uffie'
231 Central Street, Auburn-dale
June 16
Dial Staff (2) ; Fine Arts (1) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2) ;
Nominating Com. (2).
Ruth certainly is at the top,
Of those who are known as clever.
She'll leave us soon to make her mark,
But shall we forget her? No, never!
GRACE RITA WHALEN
Pleasant Street, Hopkinton
Commuters' Club (1, 2); A'Kempis (2); Class Basket-
ball (2).
She's a pal that's there for everything,
A friend that's tried and true.
A Thinker and a Doer,
That's Gracie through and through.
GERTRUDE WINIKER
Baltimore Road, Millis, Mass.
A. A. (1, 2) ; Commuters' Club (1, 2) ; Girl Scouts (1) ;
Library Com. (2) ; Class Basketball (1, 2) ; Class Hockey
(1, 2) ; Div. Hockev (1) ; Div. Vollev Ball (1) ; Orchestra
(1).
Gertrude Winiker is her name,
Clever in classes is her fame.
BEATRICE HELEN WOOD
12 Arnold Street, Sheldonville
September 30
Fine Arts (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Pub. Mgr. (2).
From Beatrice we get poetry,
From Beatrice we get art.
From Beatrice we get fun.
When all her work is done.
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ETHEL MARIAN WOOD
31 North Prospect Street, Amherst
June 19
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Glee Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1
Glee Club Vice-Pres. (2) ; Senior Choir (2) ; Hiking
(2) ; Class Baseball (1) ; Chr. Harvard Costumes
Capt. Harvard Sub. Team (2) ; Class Basketball (1).
She does her work as everyone should,
She's sweet and jolly, kind and good.
We'd give her the best of success if we could,
Whom do I write of? Ethel Wood.
'Eth"
, 2);
Mgr.
(2);
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VOCATIONAL ONE-YEAR
SPECIAL STUDENTS
HELENE AGNES McSWINEY
52 Algonquin Road, Chestnut Hill
January 16
HELEN' ELIZABETH RIDDERST'ROM
11 No. Ames Street, Lynn
August 18
Home Economics Club.
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THE DIAL
JUNIOR CLASS
Eileen O'Connor
Ruth Ackerman
Evelyn Swanson
Helen A. Beverly
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
We thought that Crocker Hall was all hilarity
And so will you, and so will you
But we found out that life was not all gayety
And so will you, and so will you.
For when we found a dinner party in the run
T'was far from fun, t'was far from fun
When corns will ache and backs would break from overwork
We'd hear this cry
Hasten, hasten the clock is going round
Hasten, hasten our hearts would all rebound
Tra la la la— Tra la la la— Tra la la la
Joy is ever5rwhere in spite of work in spite of care.
We freeze our ice cream, dump out all our garbage
And so will you, and so will you
We scrub the stairs and juggle dining table legs
And so will you, and so will you
We set the air with music bravely ringing
But found t'was wrong, but found t'was wrong
Harken, harken to our tale of woe
Harken, harken lest the minutes go
Tra la la— Tra la la la —- Tra la la la
Joy is everywhere in spite of work in spite of care.
Helen McClintock
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JUNIOR DIRECTORY
Young, Dorothy P.
Wright, Caroline
Willis, Marion E.
White, Dorothy
Whittemore, Mary
Webber, Helen
Thieme, Elinor M.
Swanson, Evelyn L.
Sunbury, Frances
Skillings, Mabel L.
Simpson, Helen
Scott, Orele J.
Russel, Anna W.
Rogers, Beryl M.
Ramsdell, Erma
Ralston, Louise
Poitras, Lucille G.
Pierce, Ruth E.
Ortolani, Mary
O'Connor, Eileen
Nutter, Lois Eleanor
Murdock, Caroline F.
Mulgrew, G. Elizabeth
Morris, Sylvia
Montana, Gertrude
McClintock, Helen
Marshall, Edna C.
Mark, Teresa D.
Madden, Kathleen E.
Long, Marjorie
Johnson, Sylvia H.
Johnson, Eleanor
Jeffery, Myrtle C.
Hutchinson, Beatrice
Howe, Virginia de Borba
Hewitson, Barbara
Hebert, Katherine J.
Harvey, F. Elizabeth
Harnden, Pauline B.
Hall, Eva E.
Gwynn, Doris
Greenwood, Alice P.
Goddard, Clare Hope
George, Barbara
Genthner, Marion
Garland, Ruth
Ford, Loretta L.
10 Allen Street, Newburyport
South Easton
35 Pearl Street, Ayer
29 Murdock Street, Brighton
46 Baker Street, Worcester
1 Spring Street, North Brookfield
220 Walnut Street, Holyoke
35 Olga Avenue, Worcester
Chelmsford
159 King Street, Dorchester
48 Renwick Road, Melrose Highlands
Cummington
South Dartmouth
34 Mendon Street, Hopedale
175 Forest Street, Winchester
76 Maple Street, Framingham
15 Leach Street, Salem
4 Central Street, Ashland
Sagamore
3 Wayne Terrace, Worcester
25 Hawthorne Street, Woburn
632 Canton Avenue, Milton
73 Main Street, Blackstone
655 White Street, Springfield
38 Aldrich Street, Roslindale
73 Rowe Street, Melrose
159 Rockland Street, New Bedford
106A Highland Avenue, Somerville
35 Greenway Street, Pittsfield
Bourne
17 Randall Street, Worcester
Holden
54 Grove Street, Milford
Southampton
79 Greenwood Avenue, Swampscott
337 Park Street, Dorchester
10 Edgewood Street, Quincy
88 Whitman Avenue, Melrose
10 Pine Street, Leominster
Greenwich Village
551 Franklin Street, Framingham
54 Milk Street, Fitchburg
201 Forest Street, Arlington Heights
Amesbury Road, Haverhill
35 Fourth Street Medford
Tewksbury
14 Wigglesworth Street, Roxbury
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Forbes, Ruth
Flint, Doris A.
Erickson, Alice C.
Cutter, Helen A.
Cutter, Dorothy L.
Cronin, Mary Grace
Creamer, Jeanette A.
Clarke, Phyllis M.
Cairns, Betsy S.
Burke, Mary Louise
Brooks, Ethel
Boyden, Luna
Boutwell, Ruth W.
Beverly, Helen
Barker, Ruth W.
Atkins, Alice L.
Arrand, Beatrice
Adams, Linda
Ackerman, Ruth Olive
127 Main Street, Easthampton
17 Carleton Street, Brockton
15 Forestdale Road, Worcester
14 Banks Street, Waltham
232 Woodland Avenue, Gardner
53 Bradfield Avenue, Roslindale
Highland Street, Holden
48 Henry Avenue, Melrose Highlands
9 Summer Street, West Gloucester
85 Washington Street, South Groveland
19 Pool Avenue, Campello
Conway
108 Franklin Street, Lynn
64 Woodland Street, Lawrence
1 Theurer Park, Watertown
54 Webster Street, Haverhill
50 Dexter Street, Medford
East Lee
High Street, Salisbury
Collected by Eileen O'Connor
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THE DIAL
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Priscilla Heathcote
Marian Ramsdell .
Lucille G. Leavitt .
Mary Elizabeth Young
President
J'ice President
Secretary
Treasurer
As a Sophomore Class quite peppy we are
Dubbed beautiful but dumb by the faculty
We continue to live lives full of glee
In prospect of that day when Juniors we'll be.
Each day of this year through Clothing galore
And Chemistry make up exams by the score
Our class has refrained from becoming a bore
And has not, as yet, been shown to the door.
So now to thee, Freshman, with hopeful souls dear,
As you stand at the portals of Sophomore year
Our class leaves you sportsmanship, that never will veer
We just know you'll be glad vou have started school here.
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SOPHOMORE DIRECTORY
Young, M. Elizabeth
Winters, Eleanor B.
Winsloe, Alice E.
Whittaker, Edith M.
White, Beatrice I.
Wetherbee, Mary E.
Vose, Helen G.
Vanderhoop, Beatrice H.
Tani, Lillian I.
Sweet, Miriam
Swann, Emily M.
Spencer, Ruth W.
Shepard, Beatrice G.
Sheehan, Pauline N.
Shaw, Eleanor
Saunders, Frances E.
Sails, Elizabeth M.
Rose, Phyllis E.
Rockwood, Catherine A.
Rice, Carolyn E.
Rhoades, Lois M.
Ramsdell, Marion E.
Plotczyk, Mary Rose
Permerino, Mary T.
Perkins, Marian G.
Paul, Helen Jane
Parmenter, Lucille E.
O'Brien, Mary Bernadine
Niedzielski, Josephine S.
Newton, Margaret Jean
Moran, Margaret
Mitchell, Elizabeth M.
Miller, Louise C.
Metcalf, Frances E.
McGilvray, Bernice S.
McEnaney, Dorothy M.
McDonald, Catherine L.
McDevitt, Eleanor T.
McCarthy, Anna M.
Martin, Catherine E.
Lindstrom, Phyllis E.
Leayitt. Lucille E.
Knox, Eleanor C.
Kennedy, Margaret
Kennedy, Helen M.
Kendall, Delphine M.
Kellogg, Sally
Jenkins, Choris Anne
Ireland, Constance
Howland, Sarah T.
Howard, Addie Wardwell
Holmes, Persis G.
Holland, Theresa A.
Hillman, Phyllis D.
Heathcote, Priscilla
Heath, Mildred E.
Hazard. Mildred I.
85 Edward Avenue, Pittsfield
44 Evergreen Street, Framingham
53 Savannah Avenue, Mattapan
12 East Boxford Street, Lawrence
29 Shaw Road, Bridgewater
Homestead Farms, Stow
Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough
I Benjamin Street, Haverhill
Gay Head
51 Pasedena Parkway, Worcester
22 Needham Street, Dedham
35 Summer Street, Adams
32 Brandon Road, Milton
15 Greenville Street, Haverhill
17 Bellevue Avenue, Adams
88 Pearl Street, Middleboro
North Eastham
20 Emmons Street, Milford
32 Robinson Street, Dorchester
I I Rockwood Terrace, Medford
Bar re
Mill River
29 West Chester Street, Nantucket
R. F. D. 1, South Vernon
366 Hanover Street, Boston
172 Grove Street, Melrose
646 Highland Avenue, Needham Heights
260 Belmont Avenue, Brockton
3 Highland Park, Cambridge
4 Shawmut Avenue, Holvoke
Sutton Center, Millbury
48 Sparhawk Street, Amesbury
1161 Great Plain Avenue, Needham
192 May Street, Worcester
225 Grove Street, Worcester
165 Chapin Street, Southbridge
4th Street, Graniteville
332 Front Street, Winchendon
145 Pleasant Street, Fairhaven
57 Elm Street, Holvoke
Maple Street, Middleton
54 Fairfax Road, Worcester
28 Bangs Avenue, Orange
Main Street, Cherry Valley
Dale Street, Rochdale
22 Victor Avenue, Worcester
68 Antwerp Street, Milton
11 Gilson Road, Welleslev Hills
8 Grand View Avenue, Peabody
1 Kent Circle, Gloucester
121 Banney Street, New Bedford
24 Pleasant Street, Ashland
3 Bay View Avenue, Plymouth
93 West Selden Street, Mattapan
Barre
53 Neshobe Road, Waban
Haydenville
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Hartung, Fredonia
Green, E. Gertrude
Grave, Phyllis G.
Gorman Florence D.
George, Dorothy B.
Flinn, Kathryn May
Escott, Beatrice
Eldredge, Angelia M.
Eisinhauer, Ethel E.
Edwards, J. Doris
Drake, Marjorie J.
Dipasqua, Josephine L.
Dickey, Ruth
Curlev, Clare L.
Crowe, Ruth
Cragg, Marion E.
Conrad, Svlvia M.
Coffin, Deborah B.
Colburn, Dorothy E.
Cadret, Edna R. D.
Bullock, Evelyn
Brown, Dorothy
Britt, C. Virginia
Brasells, Dorothy A.
Braithwaite, Irene L.
Doswell, Millicent Jeanne
Berg, Esther Annette
Bardwell, Eunice E.
Balkan, Lucelia
Baldwin, Alma May
Auger, Madeline R.
Amato, Marion F.
Alden, Grace M.
34 Kellog Street, Fall River
203 Weston Avenue, Gloucester
945 Humphrev Street, Swampscott
R. F. D. 20, Conway
75 Grove Street, Milford
Minor Street, Haverhill
Church Street, Stockbridge
110 Ingham Street, Willimansett
82 High Street, Rockport
30 Inman Street, Cambridge
951 Main Street, Fall River
94 Prospect Street, Stoughton
55 Nelson Street, West Roxbury
25 Dudley Street, North Andover
2 Greenough Street, Jamaica Plain
74 Sea Street, Manchester
625 East Street, Mansfield
6 Dewey Street, Worcester
82 Brooks Street, Faneuil
Enfield
Farnumsville
Orchard Street, Newbury
175 Larch Road, Cambridge
230 Russells Mills Road, South Dartmouth
68 Kirkland Street, Cambridge
20 Swan Street, Beverly
64 Bristol Street, Springfield
Montague
69 Prospect Avenue, Wollaston
19 Everett Street, M ; ddleboro
Washington Street, West Boxford
30 Marietta Street, North Adams
96 Liberty Street, Randolph
Collected hy Priscilla Heathcote.
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THE DIAL-
FRESHMAN CLASS
Mary Caruth President
Mildred Smith j'lce president
Ruth Parker Secretary
Sophie Genieviez Treasurer
In the Memory of a Freshman of 1930
Fine Arts Club Play
Ha£vard-Yale Games and Banquet
CAroX Singers
CheMistry Club Honor System
Sen/or Sisters
StudeZVt Government Association Reception
Christmas PaGeant
C.C.C. and Stud. Gov't Hops
Senior Drima Plays
House Meetings
Freshman I ./Vitiation
Ch Operetta
i^istmas Bazaar
Mock Man Dance
Faculty Reception
DiaL
A Freshman
| 90
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS FRESHMAN DIRECTORY
adamsethelma
alberghinialicetheresa
aldenruth
allairedorothymary
barberha rriettenaomi
beckwithbettv Joyce
blaikieedithmarie
briermarjorie
briggsmargaretamanda
bullardlouisesigourney
burgesslaurajessie
campbell al ice louise
cochrangenevievemay
coleadaflorence
condithelen
cool eylauragrace
coultermargaretadonai
crittendonmarionharriet
crocketthelenruth
cussenmargaretfranees
danforthwinifredburton
davisdorisisabel
devinymarypatricia
duganmargaretelizabeth
dunhamestherlouise
ecclesarleneisabelle
eddylillianagusta
flaggabigailelizabeth
fletcherruth
fostermargaretelizabeth
gardnerelizabethfreeborn
gavinkathrynpatricia
gilmandorothycar lisle
gilmoredorothygrace
gliddenhelenJosephine
goodcatherinelouise
gormickflorenceanna
gouldelizabethhall
henryrosamund Virginia
hoffmanfloraemily
holdenm argue ritejanet
holmlundhelenamanda
jameshildabaker
jonescarolyn
kayannettemebride
kimballmadeline
kirkmanedith louise
Iekbergbildredemmeline
lynesjosephinemary
mantermabelrhodes
milesmariondeming
millerhannahtiebe
millermargueritekatherine
mosesm argue ritevest a
noonanmargaraeteleanor
norbyevelynphyllis
noyeseleanorejean
orsepaulinejosephine
182deweystreetWorcester
91ittleslanepeabody
20boardmanstreetwestboro
24elmstreethatfield
24pembrokestreetsomerville
43harvardstreetspringfield
38elmstreetwakefield
47bushnellstreetworchester
23bellevueavenueadams
craigstreetrochdale
S3summerstreetmanchester
95albanstreetdorchester
17sturgisstreetworcester
141 trentonstreetmel rose
97mortonstreetnewtoncentre
plumtreesunderland
72tyndalestreetroslindale
otismassachusetts
50athertonstreetroxbury
lOcoronastreetdorchester
reservoirstreetholden
33actonstreetarlington
2carIislestreetworcester
28northmainstreetwebster
18gilmanstreetholyoke
22church streetware
28westbrittaniastreettaunton
littletonmassachusetts
3 5witherbestreetmarlboro
westfordmassachusetts
108mainstreetnantucket
br im fieldm ass achu setts
472^hancockstreetnorfolk
44arlingtonstreetleominster
91andoncircIelynn
52wendallstreetcambridge
64silverstreetspringfield
22chestnutstreetwakerield
162barlowstreetfallriver
6birchstreetclinton
198southstreetwrentham
71barthetavenuegardner
23evergreenstreetframingham
946northmainstreetmontello
700hydeparkroslindale
28avonstreetandover
9amorystreetlynn
granitestreetworcester
northgraftonmassachusetts
27cedarstreettaunton
16taconicavenuegreatbarrington
49westmainstreetayer
9sheridanstreettaunton
64pleasantstreetwakefield
78bradfieldavenueroslindale
482easternavenuelynn
16fletcherstreetroslindale
66arlingtonstreettaunton
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osbornruthpeabody
parkerruthlowery
partridgemaryfraser
pipeharrietteelizabeth
purcellednalouise
ramsayhazelcodner
reedgeorgiaknight
reedmarjorieestelle
rhoadesvirginianye
rogerskatherineelizabeth
roycemercedeseveylene
russomaryhelen
schaferbeulahmiriam
secormary
shermansynthiabishop
smithmildredverna
sullivanelizabethkatherine
sweeneyruthisabel
simonritalilhan
taitflorakirkpatrick
turgisselsieannie
wagnereleanorelizabeth
winchenbaughgeraldine
2711oweilstreetpeabody
40highstreetmittineague
50walnutstreetandover
75oaklandstreetmelrose
84vermontstreetroxbury
257northcentralavenuewollaston
essexmassachusetts
56hallavenuesomerville
30wilmingtonstreetmontello
1061akewoodstreetworcester
56washingtonstreetnatick
176dedhamstreetnewtonhighlands
26pearlstreetwestfield
lincolnmass
98arnoldstreetnewbedford
exchangestreetmillis
517fourthstreetfalIriver
19hiawathastreetspringfield
91westcottagestreetroxbury
73hartwellstreetsouthbridge
145washingtonstreetwoburn
42marlborostreetlowell
17hartfordstreetbedford
VOCATIONAL FRESHMAN DIRECTORY
cartwrightdorothyviola
dennismarthachamberlain
downsmarylouise
hornbyagnesmurray
jefferiespaulineclara
knowltonmiriam
mcelroyhelenelizabeth
messervilaangelia
smithannaJosephine
stonelilliandavidson
141acushmetavenuenewbedford
9rocklandstreetsouthdartmouth
13buffingtonstreetfallriver
pleasantstreetdighton
245haydenstreetorange
estabrookavenuegrafton
lOdresseravenuegreatbarrington
237pelhamstreetmethuen
12myrtlestreetbeverly
216mainstreetwoburn
collectedbyevelynnorby.
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ELEMENTARY FRESHMEN
altiasmary
banizewskimary
barrcelia
bearcelillian
birdsallannie
boothroydhelen
brightmaneleanor
bruencatherine
bubrgyckibessie
byrnesmarion
campbelldoris
careymargaret
carruthmary
cesariomary
conleyhelen
connellywinifred
doneilowinifred
downymary
duaneagnes
ericksondaisy
eriksoningrid
everetthelen
ferryloistaft
finefreda
flanaganmartha
gallencatherine
gaythwaiteannis
geneviczsophie
gibbonsmary
goodwinmiriam
grassomarie
graycatherine
guilfordruth
hedmanethel
hillhazel
hilliardarlene
hodgkinsonamelia
hutchcatherine
irvinflorence
kelleymary
kerranna
kyreester
leahyhelen
learymarie
leavittsylvia
lawrenceeleanor
litchfielddoris
iubowitzshirley
macallisterdorothy
maddenhelen
masonhelen
mcauleymarion
mellenbeatrice
mintoftgrace
moirmargaret
mongovinmary
morrillmaybelle
myersdorothea
68orchardstreetcambridge
56fullerstreetwaltham
6roadstreetmedway
7curvestreetmillis
89osgoodstreetlawrence
73congressstreetamesbury
1693meridianstreetfallriver
8elizabethstreetattleboro
18chestnutridgehousatonic
116danforthstreetsaxonville
73grovestreetbeImont
102stanfordstreetauburndale
64conversestreetspringfield
70manningstreethudson
75morseavenuebrockton
berkshire
shelburnfalls
petersham
48franklinstreetmiIford
140gr a ftonstreetWorcester
94massasoitstreetnorthampton
37harrisonavenuesaugus
whitinsville
42greenwoodstreetspringheld
53grovestreetclinton
16hardyavenuewatertown
22 raystreetwestlynn
1489centraIstreetnewtonhighlands
9acrestreetclinton
126franklinstreetframingham
20hunneweIIstreetneedhamheights
1640centrestreeetnewtonhighlands
23omarterracenewtonville
94fayerweatherstreetcambridge
1 lclyderoadvvatertown
125warrenroadframingham
Swansea
130elmstreetmarlboro
108grinnellstreetnewbedford
hartwellroadbedford
1 5aldenplacewestnewton
108myrtlestreetwaltham
llmontgomerystreetcambridge
1 7cottagestreetmansfi eld
14beaumontterracespringfield
15reveIlavenuenorthampton
wayland
105houghtonstreetworcester
120chapinstreetsouthbridge
3 3 Portsmouth streetcambridge
33washingtonstreetmonson
28rugbyroadmattapan
S811incolnsquarehudson
20adenstreethopedale
648mainstreetshrewsbury
harvard
12elmstreetnatick
29morelandstreetsomerville
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nelsonalma
nickerson dorothy
northmargaret
omalleyevelyn
pickardhelen
quinmary
rattieevelyn
reedethel
riberelizabeth
saltzgeberthelma
saranoruth
shannonmaryrita
sheahelen
sheahanmarychristine
silvygrace
smithclare
smithjosephine
stavropoolosmary
tenneyviola
trimbledorothy
urquhartursula
wetmoreblanche
whitealice
wymanevelyn
yelinekeva
schoolstreettownsend
22madisonsquaregloucester
576graftonstreetworcester
30cabotstreetwaltham
mendon
228oakstreetclinton
3chestnutstreetbellingham
12oIneystreetwatertown
85fernstreetnewbedford
weymouth
lincolnroadlexington
62washingtonavenuenatick
41 roya lavenuecam bridge
261brownstreetwaltham
14grovestreetmillbury
65paysonroadbelmont
3shawplacefoxboro
27ellsworthstreetchelsea
304mainstreetmilford
78pearlstreetclinton
S3orangestreetwaItham
8greenoughavenuecambridge
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS CLASS HISTORY
wE have come to the summit of the hill and now in retrospect we scoff at theapprehension with which we as wide-eyed freshmen, viewed it on that
memorable fall morning when we began our sojourn at F. N. S.
There was an interval of becoming settled in Peirce Hall which was to be our
home for the next nine months. Then followed the several weeks of that delightful
sport indulged in by the upperclassmen. Never shall we forget that period during
which we, harrassed, bewildered and bemuddled, gazed by day with reverence upon
those superior beings the Seniors, as they strolled nonchalantly from class to class,
a journey which we made at full speed, and gathered by night in groups, (for there
is safety in numbers) fearing to be surprised in our very baths. Oh those days of
tortured suspense while we awaited the arrival of that momentous occasion upon
which we were to be initiated into that institution within whose walls it has for years
been customary to mould the characters of young women and to instruct them in
those arts culinary and otherwise, which are fine things in a woman ! That occasion
upon which one, casting aside her customary reserve, was required to announce to
the world that she was a pea-green freshman.
We were hardly acclimated to our new environment when preparations for Har-
vard-Yale were begun. The A. A. supper, served on the back hill, was the occasion
of the first cheer practice. After we had courageously consumed our blackened half-
cooked frankfurters we were called upon to decide whether we should cast our lots
with the reds or the blues.
At last that long looked for week-end arrived. The mock man dance was a source
of much hilarity when many of us in male attire led blushing maidens to the affair,
since men were conspicuous by their absence. The next day the campus was thronged
with alumnae who had returned to their Alma Mater to take part in the annual fes-
tivities. Yale emerged winner after a most exciting game.
Christmas brought us back to our childhood by the appearance of Santa Claus,
a gentleman in whom we had long since lost credulity. But the time was not far
off when we should be spending our last joyous Christmas within the walls of dear
old Horace Mann Hall and now we look back with a thrill of pleasure upon those
celebrations together.
Our return to school the next year was different from that of the previous year.
Instead of meeting many strange faces we were greeted by friends. We were soon
settled in the village houses where we made our homes. In this year we began to
show the stuff out of which our class was made. We were represented in the Fine
Arts Plays and Musical Clubs, we united with the Brown Glee Club in giving a
concert which was a huge success; that night was the last occasion upon which we
were allowed to dance after the concert. We have produced many fine athletes, prac-
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tically every team during those four years had in its lineup a representative of the
class of 1930.
As juniors we were reunited at Crocker Hall where for one semester we donned
aprons, and like one big family, undertook the management of the house. Who will
forget those days when as pastry or meat cooks we took our places at the table and
viewed the on-coming food with doubt and apprehension? But "experimentia docet"
and the semester passed unmarked by the occurrence of any fatal casualty. In January
we cast aside our "cotton problems" and, attired in tailored dresses ventured forth
to acquire teaching experience.
How our mouths watered when, as we passed through Crocker Hall, on our way
to dinner in Pierce, those savory ordors issuing from Crocker kitchen assailed our
nostrils.
This year saw the birth of a new club, "The Class and Club Council" which,
consisting of all the class and club presidents, was organized in order that there
might be a spirit of co-operation among the various organizations and that inter-
ference between their activities might be prevented. This club, although still in its
infancy, has made rapid strides towards success.
Our junior prom was one of the high spots of the year. To us those rooms were
like a fairyland. How short-lived those hours of pleasure!
Our senior year was made memorable by the occurrence of many social events.
There was a formal dance attended by all classes and in November an "overflow"
dance held in connection with the Student Government Social ; this was an innovation
in the history of the school.
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," produced by the Fine Arts Club was very cleverly
executed. Another new feature was the opera "The Dragon of Wu Foo," sponsored
by the Musical Clubs.
Shall we ever forget that stormy night upon which we ventured forth, candle in
hand, to sing Christmas Carols beneath the windows of the faculty? How we en-
joyed the lunch which awaited us in Crocker upon our return
!
At last that long anticipated day of commencement arrived, this year for the first
time we were accompanied by the regular seniors garbed in grey caps and gowns.
Yes, we have reached the top of the hill and all those awful difficulties which had
loomed before us have been dissipated, have fallen to nothing before our eyes. Now,
as we receive our diplomas, which will permit us to take our places in our chosen
profession, well may we say, "I came, I saw, I conquered."
Blanid M. Reidy
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VOCATIONAL SENIOR HISTORY
LIKE the history of our country this account will relate the adventures of a
group of pioneers. We are the first Vocational Class to take the four-year
d course leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Education. We have been
the subject of much experimentation, but we're coming through whole and with a
greater sense of unity and loyalty than ever.
We were separated from the very first. Some of us lived in the village, two started
in house practice, while the rest of us lived in the dormitory. We each had a turn
at house practice where we learned much from the seniors and where we were com-
forted by Miss Power's encouraging, "You're here to learn, you know."
At the senior acquaintance party the "Vocs" were gathered in. There everybody
wanted to know if all the Henry's were sisters, and found that there were two
Barbara Burr's.
December 21st in reply to the green tree invitations we trouped to the house to
enjoy a Christmas party. We hope Miss Kaiser liked her carefully wrapped gift.
The night before going home for Christmas we flitted from Physics notebooks to
lighting candles for the senior carol singers. After vacation we returned to find that
Elizabeth Stearns had left us for a home of her own. With the coming of spring
Gladys Zwicker brought honor to our midst by finding the first crocus. The part
of "Rose" in the Fine Arts play "Milestones" was taken by Barbara Burrell.
At the Annual Vocational Tea we freshmen were allowed to assist in the kitchen.
Another fundamental procedure by which we profited was hoeing corn for Dr. Meier.
If you doubt it just look at our snapshot albums.
As the days grew warm and balmy, Miss Kaiser led us over the meadows to the
river for a picnic. Although the food was very tempting, our adventures with a cow
demanded our whole attention. When she was shooed away we really enjoyed our-
selves. After lunch and picking daisies we had an exciting ball game and chased the
flies over a convenient sand pit 'till time to go home.
Miss Powers chaged her name to Mrs. Samuel Stowell and went to Europe for
her wedding trip so Miss Lombard became the head of the Vocational Department.
Our sophomore year we were sprinkled in among the Household Arts sophomores
and our interests became as much H. A. as Vocational. We helped wear down
Normal Hill, too. However our Vocation Spirit was renewed at our Valentine
party. Here we were highly entertained by a dramatist "Lilly Lombard" who read
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"The Legend of the Advertising Man." She was admirably assisted by property
man "Ike" Kaiser and an able company of artists, Farina, Gwendolyn, Ethelbert,
Claudius, Winnie, Wallie, and Wriggly.
We were proud to have the tennis doubles champions, Barbara Burr and Dorothy
MacFarlane come from the Vocational Class.
During our Junior year Miss Brightman made a welcome addition to the depart-
ment. With our practice teaching experience we began to grow up. We like the
Vocational practice teaching because we have it five days a week for nine weeks, one
whole quarter. The Household Arts Course does not offer any course which might
compare to our Trade Experience.
The first group in house practice entertained us at a Hallowe'en Party where
we enjoyed a buffet supper and rollicking games. The custom of giving rather than
receiving has been gladly accepted at 178 Maple St. Before Christmas we gave a
party to the children of Mont Waite. In March the unusual Vocational family
entertained. We met Aunt Mehitable, Mrs. Voc and her husband "Oswald," and
their remarkable offspring, Gwendolyn, Willie, and the baby. Then we all played
cards with some new arrivals from Ireland, China and other distant lands.
Each group in house practice feels that it owns a part of the house for each left
a gift. The additions this year were a knocker for the front door, a hearth brush
and Cape Cod fire lighter for the fireplace, and a mirror for the hall, all of them
much needed, and now much used.
Miss Brightman's "car" gave great service that year. In it we took a number of
field trips, from certain laundering establishments where we were verjr cordially
welcomed and presented with various souvenirs, to points in Boston and even a tea
in Newton. Toward June we had our lunches outdoors. Sometimes we sat on the
back steps where we could watch the trains go by, and again we "Forded" a few miles
for real picnics at the rock on the dam, or the deserted farmhouse.
At the end of our quarter in house practice Miss Lombard and Miss Brightman
took us to Boston for dinner and the theater. Our annual May Tea which drew
notables from far corners of the state made a fitting climax to the year's activities.
September 1929 saw the Vocational Department gathered at the river for an
acquaintance supper when Miss Lombard told us about home economics in Denmark.
We hope that tomatoes on hatpins as a garnish don't become popular here.
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For the first time in our Framingham careers all the Vocational Class lived to-
gether under the same roof and with the Household Arts seniors for the first quarter.
We liked it so much it was disappointing to have to break up again for house prac-
tice. Miss Chase must have liked our cooking our Junior year for she's eating with
us again this year.
The second Annual Christmas Party was a great success. Even if it was a party
we tried to remember what we learned in child care course and to practice it as if
we were running a nursery school.
Although our work at the house is now easier and more efficiently done with the
help of the new "Pipery" and "The Silver Queen" put up by Mr. Johnson we will
be happy to be together once more for the last quarter and for graduation at Horace
Mann.
B. BURRELL
114
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N a certain day in August while we were in the midst of our elaborate prepara-
tions for F. N. S., there came a letter which brought us all nearer to our
new Alma Mater. It was a welcome from our Senior Sister.O
Came the fatal day when we set out fearfully yet eagerly for Framingham. Upon
arrival we immediately felt lost with the bigness of it all. It was not long, how-
ever, before we found ourselves getting acquainted with each other and with the
Faculty at the Freshman reception.
Soon came rumors that the Seniors were to carry out that time-honored custom
initiation. Do you remember how we sat up half the night by blockaded doors with
greasy knobs for the Seniors that never came?
Then one night they unexpectedly caused a hubbub. We don't know who shivered
more, the Seniors, taking a chance through the tunnel and stealthily creeping up the
stairs, or the half-asleep Freshmen literally turned out of their beds.
In October we rejoiced in finding that we could attend a dance so early in the
year. We were proud of our college dance in May Hall, most attractively decorated
with banners.
Then came the Mock-Man Dance along with Harvard-Yale Week-End. The
first hockey team for this event was organized. November twenty-fourth was a banner
day for Harvard, for news came over the radio that Harvard won the victory in the
big game also.
Christmas, the merriest time of all the year, brought many happy memories. Who
could forget our Santa, the tall candles and holly in the dining room, the pageant,
and the carol singing by the Seniors?
Grieved at parting with our friends, but glad to return home for much needed
rest, we packed for our week's Christmas vacation.
We returned to our projects which would complete our term mark. Then school
began anew in the following semester.
We enjoyed the joint concert with Clark, and the Fine Arts play, "Quality Street."
After our unceasing but interesting work, we watched the school days of our
Big Sisters drawing to a close. We were thankful that we had another year to con-
tinue to prove ourselves worthy of Framingham Normal. The last few days were
spent in frantically packing our trunks ; the last, in bidding each other good-bye.
In September we were solemn, realizing that we were entering school for our last
year at Normal Hill.
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It was a tense moment as we awaited our fate at the assignment sheet. We with-
drew with the conviction that the time assigned us to go out teaching was the most
advantageous.
We spent many a hilarious and profitable evening at Horace Mann, relating our
diverse experiences.
In spite of lesson plans, methods, and projects, we managed to attend the over-
flow dance. Was not the campus ideal on that balmy, moonlight night?
On November twenty-third, Harvard found a long line of followers as a result
of last year's overwhelming triumph. It proved to be a true Blue Day, however, for
Yale won the laurels.
This year we took part in the activities that concerned us only as spectators last
year. At our Christmas party we spontaneously broadcast our talents. Then followed
the exciting treasure hunt.
We expressed our true Christmas spirit by carolling through the wet streets by
candlelight. Crocker rewarded us with delicious hot cocoa and sandwiches. The
generous Juniors assured us that this was far from enough and they would give us
a tea later in the year.
We were fortunate in having a formal before our Prom.
We were present in goodly number at the operetta "The Dragon of Wu Foo," at
International Night and at Stunt Night. We were all carried away with the take-off
on the operetta by the Faculty.
The Juniors, fulfilling their promises of Christmas time, gave us the most de-
lightful tea that we ever had here.
Little by little we are approaching commencement. We are already looking back,
although we all wonder what the future holds. While we are joyfully looking for-
ward to the Prom, there lingers the haunting knowledge that separation is soon to
follow.
On that memorable day of our commencement we shall receive our diplomas in
gray cap and gown.
Among those who will "graduate" with us that day is one whom we esteem far
more than he can ever know— our untiring adviser, Mr. Lyman.
Thanks to the adroit guidance of the teachers, we have grown in wisdom and
hope to continue doing so in order that we may become finer teachers in the future.
Leonie LaPlante
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS CLASS PROPHECY
N order to give you the accurate account of what the famed class of 1930 is doing
I'll give you the Associated Press reports for 1940.
A.P. January 15, 1940 Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert J. Watson (Elizabeth Eriksson) are receiving congratula-
tions on the birth of a son. The former Miss Dorothy Wilkins and her husband are
the God-parents.
A.P. February 1, 1940 New York City
Miss Rachel Bangs head of the chemistry department of Columbia, disappeared
suddenly from her office yesterday afternoon. It is rumored about that she has eloped.
A.P. February 13, 1940 Middletown, Conn.
Miss Viola Munyan's Nursery School observed parent's day Wednesday. One
of the higlights on the program wTas the lecture given by Miss Marion F. Norton,
on "Why Bring That Up."
A.P. February 17, 1940 New York, N. Y.
"Mickey" McPherson will be heard tomorrow night over the National Broad-
casting System. She is dedicating her first number to the girls she went to school
with at Framingham— reviving that one time popular song "Is There Anything
Wrong In That?"
A.P. March 2, 1940 Durham, N. H.
Miss Katharine O'Keefe head of the clothing department at the University of
New Hampshire, has just returned from a visit in Framingham.
A.P. March 3, 1940 New York, N. Y.
Miss Madeline B. Murray sailed on the Europa yesterday, to join the Misses
Bryant and Cahill at their chateau in southern France.
A.P. March 5, 1940 Boston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wagner of Newton Centre gave a luncheon at the Ritz-
Carlton Thursday to announce the engagement of their daughter Mary, to a prom-
inent Maine doctor.
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A.P. March 12, 1940 Boston, Mass.
The Misses Cowdrey and Yelinek were met last night at the South Station by a
large gathering of their admirers. They will open with the Chicago Opera Company
tomorrow.
A.P. March 14, 1940 Boston, Mass.
After many years of concentrated study Dr. Sachs, who is head of the biology
department at Framingham, has at last come to the conclusion that "another good
place for a zipper would be on string beans."
A.P. March 17, 1940 Roslindale, Mass.
"Terry" O'Rourke is appearing in person for the last time this week at the
Metropolitan. In her final interview today Miss O'Rourke told a reporter that
trapeze work was losing its thrill. She plans to follow Miss Tully's example and
retire to her farm on the Hudson, where she may specialize in the nomenclature of
cattle.
A.P. March 30, 1940 Long Island, N. Y.
Miss Ruth Jones is practising with Marion Bennet in this city for their coming
net battle. They are sailing in June to compete in the Wimbledon Tournament.
A.P. April 1, 1940 East Bicycle, Maine
For those dull hours we suggest you read "Ten Years in Seclusion" or "How I
Found Alyself" by Evangeline Sawyer. This novel contains a real slice of human
life, written in Miss Sawyer's noted jovial style. It is a thrilling story of a young
girl who at last fulfills her suppressed desire to be leader of Troop 40.
A.P. April 3, 1940 Westfield, Mass.
Miss Agnes Kendrick and Miss Ella Mahoney are here in this city attending the
4-H Club National Conference. Tuesday Miss Mahoney will give a talk on "Foreign
Foods from Our Foreign Friends," which will be followed by Miss Kendrick's expert
judging of baked potatoes.
A. P. April 5, 1940 West Tisbury, Mass.
The Rose-Petal, an exclusive school for boys was destroyed by fire late last evening.
Through heroic work of several boys, the principal, Miss Bearse and the Dean, Miss
Landry were saved from destruction.
A.P. April 9, 1940 Tuxedo Park N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Healy (Blanid Reidy) have just returned from Switzerland,
where they visited their two sons who are attending school there.
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A.P. April 12, 1940 Boston, Mass.
You can't afford to miss Grace Jordan's weekly radio talk sponsored by Swift
and Company. Her subject this week will be "A Thousand Ways to Use Ham."
A.P. April 15, 1940 Webster, Mass.
Our great "Ben'' Turpin of New York continues to retain his popularity due
to the advertising ability of his manager, Helen B. Purcell.
A.P. April 30, 1940 Chicago, 111.
Another record was broken yesterday at the World's Fair. "Al" Owen broke
the women's parachute jumping record set last summer by Muriel Mann. Miss Mann
received her training in her undergraduate days at Crocker Hall.
A.P. June 9, 1940 Framingham, Mass.
The baccalaureate address was given by the Reverend Ruth Bjork at the Framing-
ham Normal School. Her subject was "Why I Go To Church."
A.P. June 14, 1940 Boston, Mass.
Of special interest to the members of the faculty at M. I. T., is the conferring of
a Doctor's degree on Miss Mary Elaine Fulton by McGill University. The subject of
her thesis was "How To Prevent Flat Feet Through the Use of Chemistry in the
Home." After receiving a B.S. of Ed. degree at the State Normal School at Framing-
ham Centre, Massachusetts, Miss Fulton did graduate at The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
A.P. June 17, 1940 Chicago, 111.
Miss Esther Stevens has been awarded the Congressional Medal for holding at
bay two desperate mail bandits with her trusty pistol.
A.P. June 20, 1940 Framingham Centre, Mass.
"Dolly" Whitman, popular night club hostess, is attending the opening of the
roof-garden of the New Central House.
A.P. July 5, 1940 Brooklyn, N. Y.
The former Miss Gertrude Doane was badly injured yesterday when her small
son Freddy threw a firecracker at her.
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A.P. July 12, 1940 Boston, Mass.
Miss Marie Treanor will be heard this Thursday at Symphony Hall. Her sub-
ject will be "Relatives and Irrelevancies". Among the noted guests present will be
Dr. Olga Sachs and Miss Ella Mahoney.
A.P. July 16, 1940 Weymouth, Mass.
The former Miss Ruby Fields is planning to go to Alaska next week with her
husband, who is going to install an efficient telephone service for the use of Eskamaids
and their Eskamuckers.
A.P. July 21, 1940 Framingham, Mass.
Miss Dorothy Cole is the newly elected president of the Framingham Women's
Club. The club is planning to have a molasses pull next week, for the F. N. S. girls
who get stuck week-ends.
A.P. July 30, 1940 Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. X. P. K. Van Huysen (nee Charlotte Wonson) are sailing around
the world on their new yacht Charlotte II. They have as guests on the cruise the
former Miss Marion Rhodes and her husband.
A.P. August 2, 1940 Collinsville, Mass.
Miss Pauline Varnum has just opened a school of aeronautics as part of the
social work she is doing to uplift the youth of this city.
A.P. August 7, 1940 Shrewsbury, Mass.
Miss Gertrude Cook has at last conceived of an idea by which she may make up
all her lost sleep. She is planning to spend the winter in Alaska where night is six
months long.
A.P. August 18, 1940 Boston, Mass.
At the recent Shriner's Ball in Boston, Dorothy Curtis and her husband
led the grand march. Mrs. was awarded the highest honor ever given to
a woman in this society, because of her many years of untiring devotion to this work.
A.P. Sept. 12, 1940
Miss Dorothy Jenny has opened a new uptown office, due to the rapid growth in
her business. As you know, Miss Jenny is well known for her Information Bureau,
where she gives free of charge "Helpful Hints To Hectic Husbands."
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A.P. Sept. 15, 1940 New York City
Miss Gertrude Peters' very successful column "Much Ado About Nothing" run-
ning in the New York Times will be omitted next month as the author is going on
a tour to gather new material.
A.P. Oct. 30, 1940 Boston, Mass.
The former Miss Dorothy Church is leaving her apartment on Beacon Hill to
spend the winter in California with her husband, a prominent railroad official.
A.P. Nov. 2, 1940 Pinehurst, N. C.
"The Man Thomas"—Miss Henry's latest novel promises to enhance her reputa-
tion as America's leading novelist. Although recently married, Miss Alice Henry
continues to use her maiden name in writing.
A.P. Nov. 13, 1940 New York City
The Florestelle, the new hotel which is situated near the world's largest airport,
promises to be one of the most popular hotels in this section of the country due to
the owners', Miss Wood and Miss Degere's popularity as culinary experts.
A.P. Nov. 16, 1940 London, England
The Helen Courtis Dancers are appearing at the Court of St. James Thursday
night of this week. Due to their popularity this is their second appearance before the
King and Queen. We wonder if the Prince will take another tumble!
A.P. Dec. 3, 1940 Puebla, Mexico
After graduating from the Walter Reid Hospital in Washington, Miss Julia
Violetta Kinney married a prominent Mexican, and is now experimenting in her
laboratory to determine whether malnutrition of the Mexican Jumping-Bean is caused
by too much exercise.
A.P. Aug. 2, 1940 Ogonquit, Maine
Miss Stacey Krasnecki, manager of the Eastern Hotel System plans to modernize
the Look-Out by having one college bus boy and bell hop for every college waitress.
Elvy Frances Parker.
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To some who would solve the future's maze
And at stars or into crystal balls gaze
I'll say, "Please note a modern phase
In my interpretation."
Psychology, science of the brain,
Soothsayer's arts will soon attain,
If students only will observe
With some imagination.
Now if you knew each girl as we do
And worked with her, whether happy or blue,
Four years at school, her point of view
You'd know and her ambitions, too,
Without a declaration.
Four years from now you will observe
Debutantes keep their stylish curves
By practicing kicks and bends and swerves
Used by the tennis doubles champs
None other than Burr and MacFarlane.
Those who wear Murriell designed gowns
Bought at Miss Merrill's shop of renown
And flaunt fadeless flowers, Zurwicker grown,
Are bound to be most popular.
Those leading the ranks will follow the rule,
"Keep French maids trained at the Burbine School".
Some join the four hundred if not by crook
By faithfully studying the etiquette book
Written by "Lizabeth Lezlie."
When they find the whirl too gay
Over the seas they'll sail away
To take a sorely needed cure
Prescribed for tired debutantes, we hear
By famous Dr. Burrell.
Mother Whalon gives them kindly advice
Between witty phrases of sugar and spice
Their health improves on the nourishing fare
That Miss Lundstrum, the dietitian, furnishes there
To bring them back to normal.
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By the way, at the Framingham biennial
1930 class, including the Vocational,
Turned out in force for a great reunion
To exchange the news and give their opinions
Of past and future events.
You may like to know it was finally decided
That without the aid our alumna provided
Modern women and indirectly the men
To the want and disease, would return again,
Of the dreary Middle Ages.
B. Burrell.
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ELEMENTARY CLASS PROPHECY
Time: 1950.
Place: A fortune teller's room (An old woman, Ruth Hall, is seated in a chair
before a crystal ball. A knock is heard.)
Ruth: "Come in." (A girl enters.)
Girl: "Oh, kind woman help me. I had a bad dream about one of my classmates
and I want to know if it amounts to anything."
Ruth (quietly) : "And when and where did you graduate from?"
Girl: "From Framingham Normal School in—let me see— 1930."
Ruth: "I thought so, I thought so, and your name is Helen Bickerstaff."
Helen: "Oh, Madam what a wonderful gift you have. If I only had the power
to discern a stranger's name I'd feel like a goddess."
Ruth: "It's no greater than your own if you use it Helen. Don't you know who
I am?"
Helen: "I'm afraid I don't; though your voice seems familiar."
Ruth: "I'll take off my professional attire. (Takes oft cloak) Now?"
Helen: "Why Ruth, I'm so glad to see you. How does it happen you're spend-
ing your time in this fashion?"
Ruth : "This is what adds the spice to my life. By the way, are you still teaching?"
Helen: "Oh, yes, I'm still teaching."
Ruth: "Good for you, but fortune telling for me, old girl. Well to get down to
business ; it wouldn't be a bad idea to take a peep at the crystal and try to locate the
rest of the gang."
Helen : "It suits me."
(Both look into the crystal.)
Ruth: "Look, there's Eleanor Purcell trying to persuade Gertrude Moran to do
something. Well she has evidently succeeded again. See, Gertrude is reluctantly
entering that shop."
Helen: "What's the name of it?"
Ruth
:
"I can't see the name but it looks like a beauty shop. Here come Dot
Moynihan and Alice Rhodes on their famous bicycles. They've certainly been in the
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limelight since they started their tour of the world on bicycles. Here's Roxy's
Theatre, shall we look in awhile?"
Helen: "I'd love to."
' Ruth: "Well I declare, if it isn't Eleanor Kruschwitz as leading lady; just look
at her step. My, but this is too good for words. Take a look at the chorus girls.
Recognize any of 'em?"
Helen: "Do I? Isn't that Marion Cushman on the extreme right?"
Ruth: "Where?'
Helen: "The one that's doing that pretty split and look, there's Minnie Schultz
and Harriet Mellen. They're the ones that are now stepping forward. It looks as
though we're in for a song. Pretty good, ha, ha, pretty good. You'd never know
they'd taught school for ten years."
Ruth: "Isn't that Ruth Ufford leading the orchestra?"
Helen: "Right you are. Married life didn't take away any of her vim."
Ruth: "Oh, they're going to put that fancy diving exhibition on. Here come the
divers."
Helen: "That girl wearing the red tight fitting bathing suit looks familiar to me."
Ruth: "Well she certainly ought to for it's Mary Splain ."
Helen: "Mary Splain, I knew she'd make a place in the world for herself."
Ruth: "Will we watch the comedy?"
Helen : "We might as well ; they are lowering the screen. Well can you beat that ?
Mary Swift starring in "Giggles." It looks as though she's up to her old tricks again.
It certainly paid her to form the habit of seeing the jolly side of life."
Ruth "Oh well, we can't be everything; I'm satisfied. By the way I was speaking
with Elizabeth Barnes."
Helen: "How is she?"
Ruth: "Just as ambitious as ever. She's teaching school and running a peanut es-
tablishment. She has just signed a contract with this theatre agreeing to supply them
with peanuts for the next five years."
Helen: "Let's have variety and— What's that— a bird?"
Ruth: "No, it's an aeroplane. Let's see if we know the aviator. Huh — look
who it is
— Dr. Dorothy Burns. There isn't a time that I go out that she isn't flying
over me and throwing things at me. She has passengers this time I guess."
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Helen : "Yes, and no other than Marguerite Moran and her quadruplets. You
know she married a professor."
Ruth: "How did she ever think up enough names for them?"
Helen: "That was easy, she named them after Doris Maloney, Helen McCarthy,
Grace Whalen and Emily Farrell."
Ruth : "Isn't it grand that the 'Olympics' are being held in America this year. Let's
see what's going on. I wonder who's going to race."
Helen: "I can see that man's program. Sylvia Conrad is running for little
America, Mildred Chase for the northern polar region and Margery for Africa. My,
the havoc time hath wrought."
Ruth: "Wasn't that a graceful high jump."
Helen : "It certainly was and— it was Alice Comstock who did it. See, she's ex-
plaining her technique to those amateurs."
Ruth: "Too bad we can't wait to see the races, but we'll see the results in the
morning paper. By the way what paper have you?"
Helen: "Oh; it's just called 'What Important People Are Doing' I buy it to keep
tabs on the people I know."
Ruth: "Who's the editor?"
Helen: "Helene Luby. I think you know most of the people on the staff."
Ruth: "Who are they?"
Helen : "Barbara Lovett is in charge of editorials and the like. Nancy Crane is one
of the best reporters. She manages to get whatever news it going around. Olive
Flint and Grace Fitzpatrick are in charge of the sport section. An excellent staff
what I mean."
Ruth : "There's no doubt about it. Let's read it over and see what it's like. Look
at the heading will you. (Reads aloud) A well known doctor lost $700,000 in a
breach of promise suit brought against him by Helen Brady. The plaintiff's lawyer,
Geraldine Parker moved the jury to tears by her eloquent appeal. Among the jurors
were Evelyn Oliver, Mary Maroney, Edith Nowell and Sarah Nickerson. Judge
Leonie La Plante vainly attempted to control her sobs. The attorney for defense,
Leah Fleming, put forth a powerful refutation of Miss Parker's statements but was
unable to convince the jury after they had seen the girlish innocence of Miss Brady."
Helen: "Look, (reads aloud) A Rapid Transit Chute invented by Catherine
Eagan was dedicated to Framingham Normal School yesterday with a great ceremony.
This chute transports students and their luggage from May Hall to Main Street at
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the rate of one student per second. Those of note present at the ceremony were
Dorothy Chamberlain, Mary Cavanaugh and Elizabeth Casey."
Ruth : "Well if this isn't the latest (reading aloud) . Helen Paton, the well known
producer is striving to pacify the great tragedienne, Anna Kane, who is threatening to
break her contract with her. A few evenings ago, Anna discovered in the midst of
a love scene that her leading man had halitosis, consequently she became tempermental
and started to throw things. The audience got panic stricken and left in fright.
Among those who fainted were Mary Quinan and Anastasia Rennie."
Helen: "Listen to this, 'Ringling Brothers sign up new world wonder.' Theresa
Trotta the tall woman who has grown four feet since she left school has just signed
a contract with the great circus magnate for a year's tour of the country."
Ruth: "Well, well, 1930 has a lot of women in politics; Governor 'Bossy' Ford
chooses her staff consisting of Elizabeth Lavin, Ann Healey and Josephine Huntley.
And here's an announcement of a meeting of Gertrude Archer's 'Be Yourself Club.'
They are initiating Alice Gaucher, Marion Ferris and Margaret Schnare."
Helen (looking at paper) : "So May Ross is retiring from opera to marry the
man she was engaged to for three days in Normal School. And she had such a lovely
voice, isn't it a shame?"
Ruth: "A nation-wide Campfire Girls' Convention was held in the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel. The president Doris Stevens, was ably assisted by her staff consisting of
Beatrice Wood, Helen Crooker, and Helen Ohman in making the guests of the
evening Eileen O'Keefe, Betty McCoy and Thelma Moran feel at home in Boston.
The speaker for the evening was Marguerite Moroney. The meeting was brought to
a close with a violin solo by the guest artist, Mary Moran."
Helen: "Oh look. Here's a review of Loretta Brown's latest book entitled, 'Know
What and When To Say it.' She was assisted in her work by Dorothy Carson. Speak-
ing of books, do you know which ones have been a great success this year?"
Ruth: "What, Ethel Lewis' book, 'The Trials and Troubles of a Teacher.' '
Helen: "That was popular in its own line but Em thinking of a different type
of book."
Ruth " 'The Secret of Charm,' by Maxine Elliot or 'How to Be Nonchalant'
by Edith Davenport."
Helen: "I guess you haven't read it."
Ruth: "What is it then?"
Helen: " 'What Men Are Good For,' by Jennie Kuwaski."
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Ruth: "Oh, that's the book Anna Carey, Gertrude Winniker and Pauline Farrell
were discussing yesterday in the lobby of the Met."
Helen (looking at paper) : "Aren't those children cute?"
Ruth: "Yes, who are they?"
Helen: "Oh, they're participants in the annual recital of the Fairy Puff Danc-
ing School operated by Rose McCarthy and Marjorie Nesbit."
Ruth: "How's this for an advertisement? (Reads aloud) Helen Crandall has
attained success after years of experience, and offers her 'Hide Your Blush' cream at
$2.00 per jar. Here's a letter of recommendation from Carol Bingley saying she
'couldn't get along without Crandall's Hide Your Blush Cream.' '
Helen: "Let's read the 'Advice to Lovelorn' edited by Florence Hildreth and
assisted by her very able and experienced secretary Mary Jackson."
Ruth: "Speaking of lovelorn, did you hear about the new sorority which four
members of our class started a short time ago?"
Helen: "No, what's the name?"
Ruth: "O. M. F. Club (Off Men Forever Club). It was started by Bertha
Hart, Eileen Hardiman, Grace Lourie and Dorothy Mankowich. They are soliciting
the support of other Framingham girls."
Helen : "Huh, I hope they get it. They're certainly having a hard time though.
Only the other night they called up Ethel Wood only to find out she's been married
for years and has five children."
Ruth: "It's very near dinner time Helen. Dine with me and we'll call it a day."
Helen: "Oh it's been wonderful Ruth. I've learned so much and it was lovely
seeing them all."
(Exeunt)
Helen Bickerstaff
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SENIOR WILL 1930
E THE CLASS OF 1930, DO HEREBY SOW THESE BEARDED
AND UNBEARDED GRAINS OF PROPERTY.w
To Dr. Foster "his living organism."
To efficient members of next year's Senior class, Al Henrys and Vi Munyan's
spindles for all important notes.
The Clothing Department's Secretariate to anyone who can direct expressmen,
stray freshmen, give views on all the places of reference of the sewing department,
and furnish hat blocks to forgetfuls on Saturdays.
To all Horace Mann Sophomores, the hope they will eventually get over the
methods of studying exemplified by the Seniors.
To the Juniors, a hope that they will listen carefully for Dr. Foster's bits of
nutritional humor.
To all Chapel goers, an escalator hither and thither. Especially desirable to
those who get out of breath to the extent of not being able to sing.
To Peirce Hall jazz enthusiasts, an extra handle to the orthophonic.
To Gert Peters, a Philadelphia lawyer to answer at least half her questions.
To Helen Russo, two Philadelphia lawyers for the same purpose.
To Betty Pike, Dot Wilkin's ability not to appear bored.
To Dot Wilkins, mules with heels of eiderdown.
To next year's mail girls, a brickbat to respond to the three hundredth oration
of "Bring me three, won't you?"
To Miss Hall, a plea that she will at least read Stevenson's "Essay on Leisure."
To Miss Poole, rose-colored glasses for occasional use.
To Miss Sparrow, a Junior English class that will not have "their noses too
much in the steam of the Crocker tea-kettle."
To all underclassmen, the knowledge that they are here working not for marks,
but for what marks stand.
To Miss Ritchie, a sound proof assembly hall during chorus period.
To Mr. Archibald his occasional inability to hide the fact that he once was
"red-headed."
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To the Student Government the desire that they will find a way to reward true
righteousness as exemplified hy returning from the Christmas vacation on time.
To all underclassmen the privilege of reading the Senior Milk Papers on milk-
less meals at Peirce.
To the Lunchroom fifty cents overhead for meat for Miss Gardner's newt.
To Crocker matrons, we hope that Crockerites will never henceforth specialize
in pink rooms.
To the Clothing department the hope that those dress forms will eventually
cycle hack into Fashion.
To the State Treasurer's Dept., our sorrow in their lack of foresightedness in
applying an assembly curtain so late in the realm of the short skirt.
To future inhabitants of Horace Mann "the cup that cheers, but not inebriates."
To Miss Keith, our especial appreciation of soup for dinner.
To Miss Carter, a large family to educate in the wonders of children's poetry.
To next year's elementary Seniors, a history course without travel quotations.
To some Seniors, the hope they will write a sketch book on "Ogunquit," lest
the underclassmen lose a most important part of the Framirigham Annals. (Or shall
it be on Eastern States?)
To Gertrude Archer and Ruth Ufford, the wish that they, from their experiences
will formulate a course of study which is "bluff proof."
To Ruth Hall, a few breaks of fair-mindedness from the faculty.
To those Elementary specializing in lowers, ability to withstand pert remarks
on the work of their choosing.
To the French Room, more chairs, more room, more air, less noise.
To all Wellesley girls, the eye fluctuation ability.
To those in the Freshman Dormitory, the right to live under student government.
To all, Peirce Hall food, which makes the overweight more overweight, and the
underweight more underweight.
To the Freshmen, especially, Ann's Shop with its notions interspersed with
geniality.
To the Faculty, our appreciation of their Stunt Show act.
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To the Sophomores the knowledge that the docile acceptance of all laws is
coming in again with the longer skirts.
To the Juniors we leave the hope that they will have as many interesting nieces
and nephews as we have on which to prate five minutes a day.
To all coffee drinkers we leave the pleasure of sitting at the table which receives
the cocoa pitcher first, and vice versa.
To all 8 o'clockers in 41, the maneuvers of the "Feather Duster."
To all Senior hostesses, we leave a list of table topics which will interest the
Juniors, pacify the Sophomores, and give the Freshmen a feeling of family friendliness.
To grinds a knowledge that personalities are made of three elements: "social
intelligence, executive power, and scholastic aptitude."
To Mrs. Amidon, we leave the new lingerie touches.
To Miss Swan, we leave a group of young ladies who do not indulge in marathons.
To all people who live near the Horace Mann telephones, a special bonus, col-
lected we don't know how.
To all village girls, special delivery service of eatables over the week-ends.
To Miss Ramsdell, a class who will specialize in excellent transitions, definiteness
of expression, and meaningful titles.
To the Faculty, we leave a peaceful way of getting rid of those "whose minds
are wonderfully formed to resist the intrusion of knowledge."
To Miss Keith, a staid, steady kitchen force.
To all Seniors, a large amount of open-mindedness in regard to the question of
white bread versus dark bread.
To our curriculum, the desire that it will leave us the knowledge how to think,
not what to think.
To all underclassmen, a faculty recommended cut system.
To the laundry workers, radiumized laundry numbers.
To ourselves, we leave the wonder that we have not settled the peace of the
world or something equally important with all our pratings which we honor to
call "discussions."
To all who would have the girls support week-end school affairs, the hope that
there is a hereafter of dreams fulfilled.
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To the Seniors and faculty who have more than two five o'clocks, "bottled sun-
shine," to be applied as needed.
To those whose constant points of contention are Food and Faculty, a gram of
common sense and thoughtfulness.
GIVEN AT THE INTERIOR DECORATED CHAMBERS IN FRAM-
INGHAM, THIS 32ND DAY OF THE FIFTH WEEK OF THE THIR-
TEENTH MONTH OF THIS YEAR OF STOCK MARKET PANICS, AND
OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF AMERICAN WOMEN VOTERS, PROB-
ABLY THE 13TH.
By her excellency Mademoiselle Senior, Mademoiselle Junior, Secretary of the
Establishment.
"May Knowledge Preserve Saint Andrews, the Oldest of Scotch Universities."
Ella M. Mahoney
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THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT COUNCIL
Dorothy Church President
Linda Adams............... Secretary
Bernice McGilvray Treasurer
Miss Armstrong . . . . . . . . . Faculty Representative from Faculty
Dr. Foster . . . . . . . . . Faculty Representative from Student Body
Class Presidents
Marie Treanor Senior
Eileen O'Connor Junior
Priscilla Heathcote Sophomore
Mary Caruth Freshman
House Presidents
Dorothy Wilkins Horace Mann
Loretta Ford ............... Crocker
Ruth Osborne First Semester, Peirce
Helen Boothroyd Second Semester, Peirce
Representatives
Helen Crandall .
Hazel Hill—Mildred Smith
Elizabeth Mitchell
Katherine Hebert
Rachel Bancs
Rose McCarthy
Barbara Burr
Commuters
Freshman Class
. Sophomore Class
. Junior Class
H. A. Senior Class
Elementary Senior Class
. Vocational Department
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION
THE Student Government Organization is a comparatively young one here
at Framingham. Although it is still in its infancy it is an integral part of
school life. We helieve it is gradually progressing ; we hope that some day
in the not far distant future it will realize much greater attainments.
The Association extends its welcome to the freshmen the first week of school in
the form of an acquaintance party. "Senior Sisters" are a part of the plan for in-
troducing the freshmen to school life.
A committee has begun its work on next year's handbook— a copy of which
is sent to every freshman during the summer by her "Senior." A revision of the
handbook is now underway.
School song books have been published by and with the necessary financial back-
ing of the council.
As well as carrying out its disciplinary duties, the Student Council this year
has stressed constructive work as an important part of its program. Among the first
work of a constructive feature was the election of a committee to investigate the
improvement of the fire drills in the school buildings. An efficient system was worked
out by the committee.
In an attempt to bring the school activities before the Framingham public, a
reporter has been elected from the council. As a result, every school function this
year has been written up in the local and urban papers.
Life in the dormitories always presents problems. Thru committees the council
is working on the problem in an attempt to improve conditions. A round table
consisting of the House President and several members of each house meet weekly
for discussions and proposed solution.
Because we feel that connection with other schools of collegiate standing will
tend to broaden us, and to furnish us invaluable help in all our problems we are in
communication with the National Student Federation of America, pending our be-
coming a member.
The success of the Student Government Association depends upon the co-opera-
tion of its members which includes every student. It is only thru this co-operation
that the Association can attain its ultimate goal.
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OUR BIRTHDAY TRIBUTE TO DR. CHALMERS
A Man there was of Scotenland, also
That came to live among us sometime-y go.
His worke was his joy, and for our sake
He does spend his life we undertake.
He loked howle and thereto soberly,
But fun and jest he likes right noberly
For he had gotten him no better funne
That a game of golfe in the sunne.
And he would rather have at his beck and call
Twenty bokes, but the best of all
Shakespeare, and his favorite Bobby Burne.
But now he has another birthe daye
And so good wishes we would to him saye
Of happiness and joy thru all his dayes
;
And this-y token of the school's esteme
We gladly give him, little though it seme;
So please accept from us this simple speche
Remembrance from the girles you do teche.
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CLASS AND CLUB COUiNCIL
1929 - 1930
Elizabeth Leslie
Gertrude Doane
OFFICERS
President
Secretary-Treasurer
ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS
Dorothy Church .
Alice Henry
.
Julia Kinney
Evangeline Sawyer
Helen Crandall
.
Agnes Kendrick
Greta A4cPherson
Stacey Krasnecki .
Student Government
. Musical Clubs
Athletic Association
Fine Arts
Commuters Club
Home Economics
Y. W. C. A.
A'Kempis
Marie Treanor
Eileen O'Connor
.
Priscilla Heathcote
Mary Caruth
Frederick W. Ried
CLASS PRESIDENTS
Faculty Member
Senior Class
Junior Class
Sophomore Class
Fresh/nan Class
Advisor
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c. c. c.
HE Class and Club Council—or better known as the C. C. C.—an organ-
ization which aims to bring co-operation among the classes and clubs, is
composed of the presidents of the classes and clubs.T
The outstanding business of this council is carried on at spring and autumn
houseparties. At the autumn houseparty each president sets forth the problems which
are facing her club or class, and all members work together to devise means by which
to solve these problems. Each president also states the aim of her club and the
program which her organization plans to carry out during the year. The time and
meeting place of each organization is decided, so that there are no conflicts along
this line. The social calendar which is temporary, planned at the spring houseparty,
is read and all necessary changes are made. Suggestions which have been made by
faculty and students are discussed, and the council decides by what actions the school
will derive most benefit.
The autumn houseparty this year was held at Riverbank Lodge at Sherborn.
As is customary the social calendar was revised, the class and club meetings were
planned, and each president made a report.
The idea of having a bulletin board system in the school, eliminating notices
being read in Chapel and in the dining room, was discussed, and a committee was
appointed to take charge. This system has been realized this year.
It was decided that, under the class and club president, there would be non-
religious but devotional services held each Sunday night in Peirce Hall living room.
At the spring houseparties the presidents-elect of the classes and clubs are also
present. The events of the closing year are criticized, in order to strengthen the good
points and to eliminate the mistakes. As before stated, the social calendar for the
new school year is arranged.
Although much time is given over to business at the houseparties. there is
opportunity for pleasure. Picnics, dancing, bridge, canoeing, and motoring are all
important items. Riverbank Lodge with its hospitable hostess and beautiful surround-
ings is an ideal place for a houseparty.
Immediate business of the council is carried on at the monthly meeting. This
year the formal dance, which was held in January, was one of the high spots of the
social calendar.
As heretofore there has been no system of electing officers, the council has planned
to have an election week, each spring before the houseparty, and thus avoid much
confusion.
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One of the desires of the council this year was to make a start at remodeling
the Students' room, but was met with disappointment as the State would appropriate
no money. However, the New York Framingham Club has come to the rescue and
has presented the council with sufficient money to make many changes in the room.
As this council is working for the whole school it needs suggestions from all,
and the co-operation of all.
C. C. C. HOUSE PARTY AT RIVERBANK LODGE
C. C. C. CALENDAR
October 18
November 2
November 22
November 23
December 5
January 11
Januarv 31
February 1 +
February 15
March 14
April 11
Mav 10
Mav 16
May 17
xMav 22
Mav 23
Mav 24
May 16
May 31
Fine Arts Party
Student Government Dance
Mock Man Dance
Harvard-Yale Basketball
Y. W. Bazaar
Class and Club Dance
Glee Club Operetta
Home Economics International Exposition
Stunt Show
Fine ^rts Play
Join't Concert
Junior Dance
C. C. C. House Party
Sophomore Dance
Freshman Reception to Seniors
Glee Club and Fine Arts Concert
Play Day
Commuters' Club Cabaret
Senior Prom
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CHEMISTRY COUNCIL
OFFICERS
Rachel Bangs
Eleanor Johnson .
Elizabeth Mitchell
Dr. Foster
. President
. Vice-President
. Secretary
Faculty Advisor
REPRESENTATIVES
Estelle Wood
Dorothy Young .
Margaret Moran .
Mary Partridge )
Elizabeth Gould \
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
. Freshman
SUB-COUNCIL
Doris Flint Chi
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REPRESENTATIVES
Viola Munyan
Erma Ramsdell
Senior
Junior
Eleanor Knox
Grace Alden
Frances Metcalf
\
Eleanor Winters
|
Saidie Howland
j
Ethel Adams
Laura Burgess
Elizabeth Pipe
Marie Blakie
|
Helen Ridderstrom
J
Sophomore
Freshman
T HE Chemistry students are fortunate in having, for a system of government,one very different from that in any other department.
In the year 1924-1925, at the time when the adoption of Student Govern-
ment throughout the school was being considered, the Chemistry department was
willing to aid in carrying out the project and so offered itself for experimenting. The
students organized a system of government which was so satisfactory that at the end
of the year, a constitution was drawn up to provide for a more permanent organiza-
tion. From that time, all matters pertaining to the Chemistry classes have been con-
ducted by this organization, which operates through a council and a sub-council. The
aim of this body has been student development and co-operation.
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THE FRAMINGHAM MUSICAL CLUBS
OFFICERS
Alice M. Henry .
Ethel M. Wood .
Clare H. Goddard .
Greta E. McPherson
Ruth O. Ackerman
Barbara H. Burrell
Grace M. Alden .
Betsy Cairns .
Dorothy Philbrick
Evangeline Sawyer
Edith Whittaker .
Helen L. Courtis .
Adele A. Yelinek .
Mary Whittemore
Mr. Fred Archibald
Miss Louise Kingman
Mr. Frederick Ried
. President
. Vice-President
.
Secretary
. Treasurer
Business Manager
. Librarian
. Assistant Librarian
. Assistant Librarian
Pianist
Secretary of Orchestra
Librarian of Orchestra
. Librarian of Chorus
. Librarian of Chorus
. Chapel Music
Musical Director
Dramatic Director
Faculty Advisor
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THE Framingham Musical Clubs comprising the Glee Club, Orchestra and
Choir have had a most successful and full year.
A new venture in the form of an operetta "The Dragon of Wu Foo" re-
ceived such favor from its audience and was so much of an enjoyment that a similar
program will very probably be given next year. At the dress rehearsal an engraved
baton was presented to Air. Archibald, and was used to conduct the final performance.
Later in the year the Glee Club gave a combined concert with the Glee Club
of Tufts College. The joint numbers were especially good, and the finale, written
and conducted by Mr. Lewis of Tufts, with the combined glee clubs and orchestras,
was a fitting close to a decidedly successful evening.
The last big event of the year was a concert given in conjunction with the Fine
Arts Club at which Mr. Whitney drew, illustrating the songs we sang. It was a
most unusual program and very much appreciated by those who attended.
During the year the Glee Club has sponsored two concerts of very talented
musicians at the Monday General Assembly. The students and faculty appeared to
derive much pleasure from them.
On the occasions of Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year and Easter, appropri-
ate music was presented in chapel. The club also furnished a pianist to play for each
morning chapel.
Early in the year the Glee Club planned to add something of beaut} - and decora-
tion to room 41. Two friezes were selected and one hung from each side of the
doorway. We expect to add other works of art in the future. During the year cut
flowers or a plant were placed each week on the piano.
The Orchestra holds its meetings under Air. Archibald's direction every Monday
afternoon and has enjoyed its work through the year.
The Choir limits its members to twenty upper classmen. It holds a meeting
every Monday evening and presents appropriate selections in chapel on Tuesdays.
During all our year and in all our activities we have appreciated the direction
and work of Air. Archibald.
In June the Alusical Clubs will remain at school for graduation to assist in
those exercises and to give a concert program on Crocker Hall steps Class Day evening.
Our purpose is to enrich our lives through the knowledge and appreciation of
good music, and where possible to add beauty to the lives of others. We hope we
have accomplished that for which we have striven.
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"THE DRAGON OF WU FOO"
AN OPERETTA
Libretto by David Stevens Music by Charles Pepper
Under the direction of Mr. Archibald, Miss Kingman and Mr. Ried
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Kai Sung, Mandarin Helen Courtis
Ho Tong, Confidential Secretary Teresa O'Rourke
Ling, Lord High Keeper of Dragon Clare Goddard
Kling, His Assistant Elizabeth Gardner
Chan, Captain of Guard Kathryn Flinn
Wee Sing, Page Mary Toledo
Tom \ tj c , , • \ Dorothy Macallister
Jerry J
lL S
'
Jaih"
"
' \ Alice Henry
Kooie Yan, Mandarin's Daughter Ruth Cowdrey
Kum Fa 1 „ r • , \ Ethel Wodd
r Tr r Her friends .......... -, „ ,,.Lila\an i (Charlotte Wonson
Poo Chow, Mandarin's Aunt Mary Ross
Keepers
I. Braithwaite E. Yelinek R. Boutwell A. Comstock
L. Rhodes F. Saunders B. Cairns H. McClintock
Soldiers
G. Alden H. Crandall C. Rockwood D. George
M. Byrnes W. Doneilo A. Duane E. Eisenhauer
L. Ferry H. Russo
Sailors
E. Wood E. Swan J. Niedjiei.ski E. Riber
A. Yelinek C. Eagan T. Trotter P. Hillman
Girls
R. Ackerman H. Paton F. Irvin G. Zwicker
R. Shannon M. Whittemore H. Hill M. Moran
G. Bearse A. Stevens
Attendant
Arline Eccles
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COMMUTERS' CLUB
Helen Crandall
Mary Ross
Genevieve Ford
Barbara Lovett
Miss Savage .
. President
Vice-Presiden t
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Advisor
OUR season began socially with a reception in Horace Mann Hall given by
Miss Savage, where the entering students were received. At the public meet-
ings which the club has held, members of the faculty and members of the
student body were generally invited. These meetings have been well attended and
have been most enjoyable in character. The first was in the nature of a recital where
different members of the club displayed their talents. Christmas was observed with
a party and a dance in the Assembly Hall.
Due to the numerous activities of other clubs added this year, the date of our
annual Commuters' Cabaret has not been definitely settled, but as in previous years,
we feel confident it will be one of the successful events of the year.
It is the desire of the Cummuters' Club to not only be interested in our own
affairs, but to fill our place in the school life generally, to support its interests and
help to solve its problems as we are able with our limited time. We wish to extend
our best wishes for success to next vear's club.
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Evangeline Sawyer
Alice Greenwood
FINE ARTS CLUB
. President Gertrude Cook
lice-President Phyllis Graves
Frederick W. Ried, Faculty Advisor
. Secretary
Treasurer
The purpose of the Fine Arts Club is to help provide for the cultural side of
our school life by offering some phase of art, literature and travel.
We started the year by making plans for the Costume party to be held in the
fall. The party proved to be a festive occasion with many attractive gowns. Prizes
were awarded for the prettiest and most original costumes.
The Fine Arts Club was in charge of decorations for the Club dance and helped
to make it a success.
In February, Mr. Giles, a reader and impersonator entertained the club and the
members of the school with many humorous and dramatic selections.
One of the chief events of the year was the annual Fine Arts Play given by the
talented members of our club on March 14th. The play chosen this year was the
well known "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," by Frederick Lonsdale.
At the joint concert with the musical clubs, Mr. Fred Whitney entertained us
by drawing sketches.
In June came the closing event of the year to which all the members looked
forward with pleasure—the bridge dinner at the Framingham Country Club.
We hope all the members have derived both enjoyment and benefit from the
varied programs and activities of the year.
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"THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY"
Lord Arthur Dili.ing Hazel Hill
Lord Elton Elaine Fulton
Charles (a Butler) Sally Kellogg
Willie Wynton Nancy Crane
Lady Frinton Anna Kane
Mrs. Cheyney Dorothy Wilkins
Mrs. Ebley Evangeline Sawyer
Mrs. Wynton . . . • Dorothy Cartivright
Lady Joan Houghton Mary Wagner
Lady Mary Sindley Dorothy Church
Georgetta
, Claire Curley
Robertta Ruth Parker
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Julia Kinney .
Eileen O'Connor
Ruth Ackerman
Carol Bingley
Miss Taylor .
. President
. J ice-President
. Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
MANAGERS
Ruby Fields . . Baseball
Mary Jackson Basketball
Marion Bennett . Hockey
Doris Edwards Tennis
Ethel Wood . Hiking
Dorothy McFarlane . Finance
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
THE motto of our A. A. this year has been "A sport for every girl, and a girl
for every sport." For those who had special ability we had the regular organ-
ized sports, tennis, hockey, basketball and baseball. This year for the first time a
number of girls became interested in bowling so that teams were formed and the girls
went to South Framingham one afternoon a week.
Much interest has been aroused in tennikoit this year in Miss Taylor's physical
education classes. A tournament has been run off between members of the various
divisions of the Freshman and Sophomore classes.
Several five mile hikes were held last fall and more are planned for the spring.
Our first event of the year was the annual outdoor "weenie" picnic. This was
followed by separate mass meetings at which Harvard and Yale each elected her
committees for the H-Y week-end.
The Stunt Show, an annual event, was a huge success. Each class had a stunt
which gave zest to the occasion. And of course the faculty "Copietta" was an ex-
tremely humorous affair. The highest award was given to the Freshmen with honor-
able mention to the H. A. Seniors.
A meeting of the A. C. A. C. W. will be held in the spring and we are planning
to send a delegate to represent Framingham.
We are also planning to have one of the best field days ever.
Our final event which winds up the activities for the year is the awarding of
numerals, letters and certificates to those who have earned them by participating in
the various sports.
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THE LOUISA A
Agnes Kendrick
lucile poitras
Marion Norton
Ethel Brooks
Miss Coss
Miss Weeks .
Viola Munyan
Evelyn Swanson
Ella Mahoney
Marie Treanor
NICHOLAS HOME ECONOMIC CLUB
. President
. lice-President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
Faculty Advisor
Chairman of Club House Committee
Chairman of Publicity Committee
Chairman of Finance Committee
Chairman of Program Committee
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THE LOUISA A. NICHOLAS HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
THE Home Economics Club was founded in 1924 to acquaint the Juniors and
Seniors of the Vocational and Household Arts Departments with organiza-
tions of their profession. Our club is affiliated with the State, New England,
and American Home Economics Associations. This year a new constitution was
adopted and the name of the club was changed from the Students Home Economics
Club to the Louisa A. Nicholas Home Economics Club in appreciation of Miss
Nicholas who had been head of the Household Art Department at Framingham
Normal School for so many years and who retired from service last year.
This year for the first time the club gave as one of its outstanding social func-
tions an International Night which consisted of a bazaar where typical foods of the
different countries were sold by girls attired in the typical costume of the country
represented.
At Christmas time scrapbooks were made and Christmas tree decorations given
to the children's ward of the Framingham Hospital.
Many other good times have been had by members of the Club in their club-
house—not the least of these are the waffle breakfasts given by the Club after each
social function of the school, the private week-end supplementary suppers which we
so enjoyed preparing, and the renovating of the clubhouse which gave us the appearance
of being professional painters and interior decorators (at least we think so).
Much has been done to make this year a success and we wish to express our
appreciation for the wholehearted co-operation extended to us by the facultv and
underclassmen.
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Gretta McPherson
Ethel Brooks
Lois Ferry
Helen Paton
Helen Cutter
Mary Seccor .
W. C. A. CABINET 1930
. President
. Vice-President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Undergraduate Representative
'ss't. Undergraduate Representative
COMMITTEES
Marion Bennett
Adele Yelinek
Estelle Wood
Helen Ohman
Beatrice Wood
Elizabeth Harvey
Chairman, Social Service
Chairman , li'orld Fellowship
Chairman of Program
. Chairman of Social
Chair/nan of Publicity
Chairman of Conference
Miss Helen Allen ]
Miss Muriel Buckley \
Miss Ruth Carter
|
Miss Tirza Dinsdale
ADVISORS
1
Mrs. Mary Reynolds Palmer $
Faculty
Metropolitan Secretaries
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Y. W. C. A.
With the Student Y. W. C. A. purpose:
"We unite in the desire to find full and creative life through a growing knowl-
edge of God.
"We determine to have a part in making this life possible for all people.
"In this task, we seek to understand Jesus and to follow Him."—set before us
as our program for the year's work we began the Y. W. C. A. here at school. The
year is coming to a close. As we recall the things we have done this year let us decide
just how successful we have been in following this program.
At our first meeting of the year we had as our guest Miss Reynolds, the new
Metropolitan secretary. She had just graduated from Mt. Holyoke College last
June. She won our hearts from the first. She helped us to interpret our purpose in
an understanding way. In January she became Mrs. Palmer so at our February
meeting we gave her a small gift to remind her of us here at Framingham. Both
she and Miss Dinsdale have always given us suggestions and they have been "at
our service" at all times.
Our own faculty advisors have stood behind us in all of our undertakings and
we appreciate what they have done for us.
The annual Christmas Bazaar was a huge success this year. Everyone in the
school was able to do her Christmas shopping without leaving the hill. Financially,
it was very much worthwhile, too.
At Christmas time we gave gifts to children who might otherwise have had nothing
to remind them of the season. The gifts were greatly appreciated by them and we
received letters which signified that.
One Saturday a group of us spent the day in the new Y. W. C. A. building in
Boston. We made a tour of it under Miss Dinsdale's direction. We had dinner
right there after which we bowled. Those of us who went had a great time.
We had charge of Amicitia twice this year. Once we had "Foreign Students Night."
Mrs. Kiamil, a 17 year old bride and a student in the New England Conservatory of
Music, played pieces on the violin. Two missionaries from India and China spoke to
us about student life in those countries. We served tea to them in Crocker after the
meeting.
The freshmen in Y.W. planned a fine Valentine-Kid's Party for us. We played
appropriate games, some of us won prizes, and we had de-licious refreshments. We
just had to thank the freshmen for giving us such a good time.
In February Miss Katherine Butler, one of the Y.W.C.A. secretaries in New York,
was our guest at one of our meetings. She gave us some ideas in regard to what other
associations are doing. We got suggestions which we could carry out in our program.
We held Lenten services again this year. In the Spring we had an effective Candle-
light Service for the Installation of next year's officers.
Delegates went to the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A. Conferences at both Cedar Hill in
October and Poland Springs in February. We were represented at a week-end con-
ference at Mrs. Johnson's summer home in Nahant. Some of us have been to different
meetings at the Y.W.C.A. in Boston. We are anxious to have a large delegation at
Camp Maqua this year so that the girls may get suggestions and enthusiasm to keep
Y.W.C.A. one of the most helpful organizations here at school.
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A'KEMPIS CLUB
OFFICERS
Stacey A. Krasnecki .
Ella M. Mahoney
Nancy H. Crane
Loretta L. Ford .
M. Edith Bryant }
Teresa M. O'Rourke \
Rev. John Parsons
Miss Alice Joyce }
Mrs. Daniel Healey \
President
J' ice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Federation Delegates
Chaplain
Advisors
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THIS club, named after Thomas A'Kempis, a Catholic priest and writer of the
14th Century, represents Catholicism at school and also acquaints us with all
the Catholic Newman Clubs of colleges all over New England. Monthly
meeting of the New England Federation of Catholic Clubs are held in Boston.
The opening meeting of the club was a Tea at the Rectory which gave the new mem-
bers an opportunity to become acquainted with the officers, advisors, and former members.
One of the club's first activities was to improve the club room in the Rectory. The
Club Room Committee and the Committee on Ways and Means worked together on
this and had pleasing results.
Spiritual meetings were held monthly at the church.
For our first Amicitia on Sunday night we presented a Joyce Kilmer hour at which
time Mrs. Margaret Millea Henry and Margaret A. Henry sang; for the second, we
had an outside speaker.
During the year we had two Communion Breakfasts at Peirce Hall, one in the fall
and the other during Lent.
Our socials consisted of Bridge Parties at the Rectory and at Mrs. Healey's home,
a Valentine's Tea at Mrs. Healey's, and the Federation teas and dances in Boston.
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AUTOGRAPHS
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ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL AT FRAMINGHAM
Henry Whittemore, President
47 Worcester Lane, Waltham, Mass.
To the Class of 1930:
Greetings. Our best wishes for your success in life, whatever you do.
Keep your head clear, your heart clean, your body controlled. Be loyal to your
School, your Class.
Henry Whittemore.
4138-67 Street,
Woodside, Long Island,
February 26, 1930.
My dear Miss Fulton,
The annual meeting of the New York Framingham Club will be held at the Hotel
McAlpin, Broadway and 34th Street, New York City, on Saturday, March 1st, 1930.
We hope to have Miss Emma Hunt as our guest at this luncheon.
During the year we came together on one occasion for a "Bridge Party."
All graduates and friends of our school are gladly welcomed at our meetings.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Marie L. Fletcher,
Secretary and Treasurer of
New York Framingham Club.
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AN OLD GRAD'S TALE
bv Gertrude Samson Smith, '83
President F.N.S. Club of So. Calif.
ONCE there was a girl named Gertrude Samson who in the long distant past
went to F.N.S. and much to her surprise received the diploma so coveted in
those days. Then years and years after that, while living in California she
received an invitation to attend the meeting of the F. N. S. Club of Southern Cali-
fornia. It did not seem possible that there were enough of us here to form a club.
However, down to Laguna beach she went. On entering the room in Miss Wolfe's
cottage she found the room full of strangers, but a voice called out, "Oh, I know you.
You are Gertrude Samson." It was the voice of Ellen McNair, '96. Looking over
the others present she saw no other familiar face. And why ? Just because her date
was seven years before any of the others. But familiar names came to mind and time
was blotted out.
From that meeting came the tragic result that causes this tale to be told. Following
this induction into this club this same Gertrude Samson Smith is this year President of
the club and therefore inflicts this tale upon the Dial.
Now let me drop into the first person and tell you about the club as I see it. It is
full of the spirit of our old school and as enthusiastic as I wish to be, even in my
antiquity. Our last meeting was held at the home of Miss Helen Perkins, then secre-
tary, in Los Angeles, Oct. 19, 1929. We had a delicious luncheon served by the club
officers. Then came the meeting when the honor of being the club's president was
graciously given to me ; not by any virtue of brain or brawn did it come but just graceful
gesture accorded my early date. The feature of the meeting was when the President,
Mrs. Muriel Goodwin Brown, gave an interesting account of her trip east last summer
and her visits with both Mr. Whittemore and Miss Mary Moore. At this meeting
Mrs. Grace Brow7n Rich, '95, was chosen secretary to aid me in the fate of the club
this year.
The "girls," who turned out at this meeting were Mrs. Cornelia Patten Wright,
'13, of San Diego; Mrs. Harriet Small Parke, '96, of Glendale; Mary Hall. '93, of
Claremont ; Mrs. Julia Barnard, of Glendale ; Helen Perkins, '20 and degree '27, of Los
Angeles; Sara Pollard, '97, of Glendale; Mrs. Constance Brown McLeod, '17, of
Glendale; Mabel Page, '01, of Hollywood; and Mrs. Gertrude Samson Smith '83, of
Fontana. Miss Page's sister, Miss Pollard's mother and Miss Perkins' mother were
guests.
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The next meeting of the club will be at the home of Grace Brown Rich, '93, in Clare-
mont about May first.
These semi-annual meetings help to keep up the spirit of the old school and carry
on the traditions so dear to us all. Our records, scrap books and club pictures are being
carefully preserved for the approaching centennial exhibitions from alumnae.
And so the Old Grad closes her tale and promises as far as she can to keep up the
interest in F.N.S. in Sunny California.
THE FRAMINGHAM CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
THE BOSTON FRAMINGHAM CLUB
THE Graduating classes are cordially invited to become members of the Boston
Framingham Club which meets in Boston four times a year. Membership fee
is one dollar a year. Several faculty members attend. Usually there is a
good speaker and refreshments or a luncheon and theater party.
We urge you to join us in our good times and to become acquainted with other gradu-
ates.
Miss Cora E. Morse, Pres., 31 Park Circle, Arlington Hgts.
Miss Abby Flagg, Vice-Pres., 35 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Roxbury.
Miss Marjorie Dennison, Treas., 60 Elmira St., Brighton.
Miss Ruth H. Carter, Cor. Sec, 67 Dakota St., Dorchester.
Mrs. Frances Way Fisher, Rec. Sec, 6 Copeland PL, Roxbury.
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State Normal School
Framingham
JUST now the Alumnae Association is busy about plans for the Biennial meeting
which will occur Friday evening, June 13th, until Sunday afternoon, June
15th. A new and much anticipated feature of the reunion will be the presenta-
tion by the Class of 1930 of the class day program. On Saturday morning the
classes of 1929 and 1930 will be received into the association and in the evening the
united Alumnae Glee Clubs will give a concert. Further plans are not yet fully
developed.
We are already looking forward to the Centennial of 1939 and to that end great
efforts should be made to correct our catalogues and to keep them correct. This means
all graduates should keep the Alumnae Secretary aware of any changes in address.
Also a loose-leaf history is being prepared with Miss Cora A. Newton who is the
chairman of the committee in charge. Her address is 1 Heath Street, Westboro.
Membership in the Framingham Clubs has proved not only pleasing to the members
but extremely useful to the Association, the members and the school. There are clubs
in Boston, Worcester, Springfield, Fall River and New Bedford in Massachusetts, one
in New York City, one in Providence, Rhode Island, one in Hartford, Conn., and two
in California. The officers in the clubs change, but the general secretary, Miss Moore,
can usually direct any graduate wishing membership to the proper officers.
In accordance with our time-honored custom, we shall soon hang a new portrait, that
of our retiring Principal, Dr. Chalmers, on the school walls; To the Association it
will be primarily an expression of our hearty appreciation of the kind, cordial, and
generous co-operation of Dr. Chalmers in all our efforts.
Yours very truly,
Mary C. Moore.
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100 South Main Street,
West Hartford, Conn.,
February 27, 1930.
Miss Elaine Fulton,
100 Horace Mann Hall,
Framingham, Mass.
My dear Miss Fulton,
Our club is made up of girls who have at some time or other been students of
Framingham Normal School and are now located in Connecticut. The purpose of
the club is to stimulate the interest of the Connecticut Alumnae in their Alma Mater.
The money taken into our treasury last year was used by Miss Savage in her Loan
Fund : we hope this year to again do something for some phase of this work of helping
girls who need it and are worthy of help.
During the year we try to have a few different social affairs in order that the girls
mav get better acquainted with each other.
If this information is of any use to you we are very happy to have you use it in your
publication of the Dial.
Sincerely,
Sybil G. Davis,
Sec. of the Fram. Conn. Club.
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HARVARD BASKETBALL TEAM
Capt. Alice Henry, g.
Florence Gates, g.
Ruth Ackerman,
Julia Kinney, f.
Marjorie Drake, f.
Marguerite Miller, f.
YALE BASKETBALL TEAM
Capt. Vircinia Britt, g.
Louise Bullard, g.
Ann Healy, g.
Phyllis Lindstrom, f.
Eileen O'Connor, f.
Katharine Rogers, f.
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HARVARD AND YALE BASKETBALL
TO a mere passer-by the excitement on Normal Hill would seem rather strangebut in the heart of each Framingham girl this da}' of all days is very dear to
her. Here comes "Van" with her Harvardites and Yale singing "March On
Down The Field," led by "Sugar." The alumna? recall their team and wonder
who will win today
Here is Harvard, all in white, with Yale in blue. The game is on. Exciting?
Interesting? Of course and to everybody. The time never went so fast as it did for
that game and when the whistle blew for the last time Yale was ahead.
Then came the banquet amidst balloons and turkey and the movies last of all ended
another H-Y week-end.
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HARVARD HOCKEY TEAM
C. F., Dorothy Curtis
L. I., Olive Flint
L. W., Ruth Jones
R. I., Eleanor Thieme
R. W., Barbara Hewitson
C. H., Lucile Poitras
L. H., Alice Owen
R. H., Marion Bennett
L. B., Dorothy McFarlane
R. B., Pauline Harnden (Capt.)
G., Evangeline Sawyer
YALE HOCKEY TEAM
C. F., Florence Hildreth
L. I., Barbara Burr
L. W., Evelyn Oliver
R. I., Gertrude Green
R. W., Dorothy Jenney L. B., Lucelia Balkan
C. H., Margaret Degnon R. B., Elizabeth Mitchell
(Capt.)
L. H., Blanid Reidy G, Gene Ford
R. H., Adele Yelinek Fredonia Hartung, Sub.
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HARVARD - YALE HOCKEY
ON November twenty-third the annual game of hockey between the Harvard andYale teams was held at the High School Athletic Field. The H-Y supporters
were indeed a colorful spectacle adorning the side lines. A flash of blue and
white on one side, a dazzle of red and white on the opposite, lent color and spirit to the
game and encouraged their representative teams to win.
When Yale lined up against Harvard everyone held her breath. The first bully was
over with all too soon and the game was in full swing. A goal was made in the first
quarter for Yale. The teams lined up and the "real fight" began. From then on
"every man for his team." At last Harvard broke thru Yale's defense and made a goal.
One to one—excitement! Cheering! Shouting!
The half began with the score tied. Both teams fighting for the great victory.
Spectacular passes were made during the third quarter but the defense on both sides
was so strong that the ball could not penetrate either line. The whistle blew and third
quarter ended with rousing cheers from the side lines.
As usual the final quarter was the most exciting. Yale made a goal early in the
game which sent Old Eli's spirit high.
Alas. The whistle blew before another goal was scored. The game was over—
a
victory for Yale. The supporters left the stands "fired" by the spirit of victory. They
widely formed a snake dance and Yale, led by "Sugar" Johnson and "Pert" Holmes,
Harvard by "Van" Sawyer and "Dot" Nickerson, marched up Union Avenue. The
wonderful game was over and everything was ready for the Basket ball game and
Banquet.
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BASKETBALL
BASKET BALL is one of our major sports and in which there is a great deal of
interest. After the Harvard-Yale game in the fall comes the class team practises.
These are held in the afternoon after classes. Division games are played during
class time. Each class team played four games this year. The Sophomore Class is the
Champion for 1929-30. (This same class had a champion team last year, too.)
Games Won by Score
H. A. Freshmen versus Sophomores Sophomores 57-47
Elem. Juniors versus Elem. Seniors Elem. Seniors 37-29
Elem. Seniors versus H. A. Sophomores Sophomores 21-20
H. A. Freshmen versus Elem. Juniors H. A. Freshmen (default) 2-0
H. A. Freshman versus Elem. Seniors H. A. Freshmen 38-33
H. A. Sophomores versus Elem. Juniors Sophomores 65-1 +
STANDING
Won
H. A. Sophomores 3
H. A. Freshmen 2
Elementary Seniors 1
Elementary Juniors
Lost Percentage
1.000
1 .666
2 .333
3 .000
^r
HOCKEY
HE hockey practises began as soon as possible after school opened in September.
Class and division teams and also H-Y teams were organized. This year the
Elementary Seniors and the Sophomores tied for highest honors.
Games Won by Score
Sophomores versus Freshmen Sophomores 4-0
H. A. Seniors versus Elem. Seniors Elem. Seniors 1-0
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BOWLING
INTEREST was aroused this year by several bowling enthusiasts to start a bowling
league. Several alleys were reserved at the Framingham Bowling Alley, every
Tuesday between six and seven p.m. At first much time was spent practising and
then several competitive games were rolled oft".
The girls enjoyed this new sport a great deal and are hoping that next year more
girls will go out for it.
BOWLING TEAMS
l
D. MacFarlane (Captain)
D. Jenney
R. Fields
P. Var.vum
B. Burr
A. Owen (Capt.)
A. Kendrick
M. Ben net
G. Macpherson
D. Curtis (Manager)
3
M. Norton (Captain and
Assistant Manager)
T. O'Rourke
B. Reidy
H. Landry
F. Parker
E. Stevens (Substitute)
R. Jones (Captain)
G. Cook
H. Courtis
R. Bangs
D. Whitman
BOWLING TEAMS
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TENNIS
MONG the many sports in our school tennis is one of the most popular. There
is always a large gathering around the court when a game is in progress. There
is only one school court hut Mr. Bi»;elo\v has very kindly given us the use of his.
Every Spring and Fall the girls compete to decide the champions of the school. The
doubles tournament was won this year by Eva and Adele Yelinek. We have yet to see
who will take the silver cup which is awarded the winner of the singles tournament in
the Spring.
Mrs. Wightman, with several other well-known players, including Marjorie Blake,
very kindly gave an exhibition match on our court. After the match Mrs. Wightman
gave the girls a little advice which helped them to improve their game.
TENNIS DOUBLES CHAMPIONS
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HORACE MANN HALL
Dorothy Wilkins, President
HORACE MANN HALL may no longer be known as the exclusive possession
of the Seniors, for during the collegiate year of 1930, members of every class
of the school lived there. The atmosphere of friendliness which seems a part
of Horace Mann Hall has influenced us to make contacts we otherwise would miss.
Of all the parties held at the dorm two were official—the Hallowe'en party, where
we each contributed to the entertainment and the Christmas party where an esteemed
faculty member, alias St. Nicholas, furnished the amusement. No one could forget the
cold, raw night before Christmas vacation when all the Seniors went through the
village singing carols and then to Crocker for lunch before they returned to Horace
Mann to clean their rooms and pack their bags—and there enjoyed every minute of the
evening.
Each of us is grateful to Miss Swan and Miss Robbins for the kindliness they have
always shown. We shall leave Horace Mann Hall with regret.
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CROCKER HALL
Loretta Ford, House President
O ! Crocker, My Crocker.
We rise before the bell
;
Rise up—We cut the bread for toast—and once half-cooked the bacon.
Strained the custard through the duster
;
Cloud windows with Bon-Ami.
Scrub the house from roof to basement
—
Miss MacMillan chasing after.
But oh, cook—cooks—cooks,
Oh, those burning chops of pork.
That unruly Hobart mixer.
Memories queer and clear.
O ! Crocker, My Crocker,
Our year is almost done.
Your crew has weathered every tea;
The prize we found was fun.
June is near ; our hearts sincere
;
Friendships made enduring.
Though theories fade—one thing is staid
—
Our lovaltv firm and daring.
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PEIRCE HALL
House Presidents
Ruth Osborne
Helen Boothroyd
PEIRCE HALL. How much that little name means to us. There the Freshmen
spent their first year at Framingham Normal School, and what a delightful year
it was. Will the "Freshies" ever forget their first night in Peirce when they
tried to be real college girls, and staged several fierce pillow fights in the corridors?
Remembrances of the various parties held in the spacious living room will long linger in
our memories. And it really is impossible to forget the dear Corridor Councillors and
their many rules and regulations.
Of course without Miss Keith and Miss O'Brien, Peirce Hall would be incomplete.
We shall always remember their sympathy and understanding for the troubles of the
poor little Freshmen.
In Peirce Hall we loved, worked, and played together. There will always be a
place in our hearts for "dear old Peirce."
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THE VOCATIONAL HOUSE
fk LTHOUGH we are in the Vocational House nine weeks during our Fresh-
/-% men, Junior and Senior year, so much can happen during that short time that
"™" it would take too much time and space to relate it all. There are some things
though that just cannot be omitted for every Vocational girl is acquainted with them.
With such a friendly atmosphere as exists here the girls cannot help finding some
pleasure and enjoyment in their tasks.
No Senior will ever forget the May Tea or the famous picnics where you just couldn't
help eating a lot more than a 100 calorie portion.
Perhaps the biggest social event the "Vocs" had this year was the Christmas Party
given to nine little boys and girls who otherwise would have had no Christmas cele-
bration. I'm sure we all went home and enjoyed ourselves more having given them
a good time.
At the end of the nine weeks we hate to leave the homelike atmosphere created by
Miss Lombard and Miss Brightman. Each girl looks back on her work as mingled
with pleasure.
E. L.
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VILLAGE HOUSES
MISS BARBER'S—7 WINTER STREET
Now Betty and Cyn. were the best of friends,
And Dot and Dot were O.K.
So many a happy hour they spent
Together in study and play.
Miss Barber was their house mother
And a lovely one and good.
She was so nice to all the girls,
They loved her as they should.
Now when it's time for us to leave,
And the end of the year draws nigh.
May we never forget this household of friends,
Tho' we have to say good-bye.
DALTON'S—34 MAIN STREET
The first girls to live at Dalton's
Known as the "P-E-E-L" quartet,
Have had such good times in the village
That our stay we will never regret.
Our house is at 34 Main St.,
Of course we climb the back hill.
At 29 minutes past seven (a.m.)
That's when we show our skill.
Our tea parties are very famous.
But we do our studying, too,
So good luck to our successors,
May thev have as much fun as we do.
FROM THE LOYAL SUBJECTS OF THE HOUSE OF KINGSBURY
Right here on State Street,
There is a fine home,
To which we, as Sophomores,
Last September did roam.
Mrs. Kingsbury, our housemother
Is so friendly and kind
—
We're sure it's the best house
You could wish to find.
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MRS. BOYNTON'S
We live in a house by the side of the road
On a Terrace named Wood—And we're really quite good
As two "specially" nice girls ought to be.
Our House Mother Boynton has silvery hair,
She's a sweet little lady, and we don't mean maybe!
Just come for yourself and see.
Her doughnuts would put Fanny Farmer to shame
:
Fanny surely would blush, for she never made such
Delectable cookery.
Our "House Daddy" Boynton 's a radio fan,
He enjoys turning dials to get news 'cross the miles
From Station WBU.
\ ou must all come to call on us when you've spare time,
We like Company—and—we'll serve you some tea,
And discuss the school scandals. Please do!
Helen and Helene.
THE DUNNERY
Seven jolly comrades are we.
We all live down at the Dunnery
There's Dick and Kay, "G.G." and Gin,
Dot, Milk and Bern, that fits us all in.
Mother, daughter, Pat, Helen and Ann.
Add to the joy's of the Dunnery clan.
We're chock full of PEP and have had loads of good fun,
So if you want a "HOT" house, consult Mrs. Dunn.
P.S.—Tel. No. 2623 W.K.
!
McGRATH'S—137 MAYNARD ROAD
IMAGINE OUR CHAGRIN IF—
Spence went down the hill right side up.
Sally didn't have week-end dates.
Pert lost her pelt.
Lib flunked Chem.
Phil didn't have a baby face.
Choris joined the Glee Club.
Donnie went to classes.
Ducky developed a hoarse voice.
We all appeared on time for meals.
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A TRAGEDY OF TWO SEMESTERS
NORMAL HUMOR
Time—'29-30.
Place—58 Main St. (In the McCarthy's Domicile or Jeff's Harem).
Dramatis Personal
Cast in order of appearance
The Gay Cabalero ......... Madeline Auger
The Village Cut-up ......... Jo. Niedjielski
Annie McGillicuddy ......... Anne McCarthy
The Man Swapper ......... Dorothy George
Pie Pipper ........... Kathryn Gainor
The "Cross" Crush ......... Lois Rhoades
His Darling .......... Saidie Howland
Tarn O'Shanter ........... Himself
Song Hits
Come Come .
The Advantages of Horses
The Voice of the Air
It Breathes Right Off .
Stumblin'
The Scout Master
I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles
Root-ta-toot . . . .
. Saidie
Maddy
. , Lois
Anne
Jo
Kay
Dorothy
The Gang (Entire Chorus)
Mrs. McCarthy's
Rose's .
Jeff's .
Appreciations
. Care and Comfort
Helping Hand
. "Ever ready"—a line for every occasion
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SEAR'S—7 VERNON ROAD
Our Sophomore year will be one of long remembrance for the fun and happiness
that was ours. There were six of us when we first embarked on our voyage but Mary
left us to drop anchor up on the hill. We missed her but on week-ends she would lift
anchor, hoist her sails and come sailing back down to us. Then what spreads we did
have. On Sunday mornings what a warm feeling there was when Mother Sears
called up, "Girls, are you ready for your coffee?"
There wasn't a dark cloud on our clear blue horizon, no furious gales or stormy
winds, only the calm gentle waves for our sturdy boat to sail on. So with our flags
waving gaily in the breeze we shall bring our Sophomore ship safely into the harbor
with hearts full of thankfulness for Mother Sears who so skillfully piloted us in. Of
you Sophomores who have our house next year we shall be most envious.
MRS. COLLINS HOUSE—26 MAIN STREET
Sophomores and Freshmen both are we,
At Mrs. Collins' house are as happy as can be.
Now there's Craiggy, who is quite small,
And her room-mate who's name is Paul.
Fran adds to this list one girl more
And Lucille makes up the Sophomore's four.
Then there's Mary, a freshman, who's sweet as can be,
And right across from her you'll find me.
Mrs. John Collins is our House Mother,
The one on 26 Main Street, and no other.
HART HOUSE—22 GODDARD ROAD
Down the backhill
By a path of our own,
We come to a house,
Just made for us three.
We really are happy,
Our word can't be doubted,
Just visit the family
To truly find out it.
"Connie," "Ikie," "Perkie."
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THE DIAL
CAN'T WE BE FRIENDS?
OR
VILLAGE LIFE
WE drove up to the curb in front of the village house in which I was to live.Mother gathered up several bundles and I took two suitcases and we walked
up the stairs. We were met at the door by Mrs. Sparsley, who showed us
to the available rooms.
After having decided on what I thought to be the better room, we started to open
my limitless paraphernalia. We were not long thus employed when there was a slight
commotion downstairs followed by the sound of footsteps approaching my door. I
opened it and there stood a rather attractive girl of about my own age. Evidently, she
was very tired, and, I decided later, languid but intellectual to boot. She made herself
known as "Marion Hale," and billowing to the nearest bed, flopped herself on it. She
was very sweet, however, and Mother told me she would be an ideal room mate for
me as she was seemingly congenial. I was not so confident but I thought Ed take the
chance.
Mother and I continued to unpack until the door bell rang and "Miss Harriet
Blewblah" announced herself. Our housemother ushered her upstairs and introduced
us.
I shall never forget the way that girl looked. She was the homeliest girl and had
abominable taste when it came to clothing selection, but she did have airs and possibly
more money. She wore a tan vagabond felt that drooped gracefully around her head
and accommodatingly hid her sharp hook nose and protruding teeth. When she re-
moved her red plaid coat, (trimmed with a skunk collar) from her meagre form she
uncovered a black chiffon dress with flowing sleeves. Her sport shoes were that shade
of orange-brown that the ultra-collegiate classify as "awfully good-looking." In-
wardly, I was thanking heaven that I had already asked Marion to room w ith me so
that there would be no possibility of having to room with this freak of nature. Now I
wTondered—what next ?
I did not have to wait long before our one remaining colleague arrived. I assure
you when I first saw her I was very favorably impressed. She was pretty and brim-
ming with vim and vigor. Nevertheless, I was soon to change my mind.
At first I was amused at the contrast between this newcomer and Harriet, and then
sorry for Myrtice Langsley, for that was her name.
Mother had gone and the four of us were sitting in my room which was now
in a state of chaos. When Myrtice's trunk was brought up we repaired to her room
to watch her unpack. Harriet nervously explained that there wasn't even enough
room in the "clothes press" for all of her clothes, to say nothing of anyone else's.
Myrtice told her not to worry because she could keep "her dress" in her trunk.
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The first thing she took out was her bugle, which was tenderly wrapped in a silk
scant)' and she played a few loud notes. She informed us that she intended to play
Reveille every morning at six and although the rest of us were not a little perturbed
we dared not gainsay her. Next came a silk scarf tied around her scout shoes. She
tossed these on the floor and proceeded. Apparently everything was thrown in topsy
turvy and the whole thing looked like someone's attic.
When her trunk was empty she shoved it into the hall and then came back to
look things over. It happened that there were two mirrors in this room, one of which
was a copy of the enlarging mirror at the head of the stairway in Hilarity Hall at Revere
Beach. (Look for it next time you go.) Harriet had previously placed the better
one over her bureau but Myrtice was not phased. She took it off the wall and re-
placed it with the hopeless one, saying to Harriet as she did it, "You don't mind if I
take this one do you?—I can't be bothered correcting for standard conditions continu-
ally.'' Our blase Harriet was too timid to make any protest and I smirked to myself
at the noticeable change. We talked for a while longer and then Marion and I went
for a walk.
Returning a half hour later, we found that one of our good rugs had been ex-
changed for a ragged, faded one. I looked in Myrtice's room—sure enough there it was
right beside her bed. She refused to give it back and after a few hot words Mrs.
Sparsley appeared on the scene. When she had heard our story she requested Myrtice
to return the rug, but instead Myrtice picked it up, and placing one end of it in her
trunk put down the cover, and planted herself on it. Our indignant housemother called
the dean and told her of her difficulties. That night Myrtice was transferred to the
dormitory. Harriet resumed her role.
T. O'R.
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THE REMINISCING SENIORS
Just sixteen years we've been in school—we've studied now and then,
How we ever managed to make the grade we're sure we "dinna ken."
We landed here as green as grass—all of us the same,
In fact we made a monotone—we kids of Freshman fame.
With Springtime came the monologues—as we recall, we grin,
A bunch of us waiting out in the hall—with "Here I come, Gunga Din.
Combined with recitals were English source themes
And Chemistry problems with their means and extremes.
We lived in the village our Sophomore year
And turned furniture movers—at least most did, I fear;
With trunks on our backs that mean hill we did climb
And forgot just one thing, I'm quite sure, every time.
It was either our laundry, our sewing, or books,
Or else a clean apron befitting us cooks.
We drew at least forty old house plans that Fall
And blotted and ruined each last one of them all.
We stood on our heads making skirt patterns, too,
And wrestled with formulas of which there weren't few.
The next year came Crocker—and though it sounds crude—
Our outstanding memory is one of good food.
But we won't forget teaching in quite such a hurry,
We may be complacent—but had our share of worry.
At each class out, from the window we'd peer
To see if Miss Coss or Miss French might be near.
With September we returned to this famous old school
To follow its teachings, its routine and rule.
Of course with the Freshman we all had our fun
And after the first week they all "packed a gun."
We finally got going with our clubs and our studies
We've shown every one that we're no "fuddy duddies."
Now this year's rolled along—we wonder how fast
It's awful to think that our school days are past.
We've left so much undone, and so much unsaid
According to saying "We've made our own bed."
We hope for the best—we're ready to start—
We're all full of pep—but here's the sad part
—
Under all of our joy there's a dull little ache
When we think of all this we now must forsake.
But this is no time for sadness and tears
Won't you wish us good luck for the oncoming years?
And we in our turn wish the same to you all
You happy young girls coming back every Fall.
And the same wish of course for our matrons and teachers
Whom we can always depend on—they're—slangily
—
peaches.
O. E. S.
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SONG SNIPS
I'm sick of seeing names of shows, of songs and movies, too
Put down as puns in every Dial—but what am I to do?
They keep on running through my head—they're everywhere I look
—
I simply have to list them now although they spoil this book.
Perhaps the staff will fire this out just as it deserves,
But anyhow, these songs I'll write—they're getting on my nerves.
While in the act of hopping rides Miss Savage on me lands
I lift mine eyes and hum this tune, "My Fate Is In Your Hands."
And when in chorus our dear "Archie" has a fit of ravin'
I sink down and mutter low—"I Ain't Misbehavin'."
While singing school songs I lament that they seem cold and clammy,
I suggest that we adopt this hot one, "Alma Mammy."
And then old "Stu. G." ought to trill one as our ways it mends,
And join in with the C.C.C. in this "Can't We Be Friends?"
In the Springtime when the charm of youth is in the air
Why can't we all shout this tune, "Love Your Spell Is Everywhere."
Then, too, in South Fram. when we shop—or rather pick and choose—
Why not sing this fitting song called "The Big City Blues?"
When each semester closes, and report cards are in view,
We serenade the faculty with, "It All Depends On You."
Now I must stop—but before I go— I whisper an aside
With these fool song hits off my mind, I feel quite "Satisfied."
O. E. S.
A GORMAN GORMAND
Boy, I love the movies and the heroes of the screen,
I guess I'll tell you of the best of just a few I've seen.
There's "Buckie" Jones so strong and tall and clever with a gun,
We have him fairly often here— I think he's loads of fun.
And then Tom Mix with his white horse—I can't tell them apart,
I love his smile and his dear eyes—oh he's my dream sweetheart.
And Rin Tin Tin is awfully good—I never miss his act.
He's really quite a South Fram. draw—that's a sure 'nuff fact.
Strongheart, too, has many fans, and I am one you bet.
His leading stars are always swell—they're in my mind's eye yet.
You ask me now of Milton Sills and that charming girl Miss Brian,
Of Norma Shearer and fresh Bill Haines—honest
—
you must be lyin'.
I never heard of such odd names—I don't know what you mean
;
For around these parts such stars as them I'm sure ain't never been seen.
O. E. S.
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NOTES FROM OTHER COLLEGES
Many boys, in choosing their alma mater, have a leaning toward Wellesley, as they
are influenced by their aunts who played on the team of '96 and developed a marvellous
physique picking petals oft the daisy chain.
Arizona State now has such a fine football stadium that it intends to build a
university.
The pioneer who pulled up stumps in New Haven now has a grandson who pulls
up goal posts at Yale.
Dartmouth men say that college's greatest need is a dining room where noise and
glitter is substituted for filling food. True. Even we F.N.S. girls have noticed that
doughnuts don't hold the coffee they used to.
The stadium at Harvard seats 90,000, provided a lecture isn't being given on
botany.
Vassar girls say a bachelor is a man who insists on playing hookey from the school
of experience as long as he can dodge the old truant officer, Destiny. But we all must
admit that there is nothing final about a man's state of bacherlorhood until we see it
announced on his obituary and are convinced that he is beyond all persuasion.
Bob Gillis, former Princeton student and now a prominent millionaire, says his
success in life is due to careful study, respect for fellow men, loyalty to employers, and
the inheritance of a million dollars.
Al Marsters, a Dartmouth hero, says that co-operation and good fellowship mean
everything in a game. Under his influence, the huddle took on a new meaning for the
team,—it was an opportunity not merely to tell secrets, but to swap chewing gum and
dances for the evening celebration.
Yale is proud of its Rudy Vallee who took the collegiate crooning course and was
an Ail-American cackler in the Glee Club.
And Yale says that Francis Scott Key's greatest distinction is his knowledge of the
whole four verses of the "Star Spangled Banner."
It's news to us that North Eastern has a dental school—but seeing is believing—
and doesn't Fran get the most marvelously enlightening dental knowledge direct from
Huntington Avenue? We understand the National Dental Fraternity is K.Y.T.B.
SONG HITS
1. The Love Parade—Sunday night at 9:30.
2. The Long Long Trail—Tunnels.
3. / Want to Go Places and Do Things—Saturday night.
4. I'm a Dreamer—Monday morning first hour.
5. Happy Days—Vacation.
6. Sleepy Valley—Horace Mann Sunday morning.
7. When You're in Love You'll Waltz—Every night in Horace
Mann Living Room.
8. Singing in the Bathtub—Most any time.
9. Turn On the Heat—School girls' plea to the engineers.
10. One Alone—Ambitious student.
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SOLO FLIGHTS
The casualty list ran high "Prom" week when Framingham girls were injured
falling downstairs in their efforts to break in new slippers.
Some folks wear monocles merely to hold the ribbon up—others have long hair
merely to keep hair pins in.
"Coming events cast their shadow before" is quite true of exams which precede
make ups.
Ever hear that little song "Reaching For Something and Not Finding Anything
There"? Well, try reaching for a Lucky around F. N. S. and get that feeling yourself.
Any four make bridge at Framingham, but I know of five who couldn't make the
"Bridge of San Luis Rey."
Speaking of novels—doesn't the dinner hour rush remind you of—sav—"It's a
Great War?"
And how about our murmurings of "Cease Firing" when a faculty member dictates
too rapidly?
Here's something touching—might make a fitting epitaph for any husband!
Women's faults are many
Men have only two
—
Everything they say
And everything they do.
Selah.
It seems a shame that our fine spirit prompts us to buy (I mean charge) Dial
candy when Ann sells great big one inch fudge squares for only a nickel.
Is Lily of the Valley Rudy's twin ?
Europe hasn't asked the United States to give up its row boats yet.
These winter days we reach for a blanket instead of a sheet.
We noisy ones seem often times, to break our neighbors' slumber. That isn't
the half of what we'd like to break.
An economic problem—How do we differ from poultry?
Answer—Not a crop in a carload.
ON A CERTAIN FEELING
Have you ever awakened suddenly with the feeling you are falling, falling, down
to a deep black pit, or whatever you choose, or falling anyway? Oooh what a feeling!
Have you seen the cartoon in Life or College Humor or one of those over-talked-
of magazines of a car going off the edge of a cliff—while the oblivious driver prates to
the girl in his arms that someday she will be the death of him? If you were he or she
imagine the feeling! (Look at it
—
get a feeling?)
Have you ever wished the ground would open beneath you?
Have you ever felt cold beads of perspiration on your brow?
Have you ever—well what I want to say— is—have you ever felt the feeling
one feels the first time one steps before a class the first day one is out practise
teaching for the first time?
You have? 'Nuffsaid!
E. O'Keefe, '30.
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OBSERVATIONS
The quiet hour seems to be anywhere between twelve and dawn.
We girls rival any collection at the Zoo. Pick out the cats, apes, mocking birds,
horses and peacocks yourself.
We dress for dinner Thursday nights. That is,—we pin a gardenia on our
middy blouse, achieve the Princess style by tightening our belt, don gun metal stockings
and long gold earrings and trot over to Peirce looking the part of well groomed women
on the way to eat ice cream.
F.N.S. girls don't care whether they make Palm Beach or not. Cotton dresses
can be worn to advantage here on the hill no matter what the season be.
There are types and types, but under what classification do the girls come who
always grab the front row ? Possibly their report cards might help us. Then there
are those "front seat" girls wherein front seat doesn't mean front seat the way I mean
front seat in the first observation, if you get what I mean.
We dance in Horace Mann evenings. That is,—some of us do, while fifteen or
sixteen others recline gracefully on the divan and comment on the shape of legs, gun-
boats versus 4A, dance steps, etc. A few other favorites play the same record nine
times in the same place trying to get the words, which always prove to be unworthy
of the effort. Then there are those who sit in a trance until seven waiting for the
letter that doesn't come. And the best part of it all is that each and every one of us
has done these things in turn, and the understanding and appreciation is great thereof.
Ella always plans to finish her work so that a half hour a day may be spent in the
open. Terry and Olga are satisfied to plan theirs so that one-half hour may be spent
in sleep.
Washington needn't be high hat just because foreign ministers congregate there.
We have a Swedish minister right in our home town.
We have decided that the greatest mistake a Freshman can make is to order samples
for the Olson Rug Co. Not only is she kept employed opening letters for the rest of
her life, but the U. S. Mail is fearfully over-burdened.
We're all college bred—made from the flower of youth and the dough of old age.
The question is,—to approve or not to approve of capital punishment. Just give
any of us the capital and see us punish it.
The commuter's are always punctual at the 1.00 o'clock assembly in the Locker
Room
!
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1930 is very cordially
invited to become active
members oftheAlumnae
Association
Officers of the Alumnae Association
1929-1930
President Mr. Henry Whittemore
First Vice-President Mrs. Delia Bingham Corey, 1879
Second Vice-President Dr. James Chalmers, 1930
Secretary Miss Mary C. Moore, 1872
Treasurer Miss Annie B. Penniman, 1903
Auditor Mrs. Sarah Fisk White, 1865
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Sarah E. Pratt, 1874 Louise G. Ramsdell, 1901
Mrs. Annie Sweet Swain, 1906
Elizabeth Creedan, 1910 Ruth H. Carter, 1924
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MIDNIGHT COMES TO HORACE MANN
Soft, we opened wide the door
And loud, we heard friend Beatrice snore.
Black, the hallway was, and cold
—
Around her bed tired Sarah rolled.
Corner turned most cautiously
Our hearts missed beat 1263
For coming from the Councillor's room
A thin ray lit the wintry gloom.
On tiptoe then we scurried past
And held our breath (so it would last),
When on the stilly mid-night air
A laugh came from Leonie's lair.
'Twas followed by a hush profound
Nan's sneezing was the only sound.
But then, we stopped still in our tracks
We dared not glance behind our backs.
An anguished cry the silence broke
—
It was poor sleeping Lib who spoke
In frightened tones that pierced the black
And sent the shivers down the back.
Helpless, was just how we felt
As Lib, whose voice a stone would melt,
Cried out in fear "Oh don't, oh don't!"
Did no good but we said "We won't."
But on she pleaded, on she wailed
And slowly our complexious paled.
We turned around and sought her room
(We hoped to swipe her new perfume.)
The door we opened quietly
And went inside quite frightedly
That sleeping imp right then did say:
"O No! Oh please Phil, go away."
Oh well, she spaketh not to us
And sleeping folks have said much "worse"
But when we told her what she'd done
She made us say we'd tell no one.
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And so, that's why you never heard
—
We promised not to say a word.
But this advice we leave to you
:
When )ou are wishing that you knew
The season's secrets, wait 'till night
—
Then take a walk, (it's quite all right)
Down the corridors—and Dears
You really won't believe your ears.
Eileen O'Keefe, '30.
THAT FIRE BELL
Ding! ding ! ding!
!
O, hear that fire-bell ring!
Out of bathtubs, out of rooms,
Says the bell with many booms.
A coat is grabbed and on it goes
Shoes slipped on without the hose
Pajamas thin or dresses bright,
With either we must bear the night.
So quickly bouncing down the stairs,
Stately Seniors go by pairs
But usually don't seem to care
As long as they get safely there.
And always without fail it seems
That fire-bell wakes me from my dreams.
Oh, would that fire-bell ne'er resound
Until a real fire be found!
Mildred Chase '30.
HINTS FOR COOKS
A delicious product results by substituting confectioner's sugar for baking powder.
The complexion of coffee ice cream is greatly improved by stirring the mixture
through a dust cloth.
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PUSSY CAT HEAVEN
Twas the night before Christmas,
And 'twas bothering me
As to where my old pet,
The deceased pussy might be.
I was granted permission
And by light of a star
Peeped down the tail of a comet
And beheld wonders afar.
There, all purring content,
Under canned salmon trees,
With no bad boys annoying
Nor bothersome fleas.
Among lots of fine pussies
My CHIN CHIN I spied
The sleekest of all
So no wonder his pride.
O'er to the right yonder
A milk pond, creamy white
And next a sliced liver tree
A magnificent sight.
And just a bit further
For the mid day treat
From a brook leaped cooked fishes
For pussy to eat.
For really good health
Everyone needs exercise
How did these pussies get it?
—Catching sweet catnip mice.
And for those who liked
To be dressed up fine
Was a counter of bows
Of gay ribbons in line.
Now I don't feel so badly
Since that glimpse I was given
For puss'll have a fine Christmas
In Pussy-Cat-Heaven.
Helen L. Courtis, '30.
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CLOSE HARMONY
Why not call the nursery school product, so faithful in keeping their calcium
contents high, "Lime House Kids"?
There's rather a sweet old time song called "Memory Lane" that's been running
through my mind all night. It's going to haunt more than a few of us before many
weeks have passed and I wonder if our own "Memory Lanes" aren't filled with more
cross roads and by paths of those indescribable little somethings wrapped up in four
Framingham years than we realize.
It seems to me that our celebrated German concerts deserve a line or two. Surely
the melting harmony issuing from the second floor Crocker last year is not so soon for-
gotten by the tenants of third? The sweet trills were rivalled and cut short only
by the haunting strains of Van's 10 o'clock "Do mi sol mi."
Speaking of harmony
—
you won't hear many orchestras playing "Revolutionary
Rhythm" without wandering back (figuratively speaking) to Horace Mann living
room, rolling back the rugs, stepping awhile, and dashing off again before it's time to
replace the furniture.
Neither will you hear the loveliness of Chrysler's violin without seeing Normal
hill at shadow time with the lights just beginning to twinkle here and then on the
campus. And because the urge and candor of youth is pushing this pen along, I might
add that neither will you ever hear chimes rung without thinking of the free lunch
rush on the wav to Peirce.
Compliments
of th e
Jreshman Qlass
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ODD LOTS
Last Friday's Traveler had an item stating that a man 101 years old had not yet
been able to obtain a position. I wonder how many of us, at that age, will still be
"looking for a school."
Modern hearts seldom break—they either dry up from lack of exercise or wear
out from over work.
Mr. Hoover is anxious to feed women and children during the next series of
wars sponsored by the League of Nations.
And didn't the Literary Digest tell us that these same groceries would make war
less gross?
Christmas sure sneaked up on us this past year—left us breathless in fact. Now
we can appreciate how a man feels as he leaves the altar.
We have a marvelous radio in school. The only trouble, though, is that the
dial isn't large enough to accommodate the 864,902,313 stations broadcasting in the
United States and their suburbs. But that condition is rectified for we can get at
least six stations at once on every atom of the dial.
When serving the four weeks' term of hard labor in the Lunchroom Management
course, plan on having loads of free time. I enjoyed siestas from 1 a.m. to 5 a.m.
almost every day and from 12:59 p.m. to 1 :00 p.m.
HOW ABOUT YOU?
Do you want a new relation?
{After June brings graduation)
If you do—
We extend this invitation.
Join our friendly congregation
;
It's for you!
So for any explanation
Write to us for information.
Here's your cue!
Pres. MISS CORA MORSE, 31 Park Circle, Arlington Heights
Vice-Pres. MISS ABBIE FLAGG
Corresponding Sec, MISS RUTH H. CARTER, State Normal School, Framingham
Sec, MRS. R. FISHER
Treas., MISS MARJORIE DENNISON, 50 Elmira Street, Brighton
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FRAGMENTS
Snow—white, smooth, unbroken
Peace—calm and true
Love
—
pure and secure!
Snow—tramped through and soiled
Peace—broken by discord and clamor
Love—spoiled by jealousy, misunderstanding!
Oh Snow—White, smooth, unbroken, I love you—
!
Eileen O'Keefe, '30.
HOPE
Dark shadows in a limpid pool
I gaze in, with distress
—
But then:
Little gleams of golden light
Come and tinge the shadows
And soon
We have the same effect
As sunlight after rain!
Eileen O'Keefe, '30.
CHAMELEON FOLKS
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde have filled you all with doubt
But don's be dumb—use your heads,—take a look about
See that boyish, man-hating girl you've known all your life as Ella?
Well, take it from me—she's one sweet clinging vine when out with her own best fella.
And cute little Nan, so fragile and frail—she faints at the sight of a mouse
—
Is the stand by—the cool little cuke—when an accident occurs in the house.
And roguish old Sally, so curt and so sharp with her ready smooth patter of wit
Is the one girl I'd turn to for a true friendly word when with a stroke of misfortune
I hit,
Then there's "Sympathy Sue" with her soft crooning voice and her meaningless,
sugary smile
—
She's the type, I'm afraid, who flits here and there and is everyone's friend for awhile.
So remember when reading of Jekyll and Hyde, or stories of much the same plot
That round us are folks—exactly the same—with whom we all cast our lot.
O. E. S.
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FAMOUS FACULTY NAMES
Chalmer's—"Car"
Armstrong's—"Linoelum."
Russel's
—
"Emulsion."
Allan's
—
"Footease."
Carter's
—
"Little Liver Pills."
Chase's—"Blankets."
Kaiser's
—
"Famous Silks."
Johnson's—"Furniture Polish."
Swan's—"Flour."
Compliments
of the
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CLASS NOTES
CALORIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Calorific requirements are specified in nutrition books galore
Here's just another senseless one for you to puzzle o'er.
It lists some odd activities in which we all indulge
And their own required calories if exceeded make us bulge.
This list is badly needed when making out your chart
I hope it covers all your acts each and every part.
Six grams of salt pork, two apples or a caviar sandwich equalling forty-two
calories will cover this one.
Down we sat forthwith to eat
Wondering could we cut the meat.
Two level tablespoons of celery soup without parsley, 19 calories, will provide
energy at this point.
In the class we sit perspiring
Praying that she'll soon cease firing.
This next is known to tear down body tissues so set in a good store of carbo-
hydrate—six lumps of green sugar— 125 calories.
I glare into my partner's face
Hoping she won't trump my ace.
The following we could do in our sleep so faithfully have we practiced it,—so
a sardine sandwich will be about right—16 calories.
With dues and debts I'm on the fence
How can I stretch my fifty cents?
This one is an every day occurrence so just send in a piece of gum—10 calories.
I need a dress—a hat or two
But still I make my old rags do.
A nerve racking one follows—nothing less than a good loaf of white bread will
suffice— 116 calories.
The lesson assigned takes eight hours or more
I'm planning now to do it in four.
I worked this one out scientifically for Terry—five bars of Dial candy—800
calories.
Fourteen hours should be spent in the air
The other ten for solitaire.
No definite calory requirement has been set for the following—various people use
up varying amounts of energy. A safe bet would be a full course dinner— 100 calories.
The town boys are cheap—that's easy to see
But please, dear God, let them call up me.
O. E. S.
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DEBATE
Heredity and Environment were having an avid debate
About elementary brightness, and genius of the great.
Heredity claimed the credit hers, and Environment claimed the same.
"Blood will tell," said Heredity—said Environment, "What's in a name?"
"The first five years shape man's whole life, build a pattern that's weak or strong,
"Decide his career and his interests, his strength for the right or wrong.
"The later years but testify to the training accorded the youth,
"So Environment plays a great part in life. I declare this to be the truth."
Quoth Heredity, "Speak not so quickly, think of the Kallikaks,
"And the millions of others of predestined lives distorted by family lacks
"Of neurones, and ganglions, synapses too, of tendencies varied but strong,
"Nothing can change the inherited brain. Environment I hold you are wrong."
Heredity and Environment to no decision have come,
Each claims the other exaggerates, each claims the other's outdone.
So Heredity and Environment argue throughout the day,
While you and I and the rest of the world non-committally go our way.
THE HISTORICAL SPOTLIGHT
Beowulf—stabilizer of England's serf system after his slaying of Arthur.
Diogenes
—
portrait of a man badly in need of Edison's assistance.
King "Tut"—the fashion dictator of the year 1925.
Helen of Troy—the "good looker" who sent ships sailing.
Cleopatra—whose poise, charm and knowledge of men Elinor Glynn vainly strives
to effect.
Elinor Glynn—our idea of an antique damsel with too much time on her hands.
Columbus—a Boy Scout who answered the call of the wild and found more than
an echo.
Ponce de Leon—Elizabeth Arden's inspiration.
Aristotle—the "wise guy" of his day.
John Smith—who almost lost what Bill Tell used as an apple balancer.
Robert Fulton—one of Helen of Troy's descendants who carried her good work along.
Kaiser "Bill"—a man who didn't believe in mergers.
Hoover—the big grocery man.
O. E. S.
POSSIBILITY
"Can one love an inanimate object?" asked the student of the seer, '"Tis quite
a possibility," said the scholar, "That is clear."
The pupil smiled and turned away, inanimacy held not attraction,
To love it may be quite possible, but—What's the satisfaction ?
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This from gym-
Reference: Mr. Archibald
ALERT
Hy head is up,
My back erect,
My shoulders firm,
My feet correct,
My mind alert
With commands to fill
—
But ah,
'Tis only a posture drill.
LIFE SONG
Life a song can be
With a sharp uprising crescendo,
Or life can consist of tunes
With happiness writ in the measures.
Some lives symphonic are,
And some a series of opera,
The best has melodious rhythm
The worst a jantjle of chords.
HISTORY HYMN
There was a man some time ago
—
Yes ! Johnson was his name
Who wrote a History Methods book
Which added to his fame.
This book to us was duly given
By us attempts are made
To find within its covers
What knowledge has been laid.
The book is scholarly, no doubt
And has its good points, too,
But what CHAPTER THREE is all about
1 do not know, do you ?
G. E. Oliver, '30.
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PRO-VOCATIVE
Love happens to be a transitive verb
As classed in my vocabulary,
But this nomenclature's confusing to me
—
Perchance I am stupid, most very
—
For transitive verbs have an object to take
—
And tho' I love you, no pretense
—
What object would there be in my taking you
When you're in the wrong mood—and tense.
Showing the geographical influence
—
JULIUS CAESAR
Julius Caesar led a lonesome life
I've come to that conclusion.
Or had they never spring in Rome?
(Geography's a confusion)
For when Julius planned the calendar
He placed New Year's Day in winter.
While spring is really the newness of time
(Perhaps Caesar's love was embittered?)
Compliments
of the
Jine zArts Qlub
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BITS FROM THE BETTER BUG BOOKS
Terry's "Always keep the little bottles of agar in a bath tub of water at
a temperature of somewhere around 42 degrees Centrigrade or Fahren-
heit. This prevents the charring of cotton stoppers."
Fran's "With sterile hands, nails and wrists lift the sterile tubes from the
sterile tables. Place the sterile tubes which were lifted from the sterile
table by means of sterile hands, nails and wrists, etc."
Ella's "One must first wash one's test tubes, for one can never be too
cautious when dealing with bugs, can one?"
Olga's "Stick the basket full with bottles containing agar in the steamer
and then allow Watt's contribution to the world do the rest."
Blan's "Wash hands and face. Autoclave. Rinse test tube. Autoclave.
Pour agar. Autoclave. Let agar jell. Autoclave. Collect germs.
Autoclave. Count bugs. Autoclave.
Joe's Criticism found on cover
—
"Nothing worth reading. Hand writ-
ing, classification and underlining of important points which were ab-
sent, excellent."
Al's Experiment on Ice Cream—"Do the same as in previous experi-
ments. Then place the two quart boxes on a separate table. Collect
dishes—one for each student and spoons from sterile shelf. Arrange
on table as for a Crocker tea. Appoint two broad minded girls to
apportion the ice cream. Pass dishes of dessert to each student—not
forgetting Miss Gardner and Dr. Meier. Proceed as usual."
Eddie's "When studying glass ware wrap it up like a caramel. If the paper
bursts plan on turning that side toward the back of the oven. Light
the oven and let it get to a temperature for cooking muffins or for the
string test for fudge. Pick up the caramels and put them in the oven.
Write something on the board. It's best to write a figure under 12, or
something like that. Peek at the sandwiches once in awhile to be sure
they're toasting. Remove them from the oven after testing with a
straw. Then place these brown morsels on a shelf, first offering up a
prayer that you'll choose the sterile one.
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Upon reading Tennyson I got a "Break"
Flunk, flunk, flunk
—
And what would I give for a D.
And I would that my tongue could utter
The thoughts that arise in me.
O' Well for the sophomore girls
That they shout with each other at play-
O' Well for the freshmen class
When they sing at the end of the day.
But the senior themes are due
In the school upon the hill,
And O for a good long night of sleep,
But there's work ahead of me still.
Flunk, flunk, flunk
—
At the foot of the class are we,
And a test of all the work assigned
Will never be passed by me.
Compliments
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UPON READING HERRICK
To the Freshman Chemists : To Make Much of Heat
Gather ye data while ye may,
The litmus now is colored,
And this same solution that tests today
To morrow mayn't be discovered.
This glorious lamp of Bunsen, the burner,
The higher it's a getting
—
The sooner will the solution boil,
The sooner be upsetting.
The test is best which is the first
With solution new and warmer,
But being cold, the worse and worst
Tests still succeed the former.
Then be not slow, but take your stance,
And while ye may be charry
—
For having lost but once your chance
You may another semester tarry.
UPON READING MASEFIELD
STORE FEVER
I must go down to the store again, to the A and P that's nearby,
And all I ask is a can of meat and something to open it by.
And a butter roll and a loaf of bread, and a table that stands some shaking;
And an oilcloth and a tin cup, and a plate that'll drop without breaking.
I must go down to the store again, to the delicatessen life,
To the canned way, and the packaged way, with food at every price,
And all I ask is a doughnut and cheese and a cup of coffee together,
And a small cot and a blanket too, when the hard meal's over.
Perhaps a bird walk inspired this one
DAWN
Cool, grey stillness of
The darkest hour;
First pale light which
Dispels shadows
;
Breath of nature
Quickening joy,
Sweetness of the
Coming day
Hope meeting Life with
Promise full
—
The dawn is making music in your soul.
K. M. F., '32.
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UPON READING MACAULAY
Written in the year of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
CLIV
—
just because it never happened.
VIOLETTA
Evelyn Keith the matron, to the faculty she swore
That the girls who ate in Peirce Hall should be late no more,
To the faculty she swore it and made a final plan
And had her notices put forth, bulletins south and bulletins north
To notify the clan.
Bulletins south and bulletins north the news was spreading fast
And girls from all the classes said "So it has come at last."
Shame on any lazy one who lingers in her bed
When she should be up hurrying to breakfast get instead.
The Freshmen and the Juniors are pouring in amain
And many on their faces show signs of some great strain.
From many a far off corridor come girls in frantic haste
Who weary are, and naturally, for they were up quite late.
From some far village houses where rooms are always cold
And baths permitted just once a week (at least so we are told)
From Uncle Dudley's dwelling place conveniently nearby
From Kingsbury's and Collin's the girls themselves do hie.
From far away on Winter Street and up the Worcester Road,
From Main Street and the Avenue, the girls come—for they know
The pangs of morning hunger when a purse is emptied flat
And the results of poor food habits—and no one wishes that.
Heavy the books and many the students arms do fill
Steep is the path where trod the feet that climb up Normal hill.
Drawing boards and laundry bags, geographies by the score,
Sewing kits and gym outfits, paraphernalia galore.
A dress to wear to dinner ; a foods lab uniform
A very heavy suitcase
—
(if bound for a trip back home.)
Overshoes and raincoats, umbrellas frequently,
These be conditions of village girls as to Peirce Hall they flee.
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But now no sight of students with arms so laden full,
No last one runs the winding path up the normal Hill.
Unwatched the water flows along down to the reservoir
Unheard the local train creeps by with its mighty tinkling roar.
Peirce Hall, alone, the benefits of this wild rush will reap,
For many a tired scholar has lost five minutes' sleep.
Ah, many a shoe goes unbuttoned, and many a hat awry,
And many a thing is forgotten, and many a girl does sigh.
There be the chosen faculty—the residents of the band
Who always with Miss Evelyn Keith for meals do take their stand,
Evening and morn the faculty have thought the idea o'er,
And vowed to correct conditions existing here before.
And with accord the faculty have their glad answer given
"You're right, you're right, Miss Evelyn Keith, you're right, as right as Heaven
This is as good an idea as ever came from Rome,
The girls should all do here at school just as they do at home."
And now hath every doorway admitted many girls,
AVhat matter a face that is not washed, or hair that is not curled ?
In the living room of Peirce Hall is met the great array;
Justly proud was Evelyn Keith upon this final day.
But among the underclassmen was tumult and affright,
For the senior table hostesses did not appear in sight
!
At the entrance to the dining room the throng stopped up the way
—
A fearful sight it was to see, upon this fateful day.
Now by the good Grace Lyons, could the wan freshmen hear
The bell for breakfast ringing, with sounds not sweet, but clear.
The girls from many tables listened with dismay,
For not a hostess was in sight as open the doors did sway.
From dorms and village houses the students came in bands,
But not a single hostess among the others stands.
I think in all the Freshman class, there was no heart so bold
But sore it ached and fast it beat when that sad news was told.
They held a council quickly as the hour was getting late,
Short time was there, you well may guess, for musing or debate.
Out spoke a Junior sharply "We straightway must go in,
Or else the door will soon be closed, and we no breakfast win."
Just then a scout came flying, all wild with haste and fear,
"We must go in now, right away, the faculty are here."
To the doorway of the office looked every single eye,
As backward stepped the lines of girls to let faculty go by.
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But the Freshmen's brows were sad, and the Freshmen's voices low,
And darkly looked the} 7 at Senior hall, their vexedness to show.
"If no Senior comes to help us before the door is shut
We'll surely have to serve ourselves, or else go hungry—What ?"
Then out spoke Violetta, a girl from Crocker Hall,
And the others could but listen while she counselled one and all.
"The food in yonder dining hall could well be served by three
Who will sit on either hand and serve the food with me?"
Then out spoke sweet Begonia, a Sophomore was she,
"I will sit on thy right hand and water pour for thee."
And out spoke dear Petunia, a Freshman lass was she,
"I will sit on thy left side, and coffee pour for thee."
"Violetta," quoth the Freshmen, "As thou sayest so let it be."
And fighting down their own dismay first went the dauntless three.
Students in students' quarrel, spend neither time nor gold
But went to the fray unflinching (at least so I am told.)
Then none was for a class alone, then all were for the state,
Then the Junior helped the Sophomores, and the Freshmen thought it great.
The food was fairly portioned, as much cream as one desired
—
Ah, yes, the girls drink coffee, they must they are so tired.
Now while the three were buttoning their dresses up the back,
(The early morning rising having made them rather lax),
The faculty were looking—tho' trying not to stare
—
To see what girls had failed to come, and just what girls were there.
The three looked calm and silent, tho' they quaked down to their toes,
But they stayed there at the table, not a one of them arose.
The waitress forth came, bringing the customary food,
And those who looked upon it thought that it was good.
Begonia poured the water into the glass beneath,
And held herself all rigid, to stop the chattering of her teeth,
At her orange Violetta made one great forceful thrust,
And the fruit exuded citrus juice, as any orange must.
Petunia poured the coffee, but had trouble Fve no doubt,
For she failed to open the heat proof lid that shuts the pouring spout.
The cocoa too, was poured out well, and cereal was served,
And then three hungry girls began to eat as they deserved.
But the kitchen door is opened, and the waitresses divide
And to the tables they advance, each with deliberate stride,
Upon the wooden tray stands they set their victuals down,
And on the tables muffins place, enough to go around.
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Faculty smiled at students, a smile serene and high,
And eyed the untouched muffins, amusement in each eye.
Then Violetta took a muffin and onward passed the rest,
Begonia and Petunia took theirs, they thought it best.
The waitress now approaches, and dishes used removes
And asks if any one of them does care for same more food.
But meanwhile, tempus fugiting has made the minutes pass,
And every girl had on that day an early eight o'clock class.
Out when the sweet Begonia, and dear Petunia went,
Violetta alone remained, on eating still intent.
Having had her morning calories, Violetta now also could go,
But how to reach her class in time she surely didn't know.
Alone stood Violetta, but constant still in mind,
Thrice thirty yards to go before, the dining room behind.
Round turned she as tho' deigning the office clock to shun,
Naught spake she to the faculty, as she did start to run.
No sound of joy or sorrow was heard from anywhere
Yet all who knew why she did run quite hoped that she'd get there.
Never, I think, did student keep such terrific pace,
Never, it seems did students show such determined face.
And now she has reached May Hall, and now on the stairs she stands,
And now she is in the class room, with others pressing her hands.
And now 'mid shouts and clapping, the noise of the bell so loud,
But nothing can still the enthusiasm awakened in the crowd.
They put her on Student Government and wrote her up for the Dial,
Had her picture in the paper and discussed her for quite a while,
The name Violetta continues to bring dear memories to Normal Hill,
And this oft-repeated story yet gives each girl a thrill.
EPITOME
My dear—I have just come from college
With a score of uplifting ideas,
I know English and Lit, Sanitation,
Psychology, French and some Math,
Education and color and harmony,
The Bible—what grows in what sod
—
I've learned all that the college could teach me-
Pray, how does one get a job?
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JICK JACKS
Gert: I've spent two hours copying information on what I thought was the root
of a wheat plant, and now I find I've been studying a dicotyledon all the time.
Fran : What a whale of a difference a few cotyledons make.
Betty: I took the recipe for this cake out of the book.
Hubert: You did right. It should never have been put there.
Dot : How do you like your family's new electric washer ?
Judy: Not so hot. Every time I get in the thing, the paddles knock me off my feet.
Question in Physiology: "What is another name for the autonomic system?"
A Bright Student in Div. A '32: "The autonomic system is a vegetable, (vegeta-
tive.)
You : "S'funny how my shoes get run down."
Me: "S'funnier how my stockings get runs down."
Ophelia: "What a beautiful scene," she said as she gazed over the reservoir.
Pulse: "Yes," sighing, "if I were a poet, I'd be inspirated."
Kay (at dress rehearsal for opera) : "Bring on the omelette" (amulet)
Fresh Jackie: "'Tisn't time for breakfast
—
yet."
And then there was the girl who blew out the fuse when going to bed, so she
wouldn't have to put out the light.
Saidie, reading in chapel
—
priceless rubies, said, "Priceless 'Rudy' " instead.
Then also there is the dumb Soph who went into the hardware store to buy a
box of "Tailors' tacks."
Correct the following sentences
:
1. Isn't it too bad that we have Penmanship only once every two weeks?
2. I wish that we had more tests on states because they are so easy and we have
such fun doing them.
Then there was a girl who did so much typing she had writer's cramp.
Midge—Will stale eggs whip ?
Stae—Sure, anything bad will take a licking!
Why pay to go to the movies when you can look out of your window at 9 :29 1/2
Sunday nights and get a good entertainment for nothing?
H. P. (Speaking of the new magazines in Horace Mann living room) : These
magazines were given to us by the publishers in leather covers.
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ELEMENTARY EPITAPHS
Anna: (trying to assure Miss Cummings of the value of her history course):
"Honestly, dates didn't mean a thing to me in iHigh School!"
Miss Cummings: Well, Miss Kane you know dates mean more to us as we grow
older.
Miss Hunt: "Miss Conrad, what is found in the thoracic cavity?"
Sylvia (coming out of a fog) : "The brain."
Mr. Lyman: "Josephine, have you a Man. (Manual) ?"
Josephine: "No."
Edith (a helping classmate) : "She lost him."
Ethel : Birds of a feather flock together.
Eileen : No wonder, I wouldn't want to be a bird with only one feather.
From the commuters— I must study for a Tennyson quiz.
What are you studying tennis at this time of year for ?
Leonie—Signing a library card writes "6:30." Miss Montgomery writes beside
it "A. M."
Leonie—Why this isn't A. M. it's P. M.
Miss M.—P. M.! Why, that's my name. Alice Montgomery.
Mary's version of Dr. Meier's three T's—Telling, Teaching and Training
—
Dr. Meier told us some of his Twice Told Tales to day
!
Pupil (third grade)—Dear teacher, I am sorry you were sick over Christmas. I
hope Satan was good to you.
Looking up Dr. Meier's "A Male" we found Rousseau's "Emile."
Miss Taylor: "What is another requisite of good posture, Thelma?"
Thelma: "Throw your knees out." (How could you be so cruel, Thelma?)
Ethel: "Well, I think that—
"
Dr. Meier: "Once when I tried to say what I thought, may professor said to
me, 'There's nothing so uncertain as doubt.'" Ouch!!
Mary's voice from out the silence: "Say girls, did you know Shakespeare was
born when he was 21 ?"
Mary again: "My mother had nine children but one of them was twins."
Photographer: "Look here, right here at me."
(Bertha does so and smiles.)
Photographer: "Please don't laugh."
Bertha: "Then couldn't I look somewhere else?"
Al, introducing the guests: "Dorothy Jenney, Eleanor Knox."
Miss Carter: "Oh, I'll remember you— Jenney Gasoline and No-Knox!"
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Gerry: "Say the street car just passed here."
Ann: "How do you know?"
Gerry: "Don't you see the tracks?"
Miss Ramsdell: "When do the leaves begin to turn?"
Trudee: "The night before exams."
H. Brady: "What's a dog pound?"
H Paton: "Sixteen ounces of hamburger."
I think about you often
And I'd write you every day,
But there's so very little
That seems worth-while to say.
It either rains or doesn't rain,
It's either hot or cold.
The news is all uninteresting,
Or else it's all been told.
I think about the way you smile
And I recall your touch,
And life is very empty and
I miss you very much.
FROM THE FRESHMEN!
Winnie (alias button-eyes) : "I hear Miss Gardner has added a turtle to her
collection of goldfish."
Freshman (name withheld): "What does she keep 'em in? An Aquamarine?"
(At least there's water in both.)
Mary Altimus: "Isn't that man wonderful. Why, he can actually make one
feel hot or cold, happy or sad, at will!"
Ethel H. : "That's nothing, the janitor at Peirce Hall can do that."
Mr. Archibald: "Can you sing soprano?"
Evelyn: "If—well—how does the first verse start?"
"Go," said the housemother, "and never soil our bathroom curtains again." (Or
is this year's crop unlike last year's?)
Ethel: "Do my hands show signs of toil?"
Trudee: "No, but that finger with the diamond on it shows that you've been
working!"
Our friends are the ones who know all our points, bad as well as good, and
still like us.
If you want to be happy you must know when to be blind, when to be deaf, and
when to be dumb, n'est-ce pas ?
Trudee: "What is that rubbing against my right knee?"
Dot Edwards: "Probably your left one."
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SONG HITS REMODELED
"I'm a Schemer, Aren't We All?" (Students or)
"I'm a Seamer, Aren't We All?"—Dress Appreciation.
"What Do I Wear?"-—Thursday evening.
"I'm Swalloiving You"—Miss Robbin's pills.
"My Weight is in Your Hands"—Miss Keith.
"Singing in the Train"—Commuters.
"Reo Seater"—Campus Sun. Night.
"The Shove Parade"—"Male" time.
"Snappy Days are Near Again"—Vacation.
"A Little Miss Each Morning"—Chapel.
"Loaning Owe!"-—All of us.
"Posin
"
—Bachrach.
"E for Two"—Faculty Chant.
"I'll C You Again"—More Faculty Songs.
"Skip Slow Thru the Tunnel"—After ten.
"You're Always in my Qualms"—Studies.
"You Do Something Tomm\"— ? ? ?
'Til B. U. Again"—RHC.
"
"Every Day an A From Who"— ? ? ?
"Learn on the Pleat"—Sewing.
"Ache and Leave"—Classes.
"There's Too Many Cries"—Report Cards.
"Keep Your Funny Side Up"—Terry.
"Love Ain't Nothing But the Twos"—
IF HAMLET HAD COME TO FRAMINGHAM
To rise, or not to rise— that is the question
:
Whether 'tis nobler to leave a comfy bed
To shiver on a hard, cold floor, half awake,
Or to rebel against the ruling powers
And snuggle 'gainst the pillows? To stay— to sleep.
No more ; and by a sleep to say we end
The head-ache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to, — 'tis an unlikely dream
Devoutly to be wished. To sleep ; — to dream—
To dream ! Perchance to wake ! — ay, there's the rub !
For when we waken what doom may await
The thieves of precious hours of toil,
Must give us pause.
Eileen O'Keefe
Dear Ede—
I borrowed your glass to use for painting. Will wash it out well before I bring
it back.
Beatrice
P.S. Where is it? I couldn't find it.
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Jo: "Sit down in front."
Edith: "Gwan, I don't bend that way!"
Helen O.: "Why does a dog hang out his tongue when running?"
Lib: "To balance his tail."
Dr. Meier: "I want you to get an 'Introduction to General Science' before next
class."
Cag: "Where's he live?"
Miss Ramsdell : "Any questions?"
Anna: "\ es, just what course is this?"
\ou may talk of Holy Cross's set of backs, Navy's set of backs, or Harvard's
set of backs, but we prefer Ziegfield's.
1883— 1930
15,200 Customers
Customers have deposited in this bank over
$5,965,000
Only satisfied customers can account for this
You are invited to become a customer of this Bank
RESOURCES OVER
$6,750,000
FARMERS and MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK
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COLLEGIATE CLIPS
make.
Now that waistlines are back again, what a whale of a difference a few inches
Then, there's the Scotchman who took his caviar in capsules so he wouldn't
acquire a taste for the stuff.
The feminine blue bloods' of the United States greatest gift to the world
—
their endorsements.
The girl down the corridor bought a dress guaranteed to wear like iron and
found rust spots all over it.
I know of a little book that says: "The wages of sin are sables" — and — "To
the victor belong the goils."
This same little book proves that "the sins of the fathers shall be visited upon
their children"— the race track tout's checked suit cut down for his little boy.
A practical joker is one, who in exchange for his gags can get a private office
and a big salary from a movie company.
For absolute proof that peanuts are fattening, take a look at an elephant.
\ ou can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear, but what a swell stadium you
can build by kicking her skin.
Men swear that Adam was created first so as to give him a chance to say some-
thing.
Time is passing— I hope I am, too.
Miss Sparrow says clever readers can skip thru books—but according to some of
the oral book-reports we've heard, certain members of our class play jump-rope.
Dusty pinks and blues may be new spring colors—but my floor has been dusty
brown for a long time.
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A JUNIOR'S NIGHTMARE
Dart was a little girl who belonged to the Luck family. She was very much
talked about and rather overworked. Finally she became justly indignant; she didn't
like to be talked about so much, and she didn't like to work so hard; she was tired
and weary and decided to run away. After the rest of the Luck family were asleep,
little Dart eased herself out of bed quietly. Dart eased herself down the stairs
quickly and quietly so as not to waken any member of the family. She collected a
few things she wanted to take with her. She found that her pockets were quite full,
but she knew from experience that she could ease in a lot more than at first seemed
possible. When she had smoothed out her pockets, Dart eased herself out the door,
darted down the path and eased herself out the small opening at the gate. The next
morning Dart found herself in the Big City where she hoped to be let alone, but
such was not the case. Everywhere Dart went she found herself being talked about
incessantly. Poor Dart ! She darted here, she darted there, she darted everywhere.
She eased herself into this corner and that, eased herself into society, eased herself
out of society. No use! No matter where poor Dart darted or eased herself in,
she was everlastingly discussed. At last poor little Dart could tolerate it no longer
;
she darted to the woods, took strychnine and eased herself out of existence.
Dorothy Young, '31.
Better Food for Health and Pleasure
Thousands of New England women have discovered that for wholesome
flavorful foods— whether the staples for everyday cookery or the luxuries
for parties, teas, formal dinners or holiday spreads—they can turn to the
S. S. Pierce Co., confident that their wants will be satisfactorily and
economically filled.
S. S. Pierce's splendid variety of foods brings enjoyment to the table.
The service makes ordering a pleasure, and the prices appeal to people
who understand good value. Visit the S. S. Pierce stores or avail yourself
of the expert telephone or mail order service.
Send for "The Epicure"—it contains our complete price list
S. S. PIERCE CO.
COPLEY SQUARE TREMONT and BEACON STS. 133 BROOKLINE AVE.
COOLIDGE CORNER BROOKLINE NEWTON CENTRE BELMONT
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AS IT MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED HAD THE SKUNK REALLY
BEEN IN THE TUNNEL
The Hunt began. The Chase was on. Through Crocker Hall, in Poole and
lawn. A Savage veil. The Gardner spoke. "Of Coss he's there, stand back good
folk."
"Workman fast!" the crowd's desire, but who is brave Oh My Oh Meier! A
Sparrow chirped, a Robin sang, when thru the multitude their rang, "dimming", and
an Armstrong brave put down a board the beast to save.
"I'm Week" , spoke one and down did starter.
"I'll do my best to homeward Carter."
Brightman was praised and well I Suan, for in an hour the skunk was gone.
So now whene'er a Russell's heard, I know this really seems absurb. But Archi-
bald "Look out" one Day. 'Twas heard in Ratnsdell's Hemenzvay. "\ ou Lyman.
See the danger's past. And now it's safe to walk at last."
I guess I'll write a little poem
Of conscientious Junior Three
Of all the midnight oil they burn,
Their marks, all A's and B's.
And yet, I guess maybe I won't
Something tells me: "Whoa."—
So lest I venture too far ahead
I'll stop and write no more.
Betty Guilford
•»•"•••••••'
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ANOTHER HOUR
What would I, if there were
Another hour added to this day.
Perhaps I would sit at the piano
And play as I have not been able to for days.
Or go exploring in the woods
For nuts or other treasured goods.
There is a winding stream to follow
Over hill and through hollow.
Waiting in the library are
Books of travel, science, art
Filled with imagination and food for thought.
Oh! What would I for another hour.
LEAVES
The leaves are clothed in their red and yellow dresses
For this is festival day.
With no thought of the morrow
They are dancing gaily to the wild, wild music of the wind.
Forgotten is that saying,
"He who dances must pay the piper."
Tomorrow when their clothes are torn and faded
And they are buffeted by the tyrant wind
Until they crumble into nothingness.
They will wish that they had sought a quiet corner.
Instead of being lured by the music of the wind.
Catherine Gray, '31.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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A DOUBLE MEANING
They say: "Out of sight, out of mind."
I don't believe it's true
For though you're out of sight, my mind
Is filled with thoughts of you.
And yet, if used in other sense
It really might be true
—
Out of my mind, I am, sometimes,
With longing just for you.
Eileen O'Keefe.
Evelyn: Been shooting baskets this noon, Peg?
Peg: Well I've been shooting at them.
Dot: Say Lou, what is your idea of being fast?
Lou: Why—Hobart 3.
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CAMPUS CUTTINGS
Tern', our beloved philosopher and general side splitter, says that if some of
our highly esteemed classmates would forget to raise their upper lip to the heights of
their ears in scorn, and twist it down to a smile of amusement or sympathy, there'd
be more joy in life for all concerned.
If you wish to develop your brain power, go to one of our local theatres when a
Vitaphone production is the drawing card of the evening. It is a fascinating game
and brain twister too, to put two and two together, on in other words, as a man's
voice is heard and a woman's mouth is seen working to find the third person.
In case any of you should be uninformed, the time to sing our alma mater song
in the dining room is just as the ice cream is placed on the table.
Another thing, girls, no matter what hour of the day your special comes, be sure
and bring it to dinner for all to see.
Van Sawyer learned in "Mike" recitation that all that glitters is not an incorrectly
pressed skirt problem or in other words, that a column of smoke in the distance is not
always a prairie fire. But then "Van" is forgiven,
—
probably she isn't a Camp Fire
girl and therefore didn't have a chance.
And then, in "Mike" lab, poor Miss Zaghs got three zeros right off the bat
from Miss Gardner for wanting to put the agar plates in the oven instead of the
incubator. How could she know anything could be called an incubator that wasn't
used for hatching chickens?
We seniors never realized just how rude Dr. Foster could be until we tried
to do our English in his eight o'clock lecture period and he insisted upon talking the
whole time.
•••"•••O"*"
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JUNIOR SONG HITS
The Prisoner's Song—Our Anthem
The Student Prince—Bill Bradley
At Dawning—Cook Shift
All By Yourself In the Moonlight—Saturday Nights in Crocker
Just A Night For Meditation
—
Junior Prom
And Then Came The "Don"
—
Jackie Creamer
When Frances Dances With Me—Polly Harnden
To Be Forgotten—Rules and Regulations
Turn On The Heat—Occupants of all the front rooms
I'll Get By—Our hope.
Happy Days Are Here Again—Teaching Days
Keep Your Sunny Side Up
—
June's coming
Why Should I Cry Over You—Senior year ahead.
BRIGHT SOPHOMORE
Miss Poole (holding up a five gore division skirt pattern) : "What division
is this?"
Phyl Graves (absent mindedly) : "A".
THE CORLEW
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AGENCY
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RANGE
COMPANY
GRACE M. ABBOTT, Manager
120 Boylston Street
BOSTON
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JUNIOR JOX
Marion (calling Shattuclc and Jones, who deal exclusively in fish) : "Good morn-
ing, have you any fish today?"
Junior: Miss Nutter is unable to attend conference.
Faculty Member: Oh yes, I hear Miss N'utter is very much engaged.
Miss Hall (to class) : "When was beef highest?"
Bright Pupil: "When the cow jumped over the moon."
Traffic Officer: "Hey, what's wrong with you?"
Sylvia Johnson: "I'm quite well, thanks, but my engine is dead."
Miss Armstrong: "Miss Morris, you have no excuse in the office for Sept. 30."
Miss Morris: "Well, Miss Armstrong, I can't understand that when I wasn't
Youth
Chooses
Uarijrarlj
647 Boylston St., KENmore 4730
King Hong Low Co.
Chinese and American
Restaurant
Concord Street, cor. Howard
FRAMINGHAM
Millwood Farm, Inc.
Pasteurized
Milk and Cream
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE
MASS.
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A FRESHMAN FLIP
Mary: I can't think of her name now.
Dot: What does she look like?
Mary : Her hair is between light and dark, I think.
Dot : That's very definite.
Mary (absent minded) : No—that isn't her name.
JUNIOR 3
hUtch
miNtoft
lltchfield
masOn
guilfoRd
whiTe
Hedman
gRay
Eavitt
sheEhan
Betty Guilford
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H. A. DIV. B ALPHABET
Get ready and sit very noiselessly
!
And I'll tell you about H. A. Div. D.
First is Alherghini, Alice you know
Who beams with goodness from head to toe.
Our blondy Beckwith comes next in line,
West Point's the place where Betty shines.
Briggs, or "Midge" as you may recall.
Is happy and carefree as well as tall.
Laura Burgess of the waitress hall,
Is certainly liked by one and all.
Our hockey captain and good sport, too,
I introduce Helen Condit to you.
The Winnie full of fun and glee,
Is always as busy as a bee.
Dunham, fair, quick, in the orchestra plays,
We hope Esther will be a leader some day.
For a French student brimming o'er,
Florence Gonnick first takes the floor.
1
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Then a fair little miss from Wrentham we see,
Marguerite Holden who's as timid as can be,
Our curly-haired girl is the next one you meet
Carolyn Jones—small
—
yet prim and so neat.
Hannah Miller who comes from Boston each day,
Always does her work in her own sweet way.
Then "Rite" Miller who is very tall,
Is surely our "star" in basketball.
For the best natured in our midst,
"Bub" Arsi undoubtedly heads the list.
The lunchroom manager from Div. B,
Is Ruth Parker—efficient as can be.
Georgia Read, who in the village stays,
Has pleasing and very likable ways.
Without "Ginny" what would our division be?
For Rhoades provides humor for you and me.
Cynthia Sherman—reporter from our crowd,
Writes things which make us very proud.
Ana Sullivan completes our rhyme
Betty is on her job all of the time.
Now that you know Division B,
We'd like to know all of ve!!
M. Briggs, '32.
••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••«
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WHAT HOUSE PRACTICE HAS DONE FOR SOME JUNIORS
Barbara George has developed a craze for a chin.
Gertrude Montana has learned that she doesn't know her vegetables after all.
"Kay" Hebert has learned how to be a speedster through pancake making.
Ruth Pierce has taught Crocker girls that Oxfords aid in hearing as well as
seeing.
Beatrice Arrand has learned that what we want is quantity as well as quality.
Ruth Garland has decided that she doesn't want to cook for fifty in the future.
Grace Cronin believes in "one of all (work) and all (work) for one."
Marjorie Long has discovered a way of waiting on table with leather heels
without making any noise. (Tip-toe through the dining room.)
Dot Cutter has learned that Mr. Fuller has designed different types of brushes for
different purposes.
Carolyn believes peeled apples will keep their color best if they are kept in
acidulated vinegar.
7lowers
FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Phone Butterworth's
Tel. 33
FRAMINGHAM - MASS.
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the following:
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Dear Miss Sahx,
I am pretty and popular but never have the right clothes to wear. Please help
me—I'm frantic.
Eighteen
Such a sweet age—I love helping you in your youthful desires, ambitions and
enterprises.
The "Women's Institute" gives an excellent course in dressmaking and in a
few weeks' time you will no longer be hidden, frosting cakes in the kitchen, but will
enter the living room (scene of a party) with starry eyes, parted lips, glistening hair
and flushing cheeks (can this really be you?) wearing a heavenly gown you have made
yourself in two lessons. Tom (the man in question) will dart to your side and
whisper, "Eighteen, I never realized how lovely you are."
Now all you have to do is buy a sewing machine, two or three bolts of crepe de
chine (one does make a few mistakes at first) , a few books of instruction, three patterns
and $250 for the course. And just think—the simple little blue silk gown is yours
to wear for the event of the season and you will be welcomed and adored as you right-
fully deserve.
Dear Miss Sahx,
I am very popular with the town men, but it seems they are not always welcome
here on the hill. What can I do about it ?
"Babe"
Suggest that the matrons serve Reception Cocoa (F. F. page 192) with wafers
each afternoon to the boys, and also that they be as prompt as possible in answering
automobile horns in the drive. Naturally it annoys the boys to have to sit in the yard
blowing their horns in vain. I'm sure this is merely an oversight on the part of the
matrons and that they will be only too happy to co-operate with you.
Dear Miss Sahx,
I am beautiful, have gorgeous clothes, own a snappy roadster, can dance well
and have a charming personality. However, with all these delightful elements and
compounds in my possession I am not happy. I haven't a single boy friend. Please
help me in my sorrow.
Beulah
My heart goes out to you, Beulah. There are thousands upon thousands just
such girls as you. Possibly you have not shown your charming self to advantage.
Entertain a few friends Sunday evenings ; attend band concerts on the common ; join
the Grange or a like organization of which your village may boast. Enter into the
gay social whirl and soon you will be surrounded by the true loving friends and ad-
mirers that make life so rich with fulness.
Dear Miss Sahx,
I am deeply in love with a town man, but here is the sad part. He has gone around
with all the girls here at school and they continually remind me of his faulty technique,
etc. and manage to keep me in a state of mental unrest. What shall I do ?
Despairing
Do not allow these silly, jealous girls to affect you in any way. From your vivid
description I am sure your young man is all that can be desired and will be true to you
in very respect. Close thine ears to the babble of the rabble.
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Ellie: "What is a meat ball?"
Jean: "I don't know, I never went to one."
Cag: "What is a rare volume, Miss Ritchie?"
Miss Ritchie: "It's a book that comes back after vou've loaned it."
Miss Hunt: "What is the most outstanding contribution that chemistry has
n'ven to the world?"
Marjorie: "Blondes."
And then there's the skin you love to clutch.
Miss Armstrong: "You may laugh because I am always running around looking
for my books and my papers, but I wouldn't have to if the girls would return them!"
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TIME OUT
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MY FAITHFUL FRIEND
It is a faithful friend I have
Out in sun or rain.
It never shirks its duty,
The little gasoline train.
For a year and a half I've known it,
And have really grown to care
Whether its funny little voice
Is still, or floats on the air.
It's not because it's musical
Or anything like that,
In fact, if often puffs along
Like a man who is too fat.
But it seems so sort of cheerful
And sympathetic, too.
It always seems to say to me
"I'm sorry"—when I'm blue.
At 7:10 it calls to me
—
Again at twenty past,
(Not like many students
Who are always late for class.)
Once my watch refused to go,
The time I could not tell,
But my faithful friend ne'er failed me
And I got along right well.
There are many who make fun of it
And call it many a name.
But still it is a friend to me
—
The little gasoline train.
Keep that Fool Girl Complexion.
Then there was a girl who was three times a wallflower and never a bride.
Edith (on way to gym) : "Oh — I forgot my rain hat— I mean my umbrella."
Sarah: "Don't you really mean your shower cap?"
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SENIOR HIGH SPOTS
Prettiest
Cutest
Most attractive
Most popular
Best dressed
Most pleasing personality
Most conscientious
Quietest
Best dancer
Friendliest
Class Athlete
Most capable
Most obliging
Best natured
Wittiest
Most artistic
Most musical
Most dignified
Most representative
Most individual
Best line
Funniest
Cleverest
Breeziest
Most cynical
Most intellectual
Most serious
Household Arts
Olga Sachs
Alice Merrill
Blanid Reidy
Dorothy Church
Olga Sachs
Alice Merrill
Dorothy Church
Rachel Bangs
Floris Degere
Alice Owen
Gertrude Cook
Blanid Reidy
Frances Parker
Olga Sachs
Gretta McPherson
Julia Kinney
Alice Henry
Ruby Fields
Margaret Cahill
Pauline Varnum
Olga Sachs
Viola Munyan
Ruth Cowdrey
Gretta McPherson
Mary Wagner
Marie Treanor
Edith Bryant
Van Sawyer
Terry O'Rourke
Alice Henry
Van Sawyer
Elementary
Grace Whalon
Theresa Trotta
Geraldine Parker
Anna Kane
Helen Brady
Geraldine Parker
Carol Bingley
Helen Ohman
Edith Davenport
Mary Jackson
Rose McCarthy
Mary Jackson
Carol Bingley
Doris Stevens
Nancy Crane
Loretta Brown
Genevieve Ford
Ruth Ufford
Gertrude Archer
Ruth Hall
Helen Luby
Leonie La Plante
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VALE . . .
Softly, silently, tenderly Time is slipping away,
—
Slipping rythmically forever on
—
Like the chant of a monk, his ave song,
On a chaplet of yellowed ivories, each one a day
;
A bead that is etched with the humble lay
Of Friendship's joys and Human dole;
A scent of love from the "Immortal Soul",
Mellowed with Fellowship's lovely lay.
When the carefree, youthful days have gone
And the work of the World has enmeshed you,
When your heart is weary, your spirit wan
With toil, and yearning for life anew
May the chaplet of yellowed ivories be
A boon, a blessing to strengthen thee.
M. K. T
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